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Abstract
The subject of this study, structuralist analysis of modern Arabic literature,
consists of three parts. The first part comprises two introductory chapters. The first
chapter deals with the most important critical issues of Arabic literature in the Middle
Ages, those of sound and meaning, the 'arriud al-shi 'r, and the views of those period's
critics on those two critical issues. The second chapter is an explanation of the most
important critical trends which have appeared in the Arabic literary movement during the
phase of critical revival and renewal; included also is a discussion of the most important
critical issues which dominated these trends. These trends are represented by the schools
of impressionist criticism, the Diwan group, socialist realism, ideological criticism and
modernism.
The second part of this study consists of two main chapters. These are the third
chapter which consists of a study of the sources of structuralism in modern Arabic
literature through the critical works of some Arab structuralist critics and an exposition
of the extent of the influence ofEuropean critical schools such those as of de Saussure
and Claude Levi-Strauss on those critics. The fourth chapter is a study of the most
important structuralist artistic phenomena in the criticism of Arab structuralists and the
relation of these phenomena to their sources in old Arabic criticism with an attempt to
find the link between structuralism and 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl's theory of construction.
These artistic phenomena are: binary opposition, the poetic, textual construction and
rhythmic construction.
The third part consists of the fifth chapter, which contains an analytical and
practical study of Arabic structuralist criticism through an analysis of the introductions
dealing with ruins in five mu 'al/aqas and a demonstration of the structuralist critical
methods of analysing those introductions.
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Finally, the conclusion contains a summary of the most important conclusions
reached in this study on the basis of analysing the structuralist approach in modern
Arabic criticism, especially that devoted to the old Arabic poetry (the nw 'allaqas).
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Introduction
Many studies of modern Arabic criticism have been published and these have
accompanied the theoretical and practical growth of the subject. A great number of
arguments and discussions about it have taken place, through which critics have made
their own contributions by way of analysis and the formulation of a critical theory
capable of harmonising old Arabic criticism with modern criticism, on the one hand, and
with modern European criticism, on the other hand.
Since the second world war and the cultural, scientific and political developments
that have accompanied Arabic literature, Arabic criticism has taken directions which
accompany these developments, and this has had, sometimes, a negative effect and at
some other times a positive one, on the shaping of this criticism. We can identify,
through various theoretical studies of Arabic criticism, three critical stages through
which Arabic critcism has passed. The first stage is that of emergence and formation and
is represented by the old criticism such as that of'Abd al-Qahir al-JurjanT, al-Jahiz,
Al-AmidI, al-'Askarl, al-Qadi al-Jurjanl, al-Marzuqi and other critics. They had a clear
influence on analysing and critically appraising old Arabic poetry. Perhaps 'Abd al-Qahir
al-Jurjani's theory of construction, propounded in his books (Dala'il cil-I'jaz andAsrar
al-Bctlaghah), has made the most important contribution during that period, and its
influence continues to bear on our present period Al-JurjanT studied the rhetorical image
through a full deployment of his literary theory, which entailed something akin to the
ideas of construction, which he considered as an organic part of composing poetry
without which composition is impossible and can have no value without the context and
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the role which it plays in poetry. The composition should not be undertaken for the sake
of language ornamentation; rather it is an essential element which co-operates with the
grammatical sense in the artistic composition as exemplified by the creative writer's
ability to produce his literary material* .
The second stage: This is the period of renaissance and evolution during which
Arabic criticism was contemporary to modern literary currents such as classicism,
romanticism and realism, extending from the First World War to the end of the Second
World War. This stage of Arabic literary criticism was characterised by a struggle
between the old and the new and between form and content as a result of the social,
political and economic conditions that prevailed in Arab society at the time concerned.
The third stage: This is a period of innovation and coming under the influence of
European critical trends. This period extends from the end of the seventies till the present
day (1996). Contemporary Arab critics were influenced during this period by the
structuralist school and the modernist movement which spread in European literature.
Progressing from the above, the researcher has defined the aim of this study as
making a contribution to establishing the origins of modern Arabic criticism and charting
its artistic directions in an attempt to reveal these directions and to point out their
continuity and discontinuity with old Arabic criticism, by way of correlating theory and
practice and identifying the influence of the structuralist approach on the modern Arabic
critical movement. For this reason I have pursued the following steps in this study:
*
Al-JurjanT, Abd al-Qaliir Dala'il al-I'Jaz, p. 196-197.
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First: I have dedicated the first chapter to exploring the most important critical
questions which preoccupied the old critics, these being the question of the relation
between sound and meaning and the question of the 'amTid al-shi 'r. I have discussed in
this chapter the views of the most important critics at that time, such as al-Jahiz, al-
Jurjani, al-Qadl al-Jurjanl and al-Marzuqi. The question of sound and meaning was of
great importance in our critical heritage. Identifying those views helps to identify the
critics' positions in this area and in particular that of 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl in relation
to those views. Through his sophisticated analysis, al-Jurjanl managed to destroy the
dualism of sound and meaning, by means of his theory of construction The theory of
construction is a compendium of his critical, linguistic and rhetorical views. According to
him, language is a collection of interactive relations that bear an intricate web of
emotions and feelings. This becomes apparent and clear through construction which is
the composition of sentences and the inspiration of their images. This composition
represents the essential advantage and distinction of speech. Al-Jahiz, also, in his book
al-Bayan wa al-Tabym, attempted to tackle the question of sound and meaning from a
new perspective compared with his predecessors. He discovered through his efforts the
question of choice and authorship which is considered an element of structuralism in
modern times.
The question of the 'arriud al-shi 'r was not less important than other questions in
the works of three old critics, who are: al-Amidl, al-Jurjanl and al-Marzuqi. Each of
them had his own theory, distinct from that of the others, in some respects, and in
accordance with them in other respects. The importance of this question is revealed
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through the dispute between the traditionalists and the innovators during the medieval
literary period. The 'amud al-shi V was inspired, where al-Amidi is concerned, by the
argument about Abu Tammam and al-Buhturi. Al-JurjanI also speaks about the poetic
'amud and his theory of it in the context of his argument about Abu al-Tayyib al-
Mutanabbl. In turn, al-Marzuql tried in the introduction to his commentary on Diwan cil-
Hamasci to formulate the conception of the 'amud al-shi 'r in a complete and final
fashion by means of combining his predecessors' theories on the subject.
In the second chapter, I have given an account of the most important critical
currents prevalent in Arabic criticism during its second stage, before and after the
Second World War, such as the Diwan group, social realism, ideological criticism,
impressionist criticism and finally a criticism of modernism. The currents of this period
are distinguished by philosophical foundations and artistic characteristics stemming from
the struggle between the old and the new and from the influences of literary trends
imported into Arab society.
The Diwan group based their critical direction on a revolution in language
against music and traditional moulds. They rejected the exploitation of poetic music and
the view which considers poetry as material for entertainment and amusement at the
expense of human poetic truth. They also rejected any other formula which might
compromise the freedom of thought and simplicity of style. According to them (lie poetic
image concentrates on the inspirations of the external image and its psychological
dimensions which are linked with the poet's education and his personal culture, and on
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psychological characteristics, similar to the elements and the original materials of the
image.
The Dlwanites were influenced by English literature, and they were enchanted by
the English critics, particularly the romantic ones among them. However, their
enchantment with English romantic poetry did not lead them to rejecting and reversing
everything. They called for retaining grammar and the foundations of the language; solid
expression and the beauty of pure language delivery; innovation on the basis of the
Arabic poem and for linking literature with life and the human soul.
Social realism: I have attempted, through my discussion of this current, to
demonstrate the most important principles on which it is based. There is no doubt that
this current has derived its foundation from the Marxist method and its features did not
become clear in Egypt until after the July revolution of 1952 when the currents of
socialist culture started to feed into it, thus leading to the emergence of the leftist trend
among representatives of this current. Dialectical and historical materialism are the
methodological foundation of this current although the cultural and philosophical roots
of the critics representing this tendency varied according to their social consciousness,
scholarly awareness and subjective experience. Socialist realism in Arabic literature was
based on political and social foundations which aimed at creating a social critique whose
object is not only knowing the world but also reshaping it.
Ideological criticism: This current is represented by Muhammad Mandur after he
abandoned the inclination method in literary critique. Perhaps his book al-Adab wci
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Madhahibnh, published in 1958, represents his historical conception of the theory of
literature. Mandur raised the banner calling for linking literature with society, by
proposing a method which opposes the doctrine of "art for art's sake". He is of the view
that art and literature have become the guides of life and its continuous progress to the
better and to what makes people happier.
Impressionist criticism: Taha Husayn is the most outstanding representative of
this school. He attempted to expound it in a somewhat briefway as it was not based on
clear artistic criteria and it depended principally on the critic's taste and culture in his
interpretation of literary works. Taha Husayn adopted the concept of artistic truth as a
foundation on which to base his critical appraisal. Artistic truth, according to Taha
Husayn, is the expression of personal feelings in a language that agrees with life and the
prevalent taste of the time. I have attempted, through following Taha Husayn's critique,
to demonstrate the criteria of his artistic appraisal which are divided into two phases: the
first is that of taste and artistic appreciation, and the second that of analysis and
reasoning.
Modernism in modern Arabic criticism: Modern Arabic criticism, from the
seventies until now, is characterised by the application of critical theories in an attempt
to widen the circle of Arabic criticism. This has resulted in the emergence, during this
period, of two artistic terms: Modernism and contemporaneousness. I have tried to show
the procedural distinction between the two concepts, and I have also discussed Adonis'
principle of modernism, which considers that the principle ofmodernism is the struggle
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between a system based on traditionalism and a desire which works to change this
system. Western modernism has had a big influence on Adonis' thinking and his
modernist manifesto.
The third chapter: This chapter contains a study and a tracking of structuralist
sources in modern Arabic critique with an etymological note on the term 'structuralism'
in the Arabic and the English languages. 1 have dwelt in this chapter on the concept of
structuralism according to structuralist pioneers such as Jean Piaget and Claude Levi-
Strauss, in addition to a detailed account of de Saussure's structuralist method. It also
considers the basis from which the structuralist movement in Europe emerged during the
sixties in order to cast its shadows on the movement ofmodern Arabic criticism in the
seventies of this century. I have also considered in this chapter the extent to which
developments in the field of linguistics and their influence on the modern linguistic
currents resulted in the creation of a favourable ground accompanying the new critical
revival. Through his tracking of the sources of structuralism, the researcher has observed
that Arab structuralist critics have relied on the same sources although the stylistic
formulations vary from one critic to another.
I have also attempted, in this chapter, to ascertain the link between structuralism
and the theories of construction according to 'Abd al-Qahir, and to show the extent to
which the Arabic rhetorical heritage is present in Arabic stylistic and structuralist
thought.
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I concentrate in the forth chapter on artistic phenomena in modern Arabic
staicturalist criticism. Kamal Abu Deeb's literary works represent the axis of this
chapter, as he is one of the pioneers of structuralist criticism in Arabic literature in view
of his many contributions in this area.
Through an examination of structuralist studies, I have tried to shed light on the
most important artistic phenomena in Arabic literary criticism which are represented in:
(1) binary opposition (2) the poetic (3) textual construction (4) rhythmic construction. I
have also attempted to show the extent of affinity between these artistic phenomena and
artistic phenomena in old Arabic critique and to elucidate the dialectical relation between
these phenomena.
The phenomenon of binary opposition was of particular interest to philosophers
such as Hegel and Aristotle and to some of the founders of structuralism in modern times
such as the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss . This interest has led to the raising of a
question about the position of Arabic criticism in relation to the concept of binary
opposition: is it a new concept in relation to Arabic literary heritage? Or does this
concept have deep roots in Arabic rhetoric? Progressing from answering this question, T
have analysed binary opposition in Abu Deeb' structuralist thinking, through his analysis
of pre-Islamic poetry.
The poetic represents the other phenomenon prevalent in Abu Deeb's
structuralist studies, though, through our analysis of his literary works and the views of
Abd al-Salam Al-Masaddl on the stylistic construction of language, a pressing question
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emerges: what is the procedural definition of the poetic? I have come, through my
proposed answer to this question, to the conclusion that the poetic is nothing but a kind
of imagination.
The textual construction phenomenon: This phenomenon represents an important
axis on which structuralists have based their textual analyses. This has led us to
discovering the dialectical relation between the structure and the subject and the mutual
effect between the idea of the subject, the structure formation and the constituent
elements of the text used by the poet in order to express his emotional experience.
Rhythmic construction is a phenomenon which is entirely connected with the
textual construction and this has led Abu Deeb to propose a structuralist interpretation of
the trends calling for a change of the rhythmic construction of Arabic poetry. The
development at which Abu Deeb aims at in his study of rhythm concentrates on
formulating structuralist laws which apply to some metres of Arabic poetry such as 'a/-
Mutadarik' and 'cil-Mntaqarib' with the object of changing al-Khalil's theory of the
Arabic poetry metres.
Progressing from Abu Deeb's foundation of his structuralist interpretation of
Arabic rhythm the present researcher has attempted to refute this view and to prove that
the taf'flas of al-Khalil's metres are a fundamental prop of poetic rhythm from which
poetic texts, old and new, cannot depart, including free verse.
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I have devoted the fifth chapter to an analytical and practical study of structuralist
critique in Arabic literature through five of the mu 'allaqas. I have attempted in this
chapter to analyse the introduction on ruins in those mu 'allaqas, progressing from a
method proposed here for studying structuralist critical works. This method adopts a
horizontal approach for studying pre-Islamic poetry and is based on surveying the
phenomenon of the structuralist critics' analysis of the introduction on ruins and a
demonstration of the extent of such analysis' effectiveness.
The present researcher has relied in his analytical work on the semantic fields of
these introduction of ruins and on explicating the general framework which unites them
in an attempt to propose a method different from the analytical studies of pre-Islamic
poetry which preceded this study such as those of Susan Stetkevych, Rita'Awad and
Kamal Abu Deeb.
The present researcher does not dispute the fact that the authors of those studies
have made a positive contribution to developing the analytical methods of literary
criticism, however he strives, to contribute to the development of those studies and, by
so doing, he aims at nothing else than elucidating aspects that have remained obscure,
eliminating what he thinks is superfluous and reevaluating some methods which he
considers to have been insufficiently appraised. He is also keen in this study to
demonstrate the features of old critical questions and to explore the extent of their
closeness or remoteness from modern critical thought, on the one hand, and to reveal, on






Modern Arab criticism embraces a variety of approaches based on various literary
sources, e.g. Marxism, Impressionism, Romanticism, and Classicism. In spite of the
inherent differences between these approaches, the major topics of criticism - form and
content and the 'amud al-Shi 'r (principle of poetry) -have been studied and analysed by
critics of each method. There appear to be no major differences among the various types
of criticism mentioned above, save style and manner of presentation.
This study aims to trace the major elements in medieval Arab criticism,
specifically, form and content and 'amud al-Shi V. Many medieval critics have stated their
own vision with regards to the analysis of the aforementioned phenomena. A sample of
such critics includes: Abu al-Qasim al-Hasan b. Bishr al-Amidl (370 A. H), 'Abd
al-Qahir al-Jurjanl (471 A. H), Abu 'Uthman 'Amr b. Bahr al-Jahiz (255 A. II), al-
Qadi 'All b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Jurjanl (366 A. H) and Abu 'All Ahmad b. Muhammad
al-Marzuql (421 A. H). This chapter will present the elements of critical phenomena
important to these men.
FORM AND CONTENT
This phenomenon is one of the most important features in the work of Arab
literary critics who go so far as to consider form and content the main subject of literary
analysis, and therefore, an essential element of literary discourse. Literary form
(al-lafz) is used in two senses: the rhythm of the sentence, and the content. Content
(al-ma'na) in medieval Arab writing has four senses: the speaker's intention; the general
idea which arises from the interpretation of the poetic material; philosophical and ethical
ideas; and imagination and unusual comparisons. An idea of the use of these terms, form
and content, can be derived from any one of the very frequent appearance of the terms in
the writing of medieval Arab critics. Al-Jahiz writes:
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"Meanings are everywhere. Anyone can access them, be they Arab
or non-Arab, peasant or Bedouin. But poetry is formulation and a
kind of portrayal"1
According to al-Jahiz's statement, meanings and sounds exist before the
constituent parts of sentences. Hence, meanings are everywhere, like a list of words in a
dictionary, ready to reform words into reasonable sentences. The second part of
al-Jahis's statement "but poetry is a kind of formulation and imagination" qualifies
poetry as something which incorporates more than the mere putting together ofwords
into self contained structural units.
On the other hand, al-Jahiz places emphasis on the congruence between
meaning and sound. He divides this into four types:- congruence between meaning and
sound; congruence between one word and another word; congruence between utterance
and the audience; and congruence between utterance and the context, muqtacla al-hal.
In fact, the above four consistencies exist in speech, are very important for any
speaker and audience, and could be called grammatical consistencies and pragmatic.
Some Arab literary researchers have thought that al-Jahiz gives priority to form
while ignoring meaning, and so consider him a leader of the school of form.
Al-Jahiz specifies certain characteristics which he believes are paramount for
efficient thinking on the part of the reader. "Noble expressions which have been chosen
3x,\—\—AAA J ;In<a slaII "
• " JJJ li 2kJ 6
l 4—.ulull Aji—ilall t ^ VY ^ V^ t klillall f,j -^11 c (jlj. jvll . au .a\C~ j_j! t Ja aJ aJl
. \ ^ 1 & i (jj JVA AA-va UJIAJC.
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over others and which are simple and free from redundancy are attractive and appealing
to the intellect."2 He continues:
the expression should not be vulgar and unusual unless the speaker
is a nomad. Unusual speech will be understood only by unusual
people, just as vulgar speech will only be understood by vulgar
people. There are different levels of speech, reflecting the different
levels of people's understanding. Therefore, speech contains
eloquent and non-eloquent and witty elements alike, and people use
speech of these types for praise and condemnation alike."3
The main points of al-Jahiz, as represented in this excerpt, are: form should be
simple; the words in that form should be appropriate to the subject; the form should not
be eccentric but adequate to the reader's thought; and the diction should not be arcane,
but understood by all.
Al-Jahiz implicitly gives priority to form when he rejects the definition of
rhetoric given by al-'Attabl. In al-'Attabl's opinion the rhetorician explains or persuades
his audience of his point of view. This process defines the speaker as a rhetorician . But
al-Jahiz does not agree with that definition because al-'Attabl ignores literary form.
According to al-'Attabl, even the non-Arab could communicate his intention successfully
using incorrect words to both the intellectual and the layman. Al-Jahiz would not
consider this rhetoric. He writes:
i .1 jtw'iU (Jj jJo.ill \a\\ >ti t 4 >u'uv Ijj i A-mii ^Jl a3 "
. " (J j—LJL ik ^"ill j i J—-ojI j i (j«i till i; nt
. \ ^ V Y i jAluJl (j %"i i A ,» i ' CSM1 J
q-A ^j\\ 4—A^JLJ (j—^i^jli (jli c UasL-uij i LIALX ^V Ail "
t Cj\ Ij In ^3 ^ Aiiijl 1—aS> t Cj\ til*> ^3 ^3J tu\i mil ^ ^ I) I—a^ c
I J l_p^l—AJ AJ 1 J a!£j AJ8 •• illJ t ^jm-kllJ IaIIj L fljy mil J
. ^rr-^rYLHa t jjVt pj-aJi .
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al-'Attabl does not mean that everyone who has the ability to make
you understand his intention is eloquent. Nor does he mean that
any indigenous person who makes his intention clear using
incorrect diction is eloquent. How could such a half-Arabised
country person be eloquent as we can understand the speech of the
non-Arab peasant who, in reply to the question, "Why did you buy
the female donkey?", responds, 'To ride it and to produce babies
for me." 4
The word "to ride" in the Arabic has two different meanings: "to mount" and "to
have sex". The above examples demonstrate that al-Jahiz was mindful ofmeaning in his
analysis.
With regard to poets who have merely paraphrased the work of others, al-Jahiz
asserts that the poets in his generation are usually seeking to quote a rhetorical and noble
meaning from any writer and then attribute it to themselves without acknowledging that
they look to the meaning of the words as a guide.5
According to al-Jahiz there are some words and poems whose meanings make
sense only to the person who created them, and nobody could copy these. In support of
his view, al-Jahiz cites a few lines from the poet'Antara describing a fly:
4" j—li—J—£ (jl (j—«u —L 4la.Lx 1*1 <13^ (j_« JS (jl jv-C.J tjj—^ "
a \\ a lik (j—a t—ijj -axil j a "tfl ^ (j—C- *xllj (jj -klxll —£11j a\ \ xajoJ—j (jjA-Jjxll
CJJJJ uil I A__I (Jj_i (_£^ll —lill a, \ JLi (jl «1-*J (jl-^ L A_C->L_i!Ij A.J ^j ^^<0
\%j (jl-£ dLl—iuo (jl \ \ xlf- .lij 4(^-^ .1 V)j \ 3\ ^jl I (Jl—S ? (jLjVI
. ^ i & (_)*** 4 JjV! j ^11 t A-uaAj (jjl »u\l £ 3*^x11
5_ jl 4 ^ *A c4 ^ c.l' c"
a lal] \c- .1 ju j-b (jl 1 A_*x jl sIju (j-a pl^)*_-uill (jx a. (j-x (J-£j VI t jl (
. " A_a_J a liiii (J »>jj (_j-j—xxJIj (jjuJtluU (jl jl_j V Ajli 1 6j_jxL JLj jl A .>i» j (jj
e^ybl—ill t ^ x^x I (^ \\^") ( A_jilj]l a—*_Jall l Tl I (j-«a t klilLoll aJI < • Jo-^LaJI
. Ml©
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visited by every virgin rain cloud bountiful in showers that have left
every puddle gleaming like a silver dirham
and there the fly sits alone , unceasingly
humming away, like a toper raising his voice in song
trilling , the while he rubs one leg against another
just like a one-armed man bending to strike the flint.6
This notion could lead us to the conclusion that meaning, not form, was the
crucial element of speech for al-Jahiz. However, in al-Jahiz's view, there is a degree of
cohesion between form and meaning. "If the meaning is of high quality, noble in form, of
good rhetorical structure, and expressed in a natural way without any affection, then the
literary creation will be as effective as rain on good soil."7 This statement seems to
indicate that al-Jahiz was striving for a balance between form and meaning. But the
uniqueness of the Holy Quran, as demonstrated in its overall structure, forced al-Jahiz
to focus on form at the expense ofmeaning.
The mid 9th century ushered in a new trend in literary analysis- identification of
the origin of a literary meaning. Al-Jahiz was not in favour of this trend and instead
placed priority on form. He was a widely read, highly educated writer and found no
6 Arberry, J. A. The Seven Odes. P. 180. 1st ed. 1957.
: Jjal—c. (Jl_i
^ ftj.iJl£ »jlj i (J £ &j j 5i (J £ 4 olc Cjil a.
^ -J till £ lij C. " (_>" 1 £-! L_jl jill ^ Lj
jljj II ^ 1c. uj £^11 s 4 J 4 cI ji til u j^
. Slaadl 4 yS. a Y t t yjLuxjl / "tilt- * tl£^ *-.1 4^11 ijc jjl t
q-C. 1 ft^}iaj t o!j£j ujVI (j—& liU—xj t —lall —t. si i 1-JuL Jai-lllj t Uj^juj ^ 1 * n\\ jjl—£ lili
. " 4-oj^j_£11 4j^L11 l*n itII . n L-JJ till . n t L_kl£j]l (j—4 Lij . s~k A
. AV Q43 ( (JJ)l\ C J 1 ^J ^
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difficulty recovering meanings from various works. Meaning could be, therefore, readily
obtained from the ideas the poet expressed. Where critics made mention of meaning, it
should be in terms of how writers could express their meaning in a higher form.
On the contrary, however, some medieval critics consider meaning and sound
equally as does Bishr b. al-Mu'tamir. He asserts that the noble meaning should be cast in
noble sound, whereas meaning and sound must not be regarded as high or low according
to the level of speech, whether that be of high class or low vulgarity. Nobility should
derive from the consistency and suitability both of meaning and sound with regard to the
circumstances of the audience.8
Ibn Qutaiba classifies form and content into a number of different types
First: good sound with good meaning, such as a line of abu Dhu'aib al-Hudhall -
The psyche is desiring if you make it desirous but if you bring it
back to reasonable things it will be satisfied.
This line, in his view, is from an excellent poet as it contains a perfect sound and
meaning.
Second: good sound with no excellent meaning behind it, such as the following:
When we had finished from Mina with all we needed
till .1*alt —ja. (jt-S ' t—Ljall 4_1 —ajLii ^—x-a (J—A * J—
( 4—at*]! (jj&J (jij ^»«Vn ^ja (jij ^ all j t
i (JLLail ^LLa (J£l I- Laj ( JLaJI iJialjj £A i *Laiial! ' I—llja^ll Lajlj
• ^ ^ ^ ~~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^J (j
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and everyone had touched the corners
and our luggage had been Fixed on camels
while people did not look to who will leave early morning
then we began to chat with one another
while the camels' necks streamed through the wide riverbeds.9
In Ibn Qutaiba's view, the above lines are very clear; that is: we had been in Mina
(a sacred place near Mecca in Saudi Arabia which every pilgrim must visit), and after we
had finished the pilgrimage ceremony, we kept our camels ready to leave, then we
chatted with each other through the journey. Hence, the above meaning was on a par
with the sound, and there is no meaning beyond this. However, 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani
did not share the views of Ibn Qutaiba. Al-Jurjani is struck by some points which lay
behind the above lines. He establishes a link between sound and the meanings through a
rhetorical approach, such as his comments on "when we had finished from Mina all that
we needed". This expression, he says, contains a lot of meaning. The poet wants to say
that he finished all the pilgrimage ceremonies by mentioning the last ceremony to give an
indication that he is free from all religious duties, and had prepared himself to go back
home. Moreover, the metaphor in the third line is very attractive when he says: while the
camel's necks streamed through the wide riverbeds. Usually water is streaming through
valleys, not necks. But the poet wants to tell us that the journey was very comfortable,
and that it was smooth and without any obstacles, like water running smoothly into the
wide riverbed.10
9_
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10- Al-Jurjani, 'Abd al-Qahir. Asrar al-Bctlagha. P.35-38 1st cd. Ed. By M. R. Rida. (Beirut, 1992).
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Apparently, al-Jurjanl refers in the above analysis to his theory of construction in
which he asserts that the words do not make sense until they are constructed in a certain
way and arranged and harmonised in one pattern rather than another.
Ibn Qutaiba's third type is good meaning with insufficient sounds such as the
following line:
The honourable man does not blame as he blames himself and the
man will be made honourable by a virtuous friend."
This line is perfect in meaning because it contains a wise saying (hikma), though
the sound does not suit the meaning.
Summarizing Ibn Qutaiba's view, it seems that he fails to balance sound and
meaning. He does not treat them as a component of the whole context, and therefore
ignores sound and stresses meaning - he considers form as a shape of ideas.
On the other hand, Abu Hilal al-'Askari follows previous critics in analysing form
and content. In his Sirr al-Sina'atain he stresses important characteristics of form such
as simplicity, flexibility, and perfection in constituent parts of speech.12 He also follows
al-Jahiz's approach in giving priority to sound. He writes:
The concern is not to present meaning which anyone can access, be
they Arab or non-Arab, peasant or Bedouin, but poetry should be
perfect, clear, beautiful, perfect in harmonisation, free from
redundancy, and therefore, sound cannot be satisfactory unless it
\ A \}\ JJ—Su
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contains these characteristics.13
Examining the above statement, it seems that he gives priority to sound over
meaning. Rhetoric is based on perfection of sound because marvellous speech and a high
standard of poetry are not merely vehicles to convey the meanings-poor sound could
play a similar role. If sound is flexible, beautiful, with reasonable meaning, then one could
consider a work which has this as a good piece. Still although al-'Askari gives priority to
the sound, he does not ignore meaning. Rhetoric, in his view, is clarity of meaning and
embellishment of sound, though his situation also forced him to consider figures of
speech (al-badl '). This situation, in this author's opinion,occured because al-'Askari
involved himself in an abstract analysis of form and content without looking deeply into
the effect of sound in the literary context.
Ibn Rashlq al-Qairawanl pursues a different trend to previous critics. He believes
that the sound is like a body and the meaning is its psyche. They join each other as soul
does a body, where both of them become weak or strong depending on the other.14 His
view is valid as it postulates the importance of unity between sound and meaning. But, in
fact, he did not study form and content deeply enough to explain the influence of one on
the other through a literary study according to the rhetorical approach based on the
theory of construction of al-Jurjanl.
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Al-Jahiz's critical ideas had a significant impact on the critical study of literature
as a whole. 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl was a staunch supporter of al-Jahiz's theories.
Al-Jurjani argued that to misunderstand the theories of al-Jahiz is to misunderstand
Arabic rhetoric and its artistic norms. One of al-Jahiz's prominent theories of critical
analysis was that individual words should be examined in the context of the work rather
than in isolation, as was the wont of some critics of his time. Al-Juijani, further
reinforcing al-Jahiz's ideas, similarly rejects the concept of the importance of individual
words on the basis that there is no virtue in the words as isolated units. He writes:
"Single words are equal by virtue of their being single. It is only through context that
preference can be given to some words over others".15 Al-Jurjanl later expands on this
idea: "One might be content with the meaning of a word in a specific context, but then be
discontented when that same word appears in a different context.'"6 Al-Jurjani,
therefore, could not accept the view which separated form from content. He regarded as
inadequate the convictions of these who accorded more importance to meaning while
ignoring form.
The rationale which compelled medieval writers to divide a poem between
meaning and form was rejected completely by al-Jurjanl. He sees a unity in meaning and
form. Meaning must derive from the words, which, in order to be most effective, should
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be in an ideal context and believes that idea and meaning in order to be most effective,
should be in a perfect context. In order to achieve that kind of perfection ofarrangement,
the meaning must first be properly arranged in the author's mind. Literary texts
necessarily have a particular characteristic as a result of the individual author's unique
arrangement ofwords which enables him to point his desired literary portrait. Al-Jurjani
therefore could not agree with medieval critics in making a distinction between meaning
and form. He believes that the construction of the piece should be given high priority,
since the conception of construction is based on meaning and sound. He argues that the
arrangement of the words in a particular construction is not what you have in your mind,
but it is a result of the construction ofmeaning. Moreover, he looks to the words as the
bearers of meaning, so it is certain that the words follow the same meaning in their
positions. Hence, if the meaning claims to be the first in the psyche, the words must be
first in the utterance.17
Kamal abu Deeb writes, in al-Jurjanfs Theory ofPoetic Imagery (p. 28), that
al-Jurjahrasserts that the arrangement ofwords establishes a set of relationships between
them. This, al-Jurjani argues, can only mean that the arrangement is achieved by con¬
structing a subject-predicate relationship between two nouns; by using one noun as an
adjective of the other; by using a noun as the object of a verb, etc. These types of
relationships are necessarily between meanings and not words. Therefore, he states, there
can be no doubt that the arrangement ofwords in the utterance inevitably follows the
arrangement of the meanings in the psyche. He writes:
"If words were emptied of their meanings, so that they became
mere sounds and echoes of letters, it would not occur to any mind
that an arrangement and construction were required in them, or that
i 4 "nlti iJl ^ l->ill ^-tatiTVI 11 4_L« Aj V 4_j1 (_$ t-o
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defined positions should be given to them, or that one of them
should be uttered before another."18
Al-Jurjam, in presenting his theory of construction, applies his theory to
examples of poetry and verse from the Holy Quran. He disagrees that some words
should be given priority over others. He wants to see words in harmony with each other.
In other words, he considers words as in this general context. For example, he quotes the
following verse:
"And it was said, '(O) Earth, swallow thy waters; and (O)
heaven, abate! And the water subsided, (and) the affair was
accomplished, and the Ark settled on Al-Judi, and it was
said: 'Away with the people of the evildoers.'"9
al-Jurjanl illustrates the beauty of the word which is derived from the relationship
between the words in the context of the verse and from the arrangement between them.
"The origin of the glory of the verse lies in many facts: the fact that
the earth was addressed, then commanded, and in that the particle
used to address it is the ya without using ayya (as in ya ayyatuha
al-ard ), and in using water in the genitive link with the pronoun
"your" rather than saying 'swallow the water' (*ibla'T al-ma');
then, having addressed the earth and commanded it to perform the
particular task allocated to it, in addressing the sky and
commanding it to perform its (allocated) task (The glory lies in
saying) then 'the water was absorbed' (wa ghida al-ma'), using the
verb in the passive form, which indicates that it was absorbed only
due to an order from a commander and from the power of a
powerful one, and then asserting this by saying 'and the thing was
over' ( wa qu diya al-amr ), then mentioning the event which is the
end result of all these actions, and it settled on al-Judi ( wa istawat
18
19
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'ala al-Judl); then in referring to the Ark implicitly before
mentioning it explicitly, which is the prerequisite of achieving
magnificence and of indicating the greatness and nobility of the
status of something; then in closing the verse with 'it was said' as it
had been opened with' it was said'. Do you believe that any of
these qualities which fill you with a feeling of awe by their
inimitable (power) is due to the words as acoustic elements and the
pattern of them occurring successively in the utterance? Or rather
is all this power due to the fascinating harmony between the
meanings of the words?"20
In the above analysis, al-Jurjanl illuminates the beauty of the rhetorical image,
which is based neither on sound nor meaning alone. Because there exists an appropriate
relationship between them in the general context of the verse, the construction has
artistic beauty where the meaning is allowed to flourish into a beautiful shape.
It seems that al-Jurjanl stresses certain facts in his theory of construction.
First, sound should be appropriate to the literary situation. For example, when we
are writing, we do not arbitrarily put words in a string, but we express meanings, hence
sounds may be considered as a symbolic vehicle to evoke meanings. Sound succeeds not
because of any external form, but in its ability to create meaning which we want to
express.
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Second, an author intending to write a poem or literary text should not look to
sound or meaning independently or one ahead of the other. The literary creation should
be based on both sound and meaning in a natural way. Therefore, sound should be built
up according to such literary requirements as well as produce the meaning.
Third, the virtue of rhetorical speech does not refer to sounds individually or to
the characteristics of sound, but refers to the ability of sound to evoke the literary
situation which it has to express.
These facts direct one to the realisation that al-Jurjanl looks to sound through
construction; characteristics of sound belong to the meaning, where sound is a vehicle of
the author to convey his experimental poetic, particularly when congruency occurs
between sound and meaning on the one hand and the feelings which the author tries to
express. Al-JurjanT in his theory rids himself of the binary opposition of sound and
meaning in literary work, which affects literary criticism: studies since then regard the
poetic image as a whole unit.
Al-Jurjanl believes that the central point in the overall structure is the suitability
of the words in their context?1 . The reasons for this are twofold: the meaning of the
word makes demands on the preceding and following words, and expression cannot
precede meaning any more than meaning can precede expression-they are produced
simultaneously. In fact, there is no distinction between expression and meaning. The
author must give equal attention to both, else the literary product will include
meaningless words. This suggests that the meaning would be unclear if the author used
words in an inappropriate style for their context. Consequently, literary perfection can
only come from perfection in meaning and diction.
21
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THE PRINCIPLE OF POETRY- 'Amud al-ShVr
The theory of the principle of poetry is one of the major elements in Arab
criticism Many medieval Arab critics pondered this subject, including: al-Amidl", in al-
Muwazana bayna al-Ta'iyyayn, 'All b. 'Abd al-'AzIz al-Jurjani, in al-Wasata bayna al-
Mutanabblwa Khusumih; and al-Marzuqi, in SharhDnvati al-Hamasa. Before presenting
their arguments, a brief consideration of the word 'amud will prove beneficial. 'Amud
can be translated reasonably closely into English as "prop, shore, pier, buttress; stem (of
a glass)" (Wehr). This definitions implies fundamental support, without which the object
being "propped" or "shored up" would undoubtedly collapse. The use of the phrase,
'amud al-shi 'r is meant to suggest that there are definitive principles of poetry-that there
are fundamental elements of poetry-without which the poem's meaning would collapse,
i.e., be unintelligible to the reader. Al-Amidl was the first Arab critic to use the phrase
'amud al-shi 'r in the aforementioned work. He writes: "al-Buhturi is a talented poet.
He follows his progenitors' approach and does not quit the principle of poetry 'amud al-
shi 'r which is very well known."22 Very well known to al-Amidi and his peers perhaps,
for he nowhere deemed it essential to define the phrase he repeats many times
throughout his work. Having established that al-Buhturi observed the principle of
poetry, al-Amidl compared him with another poet, Abu Tammam, to elicit some rules of
poetry which al-Amidl regards as basic.
One of those basic elements is the idea that the language used in poetry should be
natural to both the poet and his intended audience, yet should not prohibit the poet from
experimenting with language to convey specific effect. Al-Amidl writes:
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The greatest defect the poet could produce [in his poetry] is
unnatural language. Artificiality could lead to an excessive burden
on the reader, as in the cases of Salih b. 'Abd al-Quddus, et al., to
the point that their poetry has been ignored. There is a limit to
everything, and the offending poets have exceeded that limit,
turning right into wrong and beauty into ugliness."23
However, al-Amidi says that he does not want to discard the use ofwhat he calls
artificial language, but fears that the use of such language will become excessive and
alienate the audience. Al-AmidT found in al-Buhturi's approach to poetry the essence of
good poetry -some artificial wording, but not so much as to overload the poem. He
remarked that al-Buhturi excels (like all poets) in creating poetry because he employs
originality, clear and understandable wording, appropriate rhyme which does not detract
from the meaning of the poem, and metaphors which enhance the meaning of the poem.24
Style is also a major principle of poetry. Part of 'amlid al-shi 'r holds that the
individual elements of the poem, e.g., the distribution of emphatic vocalised wording,
should be in harmony, such that a melodious whole is the resultant outcome. According
to al-Amidi, 'curiud al-shi 'r requires of its poets that their poetry should achieve its
objective easily, clearly, and without strain, while simultaneously avoiding overs¬
implification which would spoil the poem. Poetry of this kind in not related to 'armid
al-shi V. Making this point, he quotes this line from al-Buhturi:-
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Poetry is a glance which is sufficient to convey its meaning
and is like lengthy, frivolous chatter
The introduction of wisdom and philosophy into a poem could change its
structure into a very complex piece. Al-AmidI argued that when elements of Greek
philosophy, Indian wisdom, and Persian literature are grafted into Arabic poetry, the
poem necessarily exhibits the unusual sounds and irregular structure often incompatible
with the aims of 'arritid al-shi'r. However, if such a work exhibited eloquent description
and a clear vision, then the poet would be producing wisdom, philosophy, and beautiful
meaning, rather than merely copying it. Nevertheless, al-Amidi concluded that such a
man was not a poet at all, but a wise man or perhaps a philosopher, because his poetry
differed so much from the Arab approach.25
al-Amid! went on to qualify 'amud al-shi 'r still further by contending that the
poet was elucidating consciousness in his work, not ideas. Consequently, poetry should
have a simple and natural structure, reflecting both pre-Islamic and current usage of
language. Even so, the archaic words used by poets of the a 'rabl and badawl tradition
should be rejected as unnatural language to the "modern" poet[i.e., the poets
contemporary with al-Amidl], He wrote: "If it is reprehensible for the pure Arab speaker
to use such archaic language, it will be reprehensible of the modern author to use
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language which is not natural to his audience."26 al-Amidi made this statement as a
chastisement of Abu Tammam. He disapproved of Abu Tammam's use ofwording
which ran contrary to 'aniud al-shi V. Al-Amidi also holds that'amud cil-shi 7* takes into
account the use of metaphor, Isti 'ara. A metaphor might be thought of as an eloquent
simile from which the linguistic indicator of comparison has been omitted. Once the
relations between the individual parts of the simile are clear, the metaphor as a whole
should similarly be clear and thereby accessible. Al-Amidi asserts that Arabs would use a
metaphor if the original meaning was already suited to the intended metaphor. As proof
of this, he cites a couple of lines from a poem by Imru' al-Qais:
and I said to the night, when it stretched its lazy loins followed by
its fat buttocks, and heaved off its heavy breast."27
In this lines Imru' al-Qais compared the act of a camel stretching out its body
to the night stretching out before him.
Al-Amidi added that if the metaphor is to be clear, it must have an effective
vehicle to deliver its meaning. He writes: "An individual word may have suitable
meanings, depending on the context in which the word is placed. If the word that is
meant to convey the metaphoric meaning is of this type, then it would not serve to use
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that word as part of the metaphor."28 Al-Amidi was attempting to express his conception
of the near metaphor. An example from the work of Abu Dhu'aib al-Hudhall should shed
some light on this issue of the near metaphor:
If death inserts his nails
Every amulet will be useless.29
In this excerpt, al-Hudhali is expressing the view that there is no protection from
death, using the familiar and solid objects of a nail and amulet to illustrate a larger
meaning, i.e., the meaning of life and death.
To conclude, for al-Amidi, the fundamental bases of good poetry are the
principles included in 'amud al-shi 'r. There are four major points to 'arriud al-shi 'r,
which he stresses in his book, al-Miiwazanci. First, the principle of style - simple, familiar
wording, avoiding uncommon or unusual language. Second, the principle of meaning ,
based on simplicity and clarity. The poet ought to describe emotions in his poetry since
poetry itself tends to elicit an emotional response from the reader. This, then, is why he
disapproves of difficult arguments and complex ideas which in themselves demand a
disproportionate share of attention. Third, the principle of imagination - al-badp, the art
of using a figure of speech. An imaginative figure of speech may be used to beautify
elements of the poem so long as they are used conservatively. Fourth, the poet should
use the image of the literary picture naturally, else the structure of the poem will be alien
to the principle of metaphor. Al-Amidi believes that there are two conditions which
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would produce the perfect metaphor: clarity and accessibility of the language. Every
metaphor which does not conform to these points must be rejected.
The poetical theory of al-Amidl seems to derive from his admiration of certain
characteristics found in ancient poetry. His emphasis on these characteristics underlies his
conservative approach, which is based on disapproval of the excessiveness of cil-Badi',
and of complex ideas, which he consigns to the realm of philosophy and logic rather than
poetry. It seems plausible that al-Amidi's assessment came about as a reaction against
the civil and cultural developments of the Islamic world during his lifetime. Against this
backdrop, al-Amidl's theoretical principles of poetry may well be a rejection of the then
current developments in poetry and literature and a reaffirmation of the original Arabic
sources of this poetry.
Al-QadT al-Jurjanl's Theory of Poetry
Al-Amidl undertook comparisons between al-Buhturi and Abu Tammam. He
sought to present the approach each took to poetry and analyse their strength and
weakness. Al-JurjanI in his book, al-Wasata bayna al-Mutancibbl wa Khusumihl,
compared al-Mutanabbi to a variety of other poets in an effort to re-establish al-
Mutanabbi's reputation as a poet. He sought to demonstrate that poets of any age, pre-
Islamic or contemporary (to his time), could make mistakes. It was therefore unfair to
focus on the imperfection of al-Mutanabbi's poetry at the expense of his creativity . Al-
Jurjanl remonstrated: Look at pre-Islamic and Islamic collections of poetry. Can you
find even one single poem which is free from defect, either in sound , construction,
meaning, or inflection?"30
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His challenge thus issued, al-Jurjani attempted to answer specific charges levelled
against al-Mutanabbi by comparing him to poets with secure reputations. For example, it
was suggested that the harmonisation of elements in al-Mutanabbl's poetry was unstable.
Al-Jurjani observed that the poetry of Abu Nuwas also lacked a degree of stability in its
harmonising effects. He concluded that al-Mutanabbi's harmonisation was more stable
than that ofAbu Nuwas and al-Mutanabbi was, therefore, the better poet. In stating that,
al-Jurjani was not at all dismissing his contemporary poets, merely calling attention to
the fact that all poets have their faults and should be read accordingly.
In his arguments, al-Jurjani used al-Amidl's definition of 'arrnid al-shi'r. What al-
Jurjanl fully understood the term to mean is not easily identifiable from his writing. He
did make some specific references to elements of 'amud al-shi 'r, for the purposes of
comparing and judging poets. The elements that he stressed are: noble and accurate
meaning, eloquence of sound, accurate description, clarity of simile, frequency of famous
lines and rare proverbs, and frequency of intuition. Al-Jurjani believed that the best
poetry observes these key elements of 'amxid al-shi 'r, and avoids the use of alliteration,
antithesis, and metaphor.31
Clearly, al-Jurjani's idea of the perfect poem is not completely in line with al-
Amidl's view of the perfect poem. The only common ground between them, with respect
to the principles of poetry, is clarity of simile. In broader terms, the two critics are not
separated by the chasm which one would suspect. Both men insist on so-called
"natural" poetry. But where al-Amidl regards artistic treatment (san'a) as a worthy topic
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of discussion, al-Jurjanl declares that poets concentrating solely on artistry (sari'a) have
no poetical talent, and the topic was at best marginal.
The different views of these two men taken together seem to suggest that the
principles of 'airiud al-shi 'r were derived from pre-Islamic poetry. The point is better
taken with al-Amidl's approach, who bases his theory on pre-Islamic norms and customs.
Al-Jurjani, for his part, makes comparisons between poets of the pre-Islamic period and
his own contemporary period.
Two points suffice to summarise al-Jurjanl's critical approach. First, his
presentation of principles of poetry was neither clear nor specific. He referred in the main
to six points, though what else he understood by the terms, and more importantly, what
he wanted his reader to understand, remain obscure. Second, his book al-Wasapa
reveals that he can be seen as having a more flexible view than al-Amidl.
Al-Marzuqi's Theory of Principle of Poetry
Form and content are major topics whose analysis engages a wide spectrum of
critics, including al-Amidl, al-Jurjanl and Abu-'All b. Muhammad al-Marzuql.
Al-Marzuql offers his opinion on 'the characteristics and fundamental elements of poetry
in his introduction to the Hamasa of Abu Tammam32. His inspiration is drawn from
all previous critical views, but he accepts only specific elements from each of those
views.
32 Abu 'Ali al-Murzuqi. Sharh Diwan al-Hamasa. Edited by Ahmad Amin & Abd al-Salam
Harun.. 2nd ed. (Criro 1967).
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Al-Marzuqi's definition of 'arrnid al-shi 'r incorporates the following four points:
noble and accurate meaning, eloquent sound, accurate description, and clarity of simile.
To this he adds three more elements to his critical approach: coherence of structure and
rhythm; suitability of the noun as a metaphor (al-mnsta 'ar minhu) with the subject of the
comparison (<al-musta 'ar lahu), as well as the suitability of the vehicle of the metaphor
for its ensuing design: and the suitability of keeping the rhyme scheme even.33
al-Marzuqi developed eight measurements with which to test for the elements of
his principles of poetry; these are:
1- Perfect mind and ease of understanding .
2- Natural talent of the poet.
3- Quotation, which means the ability of the poet to memorise many poems .
4- The ability of the poet to use the technical forms of poetry.
5- Clarity and ability to distinguish between good and weak poetry.
6- Sharpness and expertise in criticism.
7- Intellect and sharpness .
8- Length and continuity of practice.
These elements are not entirely new. They are the same points formulated by al-
JurjanTj but with a key difference - the perspective from which these elements are
considered. Al-JurjanI seems to have assumed that the elements of poetry were
considered by the poet as he created the poem. Al-Marzuqi seems to have assumed that
the critics (and possibly the audience) brought with them the elements of poetry when
they examined the final product. Al-Marzuqi believes that the poet was never under any
obligation to heed these elements of poetry: these elements were best left in the hands of
the critics. He writes:
33
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"These are the elements of the principles of poetry in the Arab
critical approach, and whoever follows it accurately in his poetry
will be considered a creative poet and a good performer . On the
other hand, the evaluation ofwhoever fails to follow the principles
of poetry will be according to his ability to do so. This is the
consensus approach which has been followed up to now."34
When we compare the views of al-Marzuqi with those of al-Amidi and al-Jurjani
two important points emerge. First, al-Amidi attempted to establish certain rules, drawn
from a study of al-Buhturi's poems, which themselves were based on ancient, i.e., pre-
Islamic, poetical rules. Al-Marzuqi, as well as al-Jurjani, attempted to establish general
characteristics of both classical and modern poetry. Second, al-Marzuqi and al-Jurjani
appear to lean in the direction of generality. This leaning tends to allow and encourage
others to express themselves creatively and develop new ideas.
Furthermore, al-Marzuqi and al-Jurjani accept their contemporary poets, such as
Abu Tammam and al-Mutanabbl, while attempting to extract the benefits of the ancient
poets. Indeed al-Amidi, al-Jurjani, and al-Marzuqi may be said to have introduced
nothing exceptionally new to literary criticism, but more reflected and developed upon
what had been the mainstream ofArabic literary criticism from pre-Islamic days to their
own century. One might even consider al-Marzuqi's approach the culmination of the
previous views on poetical structure, much ofwhich looked to pre-Islamic poetry as the
ideal.
34
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Conclusion:-
In sum, it seems clear that form, content, and 'aniud al-shi 'r are the fundamental
concepts of the Arabic literary critic. In this chapter I have developed the discussion in
detail, and have introduced some of the outstanding Arab critics of the Middle Ages to
help us assess the contribution to their contemporary critical movement. The question
remains as to whether such men as al-Amidl, al-Jurjanl, and al-Marzuql, were making
original contributions to their field, or were they more expanding ideas which went back
to the pre-Islamic era. In the next chapter I will study and discuss this question as well as
some other related issues. My aim is to establish an introduction to Arab critical theory
and analysis with relevance to approaches which are based on European critical theory,
such as structuralism. In so doing, I hope to illuminate the European influence on new





At the beginning of the twentieth century, Arab literature experienced a
resurgence. A literary restoration movement attempted to encourage new contributions
to Arab literature, different from works produced during the Ottoman period. The poet
Mahrriud Sami al-Barudl (1838-1904) endeavoured to produce poems based on
Umayyad and 'Abbasid poetry that were relevant to his times. Literary criticism
experienced its resurgence after World War II. New points were posed, such as the
concepts of traditionalism and modernism, as well as the revisiting of older concepts,
such as content and form.
Concept ofTraditionalism andModernism1
These movements were very important to the development of 20th century
Arabic literary criticism. Some critics supported traditionalism while others were inclined
to modernism, aiming to join the literary renaissance movement in Europe. The tension
between the two approaches was based on literary language. The traditionalists preferred
to return to the Arab's flourishing past of literature and bring it into the present, hoping
to make a firm connection between the poor Arab production of the present and past
success. Some figures often associated with traditionalism include Mustafa al-Manfaluti
and al-Shaikh 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Bishri. The modernists aimed to establish a new literary
language suited to the recent developments in Arabic culture and society, bringing it to
its present form. Figures often associated with modernism include Taha Husayn, 'Abbas
al-'Aqqad, ZakI Mubarak, and Muhammad Husayn Haikal.
'- The modernism referred to here is different from the modernist movement in European literature.
Modernism in that context tends to be concerned with a particular set of cultural or aesthetic
styles associated with an artistic movement which originated around the turn of this century and
continued to dominate the various arts until recently. See Madan Samp. Post-strucuralism and
Post-modernism, 2nd cd.(London, 1993) P 129.
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Form and Content
Form and content were the major points in medieval Arab literary criticism. As
was demonstrated in Chapter 1, 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl and al-Jahiz , to name but a
couple, have studied these points in detail. Modern Arab literary criticism raised form
and content again as one of the main points in their critical works, though they studied it
in a different light. The approaches comprising modern literary criticism include Realism,
Socialism, and Psychoanalysis. According to these approaches, form and content has a
mandatory place in literature: to place stress on purposeful meanings which would help
explain social problems of the day. This chapter is going to stress three particular
approaches to literary criticism: the al-Drwan Group, Socialism, and Impressionism.
Al-Diwan Group
The ctl-Drwan Group approach to literary criticism was considered a new
approach in Arabic criticism during the first quarter of the twentieth century. The
prominent figures of this group were 'Abbas Mahmud al-'Aqqad, Ibrahim 'Abd al-Qadir
al-Mazinl, and 'Abd al-Rahman ShukrI. The Al-Diwan Group shows its influence of
Romanticism when it criticises Classicism. Al-'Aqqad conceived of some romantic
critical principles in his book Shu 'ara ' Misr wa bi 'atuhumfl cil-JH al-Madi. He
emphasised originality and "sensuous truth" in poetry to elicit the poet's feelings in his
work. AJ-'Aqqad, in his analysis of Shawqi's poetry, did not find any indication of the
poet's personality. He therefore summarily dismissed the work as unnatural and
theoretical.
The most important point in the al-Drwan approach seems to have been the
poem's unity. Al-'Aqqad remarked that faultless poetry is distinguished by the
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completion of homogenous ideas. Explaining this idea, he gave examples such as the fact
that a statue would be incomplete without its limbs, and a portrait would not be complete
without its constituent parts, and the musician's composition would be defective if it
were missing notes, or worse still, if the notes were not in harmony. Good poetry is the
same: it must have all its essential elements in their appropriate places so as not to
undermine the unity of the work.
The second principle ofal-diwati's approach is the difference between nobility of
sound (la/z) and eloquence. Representing this construct is al-Mazinl. He wrote that
some poets think of their poems in terms of a kind of talking embellishment or eloquent
trick. The poem should be an expression of the poet's feelings, of his consciousness. The
eloquence of the poem also expresses feelings, but feelings that are meant to elicit a
specific emotional response from the reader.3
The focus of the al-djwan group, in distinguishing the poet's use of eloquence,
was poetic fact and poetic philosophy as an element of the poem's structure. Poetic fact
should not be confused with scientific fact, where one finding can displace another if the
latter is found to be an improvement on the former. With poetic facts, no such
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replacement takes place. However contradictory the two poetical facts may be, the
harmonisation of each in its context protects it from being superseded. In facts, the
contradiction itself can produce a whole new meaning in the poem. Al-'Aqqad wrote:
"The original poem should not go beyond poetic fact, and the
poem's spirit must agree with the spirit of the poetic fact because
the only truth of a human being is what is inside, his feelings, and
4
the way he expresses those feelings."
If a poem is going to express feelings properly-to have the right expression of
meaning-the poetic facts should be different. Poetic facts will necessarily vary with the
period and society in which the poem was composed, not to mention the condition the
poet finds himself inside that period and society. Al-'Aqqad quotes a few lines from an
Arab poet describing how quickly the night passes for him:
the night passes quickly, and so does the walker
unless the ground is rough and full of stones
later in the poem he says:
The night was long, but no wonder, for paradise is eternal. And there
are many ways of reaching paradises.
According to Al-'Aqqad, the poet was expressing feelings of joy in both sets of
circumstances. He added that for any one of us sometimes time seems to pass too
quickly because of the enjoyment we are experiencing, and sometimes time seems to
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pass more slowly, yet we look to the future when we know we shall enjoy life.5 The
above comments illustrate what is meant by the difference between scientific fact and
poetic fact. Science will stipulate that the night is neither short nor long, but determined
by the earth's rotation and its position in its elliptical orbit about the sun. Poets will
argue that the perception of the night is more important than its calculated length, and
there is no contradiction in one's imagination. Having said that, some poets do contradict
themselves in spite of the license to stretch poetic fact.
Thus Zuhayr ibn Abl Sulma writes:
Stop at the ruins the ages do not change
But indeed winds and rains have changed them/'
Although the ruins have not been changed by the ages-i.e., the civilisations that
have come and gone since the creation of the original structures-the winds and rains have
made changes to the structures which alters their appearance and diminishes the memory
of those who built them.
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Abu Nuwas worked what he believed to be Zuhayr's meaning into a new poem:
For whom do ruins become more beautiful
In spite of long emptiness and pleasantness of breeze,
Damage has passed them, so that they seem to wear
7
despite their emptiness, a garment of bliss.
Abu Nuwas disagreed with Zuhayr's feeling that the ancients' works have been
decayed by the seasons. Though they are physically empty, the ruins are beautiful. They
have not diminished because it is human emotion which keeps them alive. So long as
humans live, so shall ruins.
Poetic philosophy is similar to poetic fact, except that it rarely has any effect on
the poem's structure. It is mostly a source of creativity. The basic principle of poetic
philosophy is analysis which reveals a new meaning to the poet. And the poet is the only
one who knows how best to use that new meaning as it becomes a reflection of his
imagination. Therefore, poetic philosophy's variability and richness of meaning helps the
poet dive deeply into himself. The poem which expresses the personality of the poet is, in
Al-'Aqqad's opinion, the perfect poem.
The al-Df*>m group consider in their literary work each poet on his own merits.
Their approach to literary criticism stresses the poet's development of poetic meaning
using traditional forms of expression such as eloquence, description, and imitation of
classical structure. Hence, modernism should exist in a language which creates new
expressions of meaning. Al-'Aqqad sought to present this approach to literary criticism
by analysing the poetry ofAhmad Shawqi. He writes:
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"O great poet, you have to know that the poet is one who feels the
essence of things, and does not count them and explain their shapes
and colours. The merit of the poet is not in saying what these things
resemble but it is to explain the essence of the things and what
connection they have with life. People do not look to the poem just
to hear it or look at it, but they would like to tell the others about
the good poem which they have heard and share it with their more
sensitive friends. And if you are aiming for a simile to say that this
thing is red, and then you go on to give other examples with the
same redness, you add nothing apart from repeating several
examples of the red colour instead of one. But the simile should
have a clear impression and influence on the audience, because all
people can see shapes and colours perceptibly as you see them. But
simile is transferring feelings of shapes and colours from one to
another, hence, the power of feelings to go deep into things which
could distinguish one poet from another. For this reason the poet's
speech has influence, and the audience would like to understand
because his speech gives life, like a mirror which increases light. On
the other hand, the poet must reflect what has been described on
the audience's feelings as blood is the source of nutrition and the
flower is the source of perfume, and that is the talent of a substantial
poem, while the worst poem is the artificial and counterfeit which
8
leads to ambiguity of feelings.
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Al-'Aqqad's analysis is evidence that the general elements ofal-Diwan group's
approach to literary criticism are based on Romanticism which concentrates on the
internal world of the poet. Although Romanticism denotes different ideas in various
European countries, there are some general characteristics which seem common across a
wide spectrum. These characteristics include attention to imagination, nature, myth and
symbolism, and the notion that the poetical world is a great knowledge.
Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats are the poets most often
categorised as romantic poets in English literature. Blake believed that all mental images
possessed or represented a higher and more permanent reality than the world of the five
senses/* On the other hand, Wordsworth was led by the paths of his own Romanticism.
He held that natural and spontaneous feelings, arising independently of conventional
standards, were precious for themselves. He further believed that his early ballads had
tapped into the rich ore that is natural feeling. In his words, Wordworth's aim was "to
trace, truly though not ostentatiously, the primary laws of our nature, and to follow the
fluxes and refluxes of the mind when agitated by the great and simple affections of our
„io
nature.
There is little room to doubt that the al-Diwan group's approach to literary
criticism was influenced by these figures. The topics which it stressed related to what
Arab societies were looking for: freedom of thought. AJ-'Aqqad himself admits that "We
are both admirers and creators ofRomanticism. We benefit from it and guide ourselves
by its light."11 Therefore, the al-Diwan approach chose themes such as nature, myth,
9- Powell, A.E. The Romantic Iheory ofPoetry, p. 5 7
10- Ibid., 148-9
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imagination, and symbolism to express their ambitious goals for Arab poetry. The
conflict between the al-Dfwan group and the classicists was grounded in the traditional
elements of form and content.
Al-'Aqqad's approach to literary criticism may be classified into romantic
approach and biographical approach. The romantic approach focuses on the self-
expression of the poet. The biographical approach focuses on the poet's life and the
poem as a piece of the poet's autobiography. Al-'Aqqad demonstrated this two tier
approach when he analysed the poetry of Ibn al-Rumi. He commented, "Ibn al-Ruml
compensated for our lack of knowledge of his life through his poetry. It contained many
special characteristics, not ordinarily available in the works of other poets. His poems
12
enable us to closely observe his life." In spite of the al-Drwan group's view on the
modernisation of poetry through Romanticism, they were also influenced by classical
Arab poets.
Compare this selection of classic and modern Arab poets.
Sometimes I get angry at life, then I hate it.
13
A man can get lost between despondence and hope.
—'Abd al-Rahman Shukri, a modern poet
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I am trying to be patient, watching hope,
how hard life is unless there is a space for hope.14
Al-Jughra'i, classical poet
or
Death has enfolded whatever there was between me and Muhammad
and nothing can bring back to life what death has enfolded.15
—Abu Nuwas, classical-medieval poet
Time has enfolded what ever love was between me and you
and nothing can bring back to life that which your time has enfolded.16
-Al-Mazini, a modern poet
The above selection demonstrates that the al-Diwan groups were cognisant of the
classical style of Arab poetry. This would seem to suggest that they did not reject Arab
classical thought as completely as they claimed.
Summarising the cil-Drwan approach, there are four points to consider. First, the
structure of the poem must support a unified whole, not merely unity among its various
lines. In addition, there must be an emotional connection between each line of the poetry,
thereby proving the poet has included a variety of feelings, which ultimately raises the
quality of the overall expressiveness of the poem . None of this can be achieved unless
the poet has adopted modern style, thought, and feelings. Second, poetry must reflect the
poet's inner psyche. Third, the poet must pay attention to the beauty of sound. And
14
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finally, poetry should be free from any restrictive influences which would confine the
feeling and thoughts of the poet to a minimum of expression in a dynamic description.
Al-'Aqqad worked to establish new principles in modern Arab poetry through
his literary conflict with the literary restoration movement, headed by Ahmad ShawqI.
This debate was based on the fundamental questions of form and content. al-'Aqqad
demanded that changes in content should accurately portray life with the clearest self
expression possible. Moreover, the content looks to express the personality and
character of the poet. But al-'Aqqad also demanded that certain rhyming schemes be
ignored. He insisted on unrhymed verse and the freedom of the poet to change the
rhythm of the poetry as often and in whatever manner he chose. Al-'Aqqad believed
these measures would keep Arab poetry alive and growing.
Socialist Realism
The Marxist approach is one of the contemporary trends in Arab literary
criticism. The principles of this approach came to the fore in Egypt following the
Egyptian revolution of 1952. Socialist ideology and beliefs permeated throughout Arab
culture, including literary criticism. The men most associated with the socialist movement
in Arab literary criticism were Muhammad MufTd al-Shubashi, 'Abd al-Rahman al-
Khumalsl, Mahmud Amin al-'Alim, 'Abd al-'Azim Anis, Muhammad Mandur, Louis
'Awad and Ghall Shukri. This group demanded from literature that it incorporate a
social criterion. This criterion should look to answer questions like: does the writer have
freedom of engagement in his society's problems? And at what level of freedom of
engagement should he become involved? The writer must ask of his work what function
and value it serves in the society.
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The critic's vision from the socialist realism perspective focused on the degree of
freedom in society which almost inevitably limits or expands the degree of freedom for
the writer. But the writer does not have to comment solely on the society's shortcomings.
Amin al-'Alim maintained:
When we say that writers should concentrate on society's issues
and problems, we do not wish to place constraints on writers'
freedom to express themselves. We would not argue that their
literary works must be revolutionary slogans, social solutions, or
political statements. Artistic engagement the text is not contrary to
freedom of expression, and it should not be achieved at the cost of
17
art.
The socialist realism approach seems to be grounded in historical and dialectical
materialism; philosophy and knowledge act as sources for the critic to draw on. Mahmud
AmTn al-'Alim advocated that:
The sources of knowledge in this approach arc based in general on
dialectical relationships between binaries of certain concepts in
literature which always lead to new, valuable units, exceeding the
binaries of content and form, present and past, partial and general,
objective and subjective, epistemic and creative, unity and disunity,
and relative and absolute. Between these interactive binaries the
literary creation will arise, and the systematic analysis of dialectical
criticism is based on these binaries.18
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Content and form are a major point in Arab literary criticism, both in medieval
and modern literature. The socialist realism approach also dealt with this point, except
that they stressed content with very little mention of form. As 'Abd al-Mun'im Tulayma
expressed it, "The content of a literary work demands a specific form, hence, the
19
function of form in a literary work is secondary." Conversely, some of the dialectical
critics did not separate content and form. Mahmud Amln al-'Alim and 'Abd al-'AzIm
Anls, in their book FT al-Thaqafa al-MisrTyya, asserted that there is no separation
between content and form. They assert that the successful literary work must strick a
balance between content and form, while the unsuccessful work has no harmony between
content and form. Therefore, Cubism which focuses on form, and Surrealism which
stresses content, are incomplete artistic approaches.20
al-'Alim and Anls insisted on social content in literary works, but did not ignore
their artistic structure. They believe in the intrinsic value of literature, and believe that the
engagement of society's perceived shortcomings could help the writer develop his artistic
style. On other hand, if the writer chooses to ignore the social aspect of his writing, then
his artistic style will suffer and the structure of the work will descend unchecked into
chaos. Al-'Alim and Anls write:
Tawfiq al-Haklm's attitude to life defines his artistic wording, and
way of thinking, and the undeveloped characters which abound in
his plays. Taha Husayn did not incorporate the details of realistic
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life, whether in town or countryside, as can be seen in his narrative
Du'a' al-Karawa n. This attitude of Taha Husayn meant that his
narr-ative was cast in an emotionless form. However, a study of the
attitude of the writer should not touch 011 what he is writing about,
but should be able to reveal these aspects through his artistic
talents.21
The conceptual framework that Al-'Alim and Ants worked from is that the
content should be a reflection of social events and that the literary scene should contain
social content which presents the important elements of the work. Focusing on social
literary content in this manner does not mean that the importance of form is forgotten,
because the scene and the meaning in literary works should be based on collaboration
between them. Accordingly, literature should be founded on realistic epistemic,
socialist, and historic themes. Hence, the literature can be either an objective or
subjective creative expression. If this were not the case, the writer would drift from the
domain of pure literature to the domains of sociology or psychology. Therefore,
according to al-'Alim and Ants, content and form should be worked as a unit of literary
structure.
Literature based on realism does not insinuate that the piece should be derived
from a report or speech. Nor does a basis in reality suggest that literature must have a
missionary tone, or instigate its readers to action. Furthermore, realistic literature does
not require that the product be optimistic or pessimistic, but realism according to the
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dialectical view is the artistic value in the structure of the literary text. This artistic value
is not limited to a few sentences or paragraphs liberally distributed throughout the work
or coming at the end. Artistic value is the overall content of the text, not just the idea
expressed therein.
Many Marxist critics refuse to consider that literature or artistic value acts as a
mirror to society because realism in literature is often more rich than the realism of life
itself. 'Abd al-Mun'im Tulayma articulated the point thus: "Literature is not meant to
represent real facts as a photograph does. Literature's raison d'etre is to fill the gap in
22
reality, to correct its shortcomings and define a new reality." Tulayma seems to be
expressing the view that literature is a result of the writer's choice of socially real facts.
This choice is neither arbitrary nor spontaneous. It is based on the writer's thoughts and
feelings based on his experiences.
The dialectical criticism approach recognised the objective relationship between
social reality and creative literature, whether in literary content or artistic form, and then
attempted to analyse the structure of content and form in a historical and social context.
The Ideological Approach and Social Realism
It may be useful to articulate the relationship between the ideological approach to
literary criticism and the social realism approach to literary criticism. The purpose of
literature, according to the ideological approach, is not just to reflect on the present
society's problems, but to insist on the ideal society. Literature would thus guide society
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to a better existence, to a better reality than the present one. That better reality need not
be limited to any social system, as the social realists would argue. Literature should aim
to present the general human condition. Muhammad Mandur ventured to put forward a
different approach: art for art's sake. In Mandur's view, art for art's sake had not been
accepted in his own era due to changes of lifestyle; in the 1950's, Arab society's political
and literary trends ran contrary to one another; Mandur added that literature and art
should aim to develop a full and rich life. Mandur was aware that the writer is a full
member of society and is therefore influenced by its problems. The writer must adopt a
position outside his environment so that he is not drowned in the tears of his society.
Finally, Mandur insisted that literature must not be an automatic response to society's ills
but must take into account the general beauty and artistic elements intrinsic in literature.
The ideological approach ofMandur is often considered an explanatory approach
based on interpretation. The goals of literary work and analysis are to produce a creative
piece which draws the reader into the text so that he also understands what lies behind
the text. Mandur's approach may also be considered an evaluative approach based on
common critical rules used by the majority of critics. Still further, Mandur's approach
may be considered a guiding approach to literary criticism which aims to clarify people's
needs and establish guidelines for the writer about those needs without restricting the
writer's freedom.
Despite the apparent comprehensive nature ofMandur's approach, he does not
provide any practical answers to the reader as to why his approach is more advantageous
than others. His approach seems to have been based on looking to criticism to act as a
study of the text and a means ofdifferentiating literature. Towards that end, he advocated
the use of linguistic theories to aid in the analysis ofthe text. Mandur is, however, quite
vociferous about what literary criticism should not include - scientific analysis. He writes.
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"One who wants to understand the human being according to the theories of psychology
23is like one who wants to dissect the butterfly with an onion knife."
The development of literary criticism has often gone hand in hand with the
development of literature itself. As trends in literature have shifted from romanticism to
realism, with a focus on society's ills, ambitions, and solutions, so too has literary criticism
shifted from the esoteric stage of interpretation according to the beauty of the individual
elements to a system of analysis based on relatively clear principles and ideology.
Ideological criticism, therefore, according to Mandiir, has been influenced mainly by
socialism and to some extent existentialism, both ofwhich sought to gauge literature on
its social merits rather than its beauty alone.
The existentialists believed in the main that the writer had to develop his own
techniques to express his view regarding his life experiences and the ills of society. The
Socialists concentrated on keeping literature oriented to society and the individual's life
based on socialism. They regarded their rules as the guiding force of literature and
criticised negativism and fugitive romanticism. Ideological criticism appears to merge
these two philosophies. It attempts to explain the sources of literature and art as well as
the aim and function of various writers. In doing so, Mandur argues that recent
experience should take precedence over past experiences if those past experiences have
no bearing on the writer's present life and society. He maintains that this specific topic
could have different angles according to the ways in which each writer is dealing with
24
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Mandur also voiced his opinion on the decision by many critics, be they medieval
or contemporary, that form and content was a central issue to Arab literary criticism. He
disagreed. He felt that one should distinguish between form and content because the
human aspect of the poem, the human content, must have a suitably beautiful form.
Beauty in form and content must be of the highest standard. The poem is not like a
report with a standardised form, but has a metaphoric form - the expression ofwhich is
not merely language but rhythm as well. In sum, Manduir seemed to have been arguing
that artistic form must take the lead over content. He requested burgeoning writers to
make every effort to "keep new content within a suitably beautiful artistic form whether
25
it be a poem, play, narrative, or essay".
Mandur's overall vision of literary criticism, therefore, can be said to encompass
the following elements: perfection in form; a renewing of both form and rhythm; and a
revival of subtle meaning. He wrote: " These elements (socialist realism) give the poem
great strength and accessibility to the heart, and consequently ability to achieve its
excellent human aims."26
The intellectual conflict about content and form and the relationship between
them had led to some vagueness as to the function of each on its own. This situation
divided the literary criticism community, setting the classical and romantic approaches to
literary criticism against the realistic approach. Two views developed as a consequence:
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art for art's sake and art as life. Mandur stated that the reason this split occurred was due
to a misunderstanding of the relationship between content and form. He wrote: "Art is an
effective means of giving the content strength, closeness to the psyche, and the support
27
to reach its goals."
Earlier in this chapter, we saw how the socialist approach to literary criticism was
faced with some fundamental questions about the freedom of the writer in a given
society, and the answers they furnished. The ideological approach to literary criticism
was faced with many of these same questions: how much freedom does the writer have
in his society; to what extent should he delve into his society's ills and express this in his
literature; what right does the critic have to make demands of the writer to choose
certain topics over others; and if the critic cannot dictate subject matter, should his role
be restricted to analysing the work as it stands and stating his opinion of it?
The engagement of the writer in society's problems and his freedom to choose a
topic is one of the most difficult literary puzzles to solve. Mandur believed that the
process of selecting a topic in any of the arts was every bit as important to the final work
as the topic itself. The ideal artist is the one who chooses a topic which is relevant to
people's lives. The critic should encourage writers who choose such a topic. But then
Mandur raised the concern that such support might be tantamount to unduly influencing
other writer's choices of subject. The question for Mandur was how far can the critic
determine the writer's choice of topic without infringing on the writer's freedom and
28 —•
creativity. The present author believes that Mandur emphasised the freedom of the
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writer. He wrote: "the ideological approach does not like to dispossess the writer or
29
artist of his creative freedom."
The ideological approach to literary criticism, according to Mandur, seems to
have three functions. First, an interpretative analysis of the literary work which helps the
reader understand the aim or aims of the piece. In this role, criticism has been considered
to have its own creative freedom which might alter the very work the critic is examining-
much to the horror of the author. Second, an evaluation of the work at various levels,
such as form and content and diction. And finally, to introduce the writers to the
requirements of society and what readers expect to see without ordering them to write
solely towards those requirements. Hence the assertion that Mandur supports the
writer's freedom to choose.
Impressionistic Criticism
Taha Husayn is one of the Arab critics who illustrated the impressionistic critical
approach to literary criticism through his own literary work. Taha Husayn's work seems
to suggest the strong influence of his culture on his approach. His approach to literary
criticism involved the scientific method. He writes: " We have not to follow any
30 —
restrictions except the scientific method." Taha Husayn wanted to combine in his
critical approach the scientific method with the critical approach of impressionism.
Criticism, in his view, is impressionistic yet anchored in artistic truth. Artistic truth for
Taha Husayn is the manner in which personal feelings are expressed in a style of
language harmonious with the flavour of the period. By this he does not mean memorial
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truth, but expressive truth. He adds that literature not based in truth will lead to
restricted literature. Literary freedom is a clear indicator of artistic truth. Taha Husayn
defines freedom as truth which leads to artistic beauty and pure expression of feeling.
In his analysis ofAbu Nuwas's poetry, Taha Husayn writes:
"Abu Nuwas did not like truth because it was truth. He was not a
preacher or a hermit, but he was a poet who liked to be honest in
his poems and talk to the people in a way they could understand.
Therefore, we were favourably impressed by him. Abu Nuwas liked
31
truth in a practical or in an artistic way."
The second principle in Taha Husayn's approach is the inclination (taste) of the
qualified critic. He writes:
My reading of literary works is based on the heart, inclination, and
the disposition of love for beauty which strives for the ideal. The
great writer has a strong influence on my thoughts which makes me
32
forget myself.
This statement leads us to believe that Taha Husayn's approach was based on
three points. First, the original element in creative reading is the artistic beauty. Second,
one of the characteristics of the ideal writer is his ability to maintain his influence on the
reader's thought and stimulate the reader to delve into the text without analysis of the
text - just enjoyment of the artistic effort. Finally, the evaluation of the text should take
place in two stages: inclination and artistic pleasure followed by analysis and explanation.
32
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The vital point of literary criticism in Taha Husayn's view is impressionism and
inclination towards beauty. These are the aims of creativity.
He therefore maintained, in his study of al-Mutanabbl's elegiac poetry, dedicated
to some of the relatives of Sayf al-Dawla:
"This poetry [elegiac poetry] contains many excellent poems, yet it
is not the best poetry he has produced in elegy. The reason for that,
in my opinion , is because he produced this kind of poetry as a kind
of duty. He used his head more than his heart; his work lacked
those essential feelings of the heart."33
Thus, faha Husayn is judging the work from his impressionistic view of literary
criticism founded on his own personality and inclination in criticising the work.
His guidelines for literary criticism become even more apparent in the course of
his analysis of the panegyric poetry addressed to Sayf al-Dawla in his book Ma 'a al
Mutanabbi He writes, for example: "This poem, in my opinion, is the best in al
Mutanabbf s collection, because it is one of the rare poems in which the poet's mood is
sweet and is not burdensome to the reader and listeners."34 Although our aim is not the
study of Taha Husayn in detail, it will prove beneficial to present his contribution to
Arab literary criticism through some examples of his impressionistic approach. Thus on
reading one of these poems he says, "When you read this poem you will feel more
comfortable with it than any poem in the collection." "This qasTda is one of the most
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wonderful poems al-Mutanabbl composed for Sayf al-Dawla; read some of its lines with
35
me and you will know that I am not lavish in my praise".
Modernism
The term "modernism" is often used to identify what are considered to be the
distinctive features of this concept: sensibility, form and style of literature and art since
36
World War I (1924-9). There is a striking correlation between modernism and recent
(at that time) literary production of poetry, novels, and stories. This wealth of
information might help to shed some light on certain aspects of modernism which were
stressed in its early formation. These aspects can be classified into two basic categories:
the temporal aspect and the semantic aspect. Despite the close relationship between
modernism and recent works, the modernist critic must not necessarily restrict himself to
discussing modern works. The time in which the piece was composed and how it relates
to the contemporary definition of the goals ofmodernism proves of special interest to the
modernist critic. It is this temporal aspect that must be taken into account. There may be
no connection between modernism and the time at which the creative literature was
produced. Thus there may be a long period between the production of a literary text and
the modernist approach, hence the literary text could not be considered as a
contemporary work. Therefore, in our opinion, the temporal norm is not adequate to
specify the concept of modernism.
A semantic aspect must be introduced to add to our understanding of the
temporal aspect and enable us to appreciate literary texts in the context ofmodernism.
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This concept of modernism appears to be almost wholly different from its renaissance
counterpart in Egypt, led by Mahmud Sam! al-Bafudl and Ahmad ShawqI. This artistic
renaissance movement strove to merely revive and renew medieval literature.
The Arabic speaker may be confused by the term hadatha because it can have a
number of meanings, all of which are closely related. For example, hadatha can mean
revival or renaissance, as in the words ba'th and Ihya', or it can mean renewal, as in the
word tajdld.
Those critics who wish to discuss modernism must endeavour to keep these
meanings distinct. Perhaps some new terms could be added to the Arabic language for
the modernist critic. In any case, modernism, in the sense of renaissance, has tended to
mean that creative thought has to be expressed through an imitation of the classical
heritage which has all too often led to artificiality and artistic weakness. This has often
affected many Arab societies, and without a poet of inspiration and genius who is able to
work within and simultaneously control the medium, the idea of renaissance will continue
to weaken modernist artistic efforts. The central point that must be addressed is a
severance in thought between the contemporary period and the past. Such an action is
justified by the following: the critic who was involved in the renaissance movement was
not at liberty to criticise the heritage - he merely accepted its value. And criticism which
is not separated from history tends to live in the past. Poetry which is produced under the
influence of the historical approach will only recycle what has come before, and society
will be mired in the past - the poetic experience will cease to be innovative. This is the
modernism of the renaissance movement: poetry should emulate the past masters and not
create new works.
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This analysis could lead us to conclude that tajdld is a near synonym for Ihya'.
There is superficial difference in meaning between the words, but tajdld as a literary term
rests on certain sociological factors, such as political instability and economic and social
difficulties among Arab societies. The word tajdld has been used by both medieval and
contemporary literary critics. Hazim al-Qartajanni is a critic of the former category. He
insisted that poetry must be new and not a mere repetition, that the poem should be
beautiful and inspire wonder, and that the poet should use his diction to develop the
structure of the poem. For that reason, Hazim al-Qartajanni felt that simplistic language
should be ignored and only a language of beauty should be employed, for beautiful
images in the reader's mind will lead the reader to the wondrous. However, he also
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stated that language of exquisite beauty is often difficult to explore.
That conflict is at the heart of the meaning of tajdld, and in some respects this
difficulty can be said to interfere in the creative process. Al-QartajannT tried to resolve
this matter of the relationship between creative thought and tajdld by establishing a link
between tajdld, imitation, and creative wonders which will lead one to acquire
knowledge by a process of something unknown. Although al-Qartajanni applied
imitation to his solution, tajdld can still be regarded as a new concept in the
contemporary period, defined as having the basic objective of re-evaluating literature
related to political orders of Arab societies from World War II to the early 1970's. This
concept was a major landmark in the liberation movement which operated throughout
the diverse approaches to literary criticism. Each approach had its own underlying set of
rules, but tajdld almost universally meant a concentration on poetry to liberate it from
first classical forms and then from classical ideas.
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The idea behind tajdld and liberty of literature in those thirty years was not to
follow western approaches of social and literary thinking in blind imitation, but rather to
adopt them as good, mature models of literary criticism. Arab critics subsequently began
to follow European poets and rebel against poetic rhythm. Having said that, it seems that
some of those who claimed to embrace tajdld and represent the liberationist approach to
literary criticism may have been repeating the theories of famous romantic critics and
poets. Consequently, the influence ofEuropean literature on Arab literature tended to be
superficial and immature at times in comparison with the modernist movement which was
then spreading across Europe.
The liberation movement was spreading in Arab societies at the same time. Many
found themselves forced to look at developing social trends and scrutinise them rather
than discuss other current issues of lesser importance. Literary realism arose amidst these
circumstances, having formed its own set of rules which concentrated far more deeply on
the interior structure of the text. The chief aim of literary realism was a shift towards
humanism, defined as a revolutionary experience designed to force the masses to
understand themselves and to take their place in the sun.
When the realists directed their arguments against the romantics, their arguments
seemed dominated by theoretical discussions. After World War II, a clash developed
between the classical school and those who held to tajdld as the means of literary
criticism, caused by accusations of ambiguous analysis and dubious sources. When
realism appeared, its tenets were sufficiently developed to offer some explanation of the
development of tajdld and how it was going to completely reshape the classical
mentality.
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After examining the concepts of modernism and its near synonyms such as
renaissance, it seems that the most critical differences between them took place due to
generation gaps, not only between old and young critics, but between medieval and
contemporary critics as well. The quarrel helped to partially distinguish between real
artistic creativity and the illusion of artistic creativity which is completely unrelated to the
creative experience as a means of discovering artistic intuition. It is also important to
avoid theoretical approaches to literary criticism as a means of analysing the function of
modernism in literature. The value ofmodernism is not its emphasis on experimentation
with new words and structures. The value of modernism lies in its presenting a living
model which discusses creative ability as a means to recognise one's culture and
understand one's world.
There are many critics who disagree with this narrow definition and see the
function of modernism more in terms of its direct role in both literature and criticism,
some focusing on form and content. They argue that to understand literature, both the
language and the content must be clear - then will the criticism of the work be best
understood. Moreover, the content is primarily responsible for leading the reader through
the creative text and critical dialogue, while the new diction leads one to the language of
both literary and critical text. Modernism would seem to involve a dualistic approach to
literary criticism of content and diction. The modernists view of content attempts to
study artistic aims and liberate the critic from fixed classical rules. Their view of diction
attempts to discover one's own creative ability and artistic performance without the need
to follow a static set of rules. As such, the final creative work will most likely force the
critic to review his own rules if the literary work has gone beyond the critic's usual
conventions.
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In light of the views ofmodernism above, it seems that the interpretation of the
concept of modernism has been constrained in both wording and meaning. It stands to
reason that one cannot discuss modernism without reference to the creative work itself.
In fact, it is entirely plausible to suggest that criticism applies to a creative work in so far
as it wishes to influence the production of a new work (paralleling the original text),
concerned with analysis, reform and recognition of the relationship between disparate
parts of the text. Modernism should be applied to the literary work which is grounded in
reality, demonstrates a lull understanding of the creative experience, and then reaches
that artistic plateau which explains the author's sensations. Even so, one must take care
not to assume that modernism dictates the need for new concepts of reality and the use
of a finite set of ideas. Thus, if modernism is in contrast to other approaches, it must
always be an experimental approach.
The content should be new and relate to the author's frame of mind. This will
help the author to discover his own reality and simultaneously associate his unique
situation in the wider human context just as the form reflects the new artistic experience.
Modernism, as presented here in, is the understanding of the creative process, the
association between heritage and reality, and production of concepts expressed through
ideal creative texts.
Chapter Three
Sources of Structuralism in
Arab Contemporary Criticism
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Arab approaches to literary criticism, such as Impressionism, Romanticism, and
the Ideological approaches have had a positive effect on the apprecition of literary works
whether contemporary or medieval. Each of these approaches had in turn been
influenced by European literary critical approaches. The literary works of al-'Aqqad,
Taha Husayn, and Mandur provide a good indicator of that influence. Then in the 1960's,
structuralism took root and soon flourished among many Arab literary critics. These
Structuralists, among them Adonis, Karrial abu-Deeb, 'Abd al-Salam al-Masaddi, Salah
Fadl, Khalida Sa'Id and 'Abdallah al-Ghadhdhaml, attempted to establish a new method
of literary criticism.
The Arabic word for "structure" which is of importance here is al-binya. This
noun derives from the triliteral root of bana. In order to fully comprehend the meaning
of structure in literary terms, it will be helpful to consider the wider definition of the
word. In both the Arabic language and European languages, the broad meaning of the
word can be defined as "arrangement and interrelationship of parts in a construction."
{Collins English Dictionary) Having said that, the exact definition of "structure" varies
within the arts and sciences.For example, in the field of chemistry, structure tends to
denote "the arrangement of atoms in molecule of a chemical compound" {Collins
English Dictionary); or in the field of geology, "the way in which a mineral, rock, rock
mass, or stratum, is made up of its component parts" {Collins English Dictionary).
For literary purposes, this thesis shall define structure as a rational system, not
having physical characteristics, but instead a means to interpret the constituent parts of
the text and their logical relatedness. Indeed, this approximates to the general definition
of literary structuralism: "literature that interprets and analyses its material in terms of
oppositions, contrasts, and hierarchical structures..." {Collins English Dictionary). Two
of the main points in structuralists' thought tended toward determining the superficial
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relationships between parts of the text and determining the intellectual system the author
used to link those relationships throughout the text as a whole.
One of the most fruitful attempts to define literary structuralism as it developed in
the 1960's was made by Jean Piaget. He writes:
"As a first approximation, we may say that a structure is a system
of transformations. In as much as it is a system and not a mere
collection of elements and their properties, these transformations
involve laws: the structure is preserved or enriched by the
interplay of its transformational laws, which never yield results
external to the system nor employ elements that are external to it.
In short, the notion of structure is comprised of three key ideas:
the idea ofwholeness, the idea of transformation and the idea of
self-regulation."1
The anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss developed a competing set of three
principles to define the notion of structure, as related by John Sturrock. First, language is
to be studied in itself before turning to a study of its relationship to other systems(be they
historical, sociological, or psychological) - internal structure takes precedence over
external functions. Second, speech, as the audible manifestation of language, is to be
broken down into a finite number of minimal elements, such as phonemes on the
phonological level. Third, the elements of a language are to be defined by their mutual
relationships. These relationships are of two kinds: paradigmatic relationships between
elements which can be substituted for each other; and syntagmatic relationships between
elements which can combine together. Sturrock comments that Levi-Strauss has adapted
these three principles to his own anthropological ends.2
'- Piaget, Jean. Structuralism.P.5
2- Sturrock, John. Structuralism and Since. P. 46-47
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Piaget and Levi Strauss each seem to focus on a specific theme: a system of
language which is based on controlling the units of text. Ferdinand de Saussure is
considered the founder of modern linguistics whose influence extended to the formation
of theory for contemporary literature. He emphasised the distinction between langiie, the
social aspect of language, and parole, the individual relation of the system in actual
instances of language. He writes:
"Our definition of language assumes that we disregard everything
which does not belong to its structure as a system; in short
everything that is designated by the term 'external linguistics'.3
De Saussure's approach to linguistics might be said to be the foundation of
structuralism, and a presentation of his central ideas of langue and parole will prove
beneficial.
Langue, according to de Saussure, should contain many elements which work
together as a system to produce the complete picture of the language. Thus, the ideal
definition of language would be a system of signs. De Saussure stated that these signs are
of two types; signifier and signified, which shall be considered a bit later. Of language he
writes:
"A language might also be compared to a sheet of paper. Thought
is one side of the sheet and sound the reverse side. Just as it is
impossible to take a pair of scissors and cut one side of paper
without at the same time cutting the other, so it is impossible in a
language to isolate sound from thought, or thought from sound. To
separate the two for theoritical purposes takes us into either pure
psychology or pure phonetics, not linguistics.4
Parole may be defined as the substance of internal and external linguistics in the
structure of the text. De Saussure added speaking ofparole.




"As far as internal linguistics is concerned, the situation is quite
different. Any old order will not do. The language itself is a system
which admits no other order than its own. This can be brought out
by comparison with the game of chess. In the case of chess, it is
relatively easy to distinguish between what is external and what is
internal.The fact that chess came from Persia to Europe is an
external fact, whereas everything which concerns the system and its
rules is internal. If pieces made of ivory are substituted for pieces
made ofwood, the change makes no difference to the system. But if
the number of pieces is diminished or increased, that is a change
which profoundly affects the 'grammar' of the game.5
This last example of the chess game demonstrates some principles of
structuralism: that language is a system based on relationships between elements as a
unit, and that internal linguistics is more important than external linguistics. The history
and development of language has less bearing on contemporary literature than the
current net system of relationships between the elements of the text. De Saussure's ideas
can be said to support the structuralist approach against the historical approach to
studying linguistic topics. Therefore, structuralism should be based on separation
between structure and history.
Examining the two previous excerpts from de Saussure's work, it seems clear
that de Saussure developed his ideas along two lines: the study of language as a system
of differences and speech as the endproduct of that language: and a criticism of previous
approaches such as historical and comparative. In his view, language and speech sit
opposite one another. Language is an intellectual stock of any group or nation, while
speech is what the individual has chosen to use from that intellectual stock of language to
express his idea. R. Scholes analysed de Saussure's concept in his work Structuralism in
Literature. He commented:
"Mis [de Saussure| definition is unusual in that it distinguishes three
levels of linguistic activity: tangage, langue and parole. Langage is
the broadest aspect, for it includes the entire human potential for
speech, both physical and mental. As such, it is simply too broad
5- Ibid P. 23.
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and undefined an area to be studied systematically. Langue,
however, is defined precisely by virtue of its systematic qualities.
For Langue is "language" as we use the word is speaking of the
English "language" or the French "language". Langue is the
language system which each of us uses to generate discourse that is
intelligible to others. Our individual utterances are what Saussure
calls parole. Thus language is linguistic potential, langue is
language-system, and parole is individual utterance. For de
Saussure, the central object of linguistic study must be the
language-system. Language-systems, because they are social
products, are conventional. In speaking English we have an infinite
number of potential utterances at our command, but these are
based on a finite number of words and gramatical relationships.
And these words and relationships are aspects of a single system".6
The binary langue/ parole has a distinct effect on language-system in a given
period which de Saussure called Synchronic and Diachronic. Synchronic is considered a
horizontal theme based on unchanging relationships between ideas without any inference
of time. Diachronic is considered a vertical theme based on antecedent or a change over
time between relationships of ideas. De Saussure looked to diachronic linguistics critics
who study every phenomena in language, always mindful of the historical element, much
like a person who wants to look at an unchanging scene: he must move around to gauge
the scene from various angles, but must not move through time in order to take in each
perpective. Synchronic linguistic critics' analysis will lead to ambiguity in understanding
the same scene.
Returning to the theme of signifier and signified, according to de Saussure, it was
based on arbitrary relationships between utterances because the signifier does not contain
any indication of the content of that which is signified. He writes:
"For some people a language, reduced to its essentials, is a
nomenclature: a list of terms corresponding to a list of
things. For example, Latin would be represented as:
ARBOR, EQUUS etc. This conception is open to a number
of objections. It assumes that ideas already exist
independently ofwords. It does not clarify whether the name
6- Scholes, R. Structuralism in Literature. P. 14
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is a vocal or a psychological entity, for ARBOR might stand
for either. Furthermore, it leads one to assume that the link
between a name and a thing is something quite
unprobleniatic, which is far from being the case. None the
less, this naive view contains one element of truth, which is
that linguistic units are dual in nature, comprising two
elements.7
Therefore, the connection between sound and concept appears to be arbitrary.
For instance, one must use a signifed word, such vkht (sister), if one wishes to be
understood. There is no connection between the sounds "u", "kh", "t", the signifiers,
because these sounds can be found in many different languages. De Saussure's themes do
not easily lend themselves to a single definition of structuralism.
In spite of these varying definitions, structuralism did manage to have a unique
influence on modern linguistic studies. In the second half of the 20th century,
structuralists constructed their structural literary approach on the basis of identifying the
method of arranging the structure of one's culture. This method is often concealed, and
the researcher must strive to find it. Structuralists centre their findings on the linguistic
structure of the text, without any referece to the author's ideology, referential source
(i.e.,society), or historical context. Nor do the individual elements of the text concern the
structuralists. They appear to be solely interested in the study of the text's overall system
of constituent parts. Structuralists, therefore, first have to isolate the text from its
enviroment (the author, society, historical context) and then they can study the interior
structure of the text as an abstract work, yielding the framework of the text.
Structuralism in Arab contemporary literary criticism was initially a component in
the linguistic approaches to literary criticism. Hammadi Sammud, a contemporary Arab
critic, wrote: "For many reasons, Arab contemporary literary criticism does not avoid
7- De Saussure, Ferdinand. Course in General Linguistics. P.65
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linguistics approaches. Arab critics strove to involve structuralism in their criticism of
Arabic literature."8 Moreover, Muhammad Barada admitted the influence of structuralism
on Arab contemporary literature in general and on Moroccan literature specifically.
"We live close to Europe, and in particular to France, so
Moroccan and, for that matter,all Arab contemporary literature
has to confess that it has been influenced by structuralism."9
In the 1960's literary critics at large were involved in linguistic studies as their
main approach to literary criticism. Arab critics during that period of flourishing literary
thought were eager to understand new approaches to literary criticism in line with the
changing cultural, social, and poetic attitudes. Once the new thinking was fully
comprehended, Arab critics incorporated it into criticism, abandoning their old critical
principles, all the while keeping a keen eye on maintaining objectivity in their criticism. It
seems that modern Arab structuralists were alienated from subjectivity in literary studies,
which is amply demonstrated in their reaction against historical, psychological, and
sociological approaches, since these concepts, in many Arab critic's views, tended to
sidestep the literary text itself.
In presenting the Arab structuralists, it is important to bear in mind that although
each critic used slightly varying methods to analyse a text, they each drew from the same
source and reference material such that, by and large, their conclusions were fairly
homogenous. The Arab structuralists were influenced by a new language of criticism,
which was propagated by Roland Barthes. This famous structuralist derived his unique
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language from analysing literary texts. It seem to be based on undifferentiated language,
or as Arab critics often say "explosion language" ("lughat al-tafjir"). This method
seemed to have led Barthes to ignore the syntax and subsequent semantics of the text in
favour of his paradigm of language. The use ofBarthes' "explosion language" introduced
a high degree of vagueness into critical terminology, creating a wide gap between the
critic and the reader.
'Abd al-Salam al-Masaddi serves as a good illustration ofwhat is meant by a high
degree of vagueness in critical terminology. In his analysis of an Ahmad Shawqi's poem,
Wnlida al-Hnda he described the poem in terms of "zahirat tawzP al-qanawat al-
masrufa iblaghiyan" "the phenomena of the channels of distribution dedicated to
conveyance," and "al-jihaz ctl-shi 'ri" the "poetical apparatus(or system)", and "al-jihaz
cil-mafhuml the "conceptual system." And making his analysis even more complex, he
introduced the use ofmathematical tables. Even so, it is possible to determine that there
are two main points al-Masaddi stresses in his analysis of Shawqi's work: separation
form and interpenetrating form.
Separation form has certain unique characteristics dependent upon its context,
according to and characterised by a clear and evident harmony of the text. Al-Masaddi
expounds his ideas by emulating mathematical equations. He writes that separation form
is like a series of unknown values multiplied in sequence, such as A x B x C x D, and so
on. He goes on to say that interpenetrating form is the collection of the various parts of
the poem for the purpose of formulating a new structure, but still keeping the general
sense of the poem. Transferring this idea to an algebraic equation yields (AB + BC +
CD) x (DB + BA +AC). Al-Masaddi concludes at the end of his analysis that:
Ifwe transfer the above analysis to formal language, we would have:
Vision theme 1 = (AB + AB ) X (BE + BE)
Vision theme 2 = (LN + LN ) + (LR + LR)
Vision theme 3 = (RH + RH ) X (HX + FIX)
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It was form this that al-Masaddi believed Wulida al-Huda was produced.10
Reviewing this previous material, it is possible to conclude that structuralism in
Arab literary criticism was based, at least in part, on western structuralist approaches.
Many Arab critics presented various ideas ofwhat they felt structuralism should focus
on. The title of 'Abd al-Salam al-Masaddi's book, Style and Stylistics, speaks for itself.
He presented the principles of stylistic and structuralist thought in Europe generally and
France specifically, naming some of the key figures in European staicturalism Among
them was Michel Riffaterre , whose book, Essais de stylistique structural, he reviewed.
_ -»T
ShukrI 'Ayyad in his studyMadkhal ila 'Ilm al-Uslub concentrated on the theory
and practice of the theory of style. In addition he explored the relationship between style
and linguistics as well as the relationship between literary criticism and histories of
literature and rhetoric. In a separate study, Iltijahat al-Bahth al-UslubF' Ayyad gives an
overview of topics related to style and linguistics, citing many well known figures, such
as Charles Bailey, Stephen Ullmann, Leo Spitzer, Siegfried J. Schmidt, G.P.Thorne,
Michael Riffaterre.
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Abu Deeb in al-Ru'a al-Muqanna'a outlined some of the approaches to literary
criticism which had influenced his work. He wrote that his own study of pre-Islamic
poetry was grounded in what he called "the conceptual context", which seems to have
been composed of methodological, theoretical, critical, philosophic and linguistic
components. He believed that this notion of conceptual context was not suited to
classical Arabic and Orientalist studies of Arab poetry. He went on to list the five major
approaches which, he said, not only influenced his work, but had a far reaching impact
on many critics of the 20th century: a structuralist analysis of myth and anthropology,
advocated by Claude Levi-Strauss; Formalist analysis of narative, such as that of
Vladimir Propp in his study of the structural morphology of the fairytale; a linguistic and
semiotic analysis, found especially in the works of the Structuralist Roman Jakobson; a
Marxist analysis based on the relationship between literary works and social structures,
as developed by Lucian Goldman; and analysis of oral editing in narrative poetry and the
function of formulae in its creation, as developed by Millman Parry and Albert Lord. 11
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Having thus named these five approaches. Abu Deeb went on to explain that their
contribution to his study was of an indirect nature, and that in fact he does not
necessarily agree with everything they had to say.
But, he says, I try to consider the major themes of each approach, and although
there are many differences between this study and these approaches, they still have an
effect on my critical analysis and emphasise the components of al-shi'r al-JahilIn
Indeed,one cannot study al-shi'r al-Jahillwithout considering through objective analysis
the relationship between different social, economic, and political structures.13
Furthermore, he argued the importance of analysing these approaches completely
in order to understand the relationship between these approaches and entire social
structure. Finally, in his analysis of al-shi'r al-Jahill, Abu Deeb treats it as a single
linguistic whose structure is dictated by semantics and related to the relationship between
the poem's individual components.
Binary opposition was one of the major components of the text of a poem that
Abu Deeb stressed. He described al-shi V al-Jahilias containing many examples of this
concept. He writes in al-Ru 'a al-Muqanna 'a:
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"The study of a large number of examples of al-shVr al-Jahili
demonstrates the basic role that the concept of binary opposition
plays in many respects and allows us to clarify it as a literary term.
For example, the mechanism of obliteration in the ruined camp-site
sets in motion a contrasting movement. That function leads to the
disappearance of the camp-site from satirical and elegiac poetry,
because this type of poetry is representative of destruction or, at
the very least, negative activity akin to the ruins. Therefore,
establishing a relationship between al-shi'r al-jahilland fairytale
and myth will lead to new approaches. The most important
potential approach is how to shift the reading from the level of
reality to the level of imagination, from historical reading to
semiotic reading, and from classical reading to structuralist
reading; for structuralist reading aims to explain the mechanism of
the text and the configuration of the individual units, as well as the
configuration between these units and the text as a whole."14
'Abdallah al-Ghadhdhami has devoted the first part of his book al-Khati 'a wa
al-Tcikfir to presenting the principles of modern linguistic approaches as an introduction
to his practical study. He writes:-
"Modern linguistic criticism tended to concentrate on the text
which gave rise to theories of textuality and poetics. This focus on
text only was inadequate . Literary reading should consist of active
critical aims to establish an investigative process and language of
reading works according to structuralist poetics. This is, an
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ambitious literary project to create a metalanguage (lughat al
lugha)."]S
The most influential author on al-GhadhdhamT in this repect seems to have been
Roland Barthes. AL- GhadhdhamI expressed his admiration for the literary critic who, he
said "was a pioneer of literary criticism for twenty five years" and "had a special ability
to encourage the development of literature." Al- GhadhdhamT went on to praise Barthes
literary works for their creativity and the scope of his thinking, to be found presently not
only in literature, but the social sciences and semiology.'"6
Structural criticism was not limited to "short" poems. Structuralists also turned
their attention to epic poetry. Qasim al-Muqdad, in Handasat ctl-Ma 'na flal-Scirdal-
Usturl al-Malhaml-Gilgamesh begins by providing a summary of the influences of
structuralist and linguistic approaches on his own literary works. He cites the work of
Todorov who established the basic principle of narration which was then taken up by
Propp. He then cites Grimmas, who linked Propp's analysis to the structuralism of Levi-
Strauss and the linguistic approach of Hjelmslev which was founded in a semiological
approach. Finally, he re-emphasises the steady influence of Barthes. Having thus
acknowledged the influences in his work, he goes on to state that "My basic aim in this
l 4 jll 4 |>T| Lolxe 4j* (J aalll (jtc. ^ ^ \ ...tSfl -iiill (_yi^)l.l~a (jl —: a II 4 HI . (-. (JjjL
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study is to explain the structural system of narrative in accord with the results ofFrench
structuralists.17
The first full trial of Arab literary criticism of a narrative work was al-Naqd cil-
lughawl wa al-adabl nazariyyan wa tatblqiyyan by Maurice Abu Nadir. In his
introduction, Abu"Nadir lists the main sources of his work, including Russian Formalists.
Grimmas, and Levi-Strauss. From the structuralists he took their definition of the
distinguishing features of narrative and description. He also derived much benefit from a
study of the narrative function in narrative works. This aspect of his study he credits to
the work ofGenette and Philippe Hamon. Later in his work, he discusses the "World of
Meaning", which was based on some theoretical points from various sources.
One of these sources was Umberto Eco, from whom he took the term L 'unite
Culturelle, though Abu Nadir did not explain the function of this term in the context of
his article. Abu Nadir gained from Levi Strauss the function ofmythical characters.
Again, Abu Nadir provides no explanation ofwhat this term means to him and how he
used it. Indeed, a comprehensive understanding of the function of mythical characters
cannot be attained unless one understands the bulk of ideas expressed in Levi-Strauss'
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structural analysis ofmyth and then compares that with Propp's view. The comparison is
necessary because both men do not concentrate their energies equally on content and
partial changing in the narratives or myths, which have the same significance, i.e., the
relationship between narrative parts. Levi-Strauss called this relationship mythical units,
coming after three other units, sound, constituent, and semantic.
Abu Nadir's approach to literary criticism can be summed up in the following
four points:-
First, he cited the importance of the influence of contemporary western criticism in
narration theory.
Second, he attempted to combine structuralist concept with sociological concepts,
especially those ofUmberto Eco.
Third, his use of other author's terms did not match the original meaning.This change
in the meaning of terms led to a degree of vagueness in his work.
Finally, his work presents individual components of various literary approaches but does
not delve into any in-depth explanation of the whole approach or for that
matter, provide extensive background material.
Yusuf Nur 'Awad, a structuralist critic, maintained in his literary criticism of al-
Tayyib Salih, from a structural criticism viewpoint, that the structural approach helps
the researcher identify the interior component of literary works.'"8 This criticism was
divided into two sections. The first section is his description of stylistic and structural
approaches to literary criticism; the second is the application of structuralist principles to
al-Tayyib Salih's assorted pieces. However, in this second section, it seems as if'Awad
has all but forgotten what he wrote in the first with regard to structuralism.
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In his analysis ofSalih's "Wedding of al-Zain" (ojj-N 'Awad's comments
on selected passages from the narrative do not readily demonstrate a structuralist
approach, but seem closer to an impressionistic interpretation. For example, 'Awad
portrays Salih's presentation of the central character, al-Zain, as ifSalih had taken
many quick snapshots, so quick that "a person does not have time to catch his breath,"
each ofwhich represents a particular aspect of al-Zain. 'Awad believes Salih painted the
picture of al-Zain in this way to communicate through the structure of the work the
instability ofal-Zain's personality, "which is like that of a fitful animal.'"9
Throughout the study of structuralism, one major issue has yet to be discussed: to
what degree was rhetoric, emanating from the Arab heritage, integrated into Arab
stylistic and structuralist thought? Al-Jahiz, al-'Askarl, and many other medieval critics,
including al-Jurjanl, al-Amidi, and Ibn Qutaiba, could not escape concentrating much of
their attention on rhetoric in their literary works since they are based on a linguistic
approach. But before their answer to this question can be properly presented, it is
necessary to examine their concept of rhetoric in the Arab literary heritage. Abu Hilal al-
'Askarl, in al-Sina'atain, identified three potential meanings implicit in the rhetoric of
Arabic sources. The first is that rhetoric can be used to achieve a certain goal. The
second use of rhetoric is as exaggeration which gives the impression that the subject,
speech or text reaches a higher level. Finally, al-'Askari wrote that rhetoric could be
used to directly convey the meaning of the text to the audience.
This last point, conveyance, is similar to the term in modern linguistics, i.e., the
speaker aims to convey his message to his audience plainly, without any intention of
1 1 j \ » A 4 .J ft >1 (jLuiiV I 1 V 11 t •* 0 r*M 4 ^ \ w* 4_*J^)jui djLlxli
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influencing the audience. However, conveyance has the unique capacity to impart a
message to an audience that is not there to hear it. It is possible that the speaker may be
talking to one person, but be talking about another. There is yet another possibility. The
speaker may be speaking to one person with the intention that the person convey his
message to another or others, such as during Muhammad's (SAAS) famous farewell
sermon in which he repeated seven times: "have I conveyed it ? O God be witness." This
statement drew the faithful's attention to the importance of conveying the message,
especially since this sermon contained many religious and life tasks which concerned the
believer.
Al- Jahiz, in al-Bayan wa al-Tabym, portrays rhetoric as a synonym for writing,
so that both concepts of conveyance-conveying a message to a person either about
someone else or for the purpose that person should convey the message to others-have
the same meaning. Al-Jahiz considers the function of both of them as irrelevant to
natural speech, and therefore not representative of normal expressions between people.
Al- Jahiz further argued that writing should maintain a healthy distance from normal
sounds of expression. There are many examples ofAl-Jahiz's view that rhetoric is the
domain of written communication. Commenting on 'Abd al-Hamld and ibn al-Muqaffa',
he wrote that they were "rhetoricians because of their pens and their tongues using the
language of rhetoric of the poet and rhetoric of the pen". In support of his idea, al- Jahiz
quotes Bishr ibn al-Mu'tamir, "One is able to convey rhetoric with the pen as easily as
with the tongue."20
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Al-'Askari believed that rhetoric was concerned basically with sound and the
meaning was strictly secondary. He considered the eloquence of speech, of rhetoric, as
characteristic of the language and not the speaker. In addition, he said that the central
affect of rhetoric is upon refining and beautifying the pronunciation of the wording and
the expressions of the text.21 Returning to al- Jahiz, he discussed many aspects ofArab
literary criticism, some ofwhich relate well to modern linguistic studies. Two such points
which occupy a part of al-Jahiz's literary works are syntagmatic and paradigmatic
constructions. Al- Jahiz did not use these contemporary names, but called these concepts
al-Shahid and al-Mathal (J-ldlj jaUII ) respectively. A syntagmic construction denotes
or concerns " the relationship between a word and other members of a syntactic unit
containing it" (Collins English Dictionary). A word may be said to have a syntagmatic
relation with other words which occur in the sentence in which it appears, but also have a
paradigmatic relation with words in that sentence that could be substituted for the
original word. The following diagram will help illustrate this principle:
I <—> gave <—> Tracy <—> the <—> book
-i- where <—> = syntagmic relation





al-Jahiz understood these two linguistic themes, though he expressed them in
slightly different terms. He used the following text as a means of illustration of
recognising the beauty of the text through these two themes.
21-
, Ja—lljl (jj—kiiaj ^r' (jlj 4 j. ki qa V (JA (JJIJ
. ^ I ) <LjaLl]I <—lIS7/ jlj Ma-lAi AiIA fjjLu ) in-ill jji
22- Dictionary ofLanguage Teaching andApplied Linguistics,p 369
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"Khalid was beautiful, but was not tall, "Abu Safwan, you are beautiful," said his
wife. Abu Safwan said, "Why do you say this when I do not have the principles of
beauty-neither [the height], nor the garment, nor the hood." He was asked what he
meant, and Abu Safwan answered, "the principle of beauty is height, and I am not tall;
the garment of beauty is whiteness, and I am not white; and the hood of beauty is black
hair, and I am grey-haired. So you should say: you are handsome and witty."23
In this passage, the principle of beauty and its garment have a kind of syntagmatic
and paradigmatic relationship.
Kamal abu Deeb, in his FI al-Shi 'riyya, concentrates on syntagmatic and
paradigmatic relationships as important themes of the text. He writes: "This study aims
to trace the poetic in the text by recognising the relationship between heterogeneous
parts of the text according to their semantic, syntactic, sound, and rhythm levels, as well
as their paradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships."24 Jonathan Culler asserts that
paradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships are essential facts in linguistic theory. He
writes:
"In order to make explicit the integrative capacity of an element
one must define its relations with other items of the same level.
These distribution relations are of two kinds. Syntagmatic relations
bear on the possibility of combination: two items may be in a
relation of reciprocal or non-reciprocal implication, compatibility
to incompatibility. Paradigmatic relations, which determine the
possibility of substitution, are especially important in the analysis
23- ' ^ y (Jl 3 —L^aljllj (JJ ^ dJliL {j£j j .iLLi ~:Ja (Jjij
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of system. The meaning of an item depends on the differences
between it and other items which might have fdled the same slot in
a given sequence."25
This author takes the view that rhetoric is founded on two principles: linguistic
and value elements. Rhetorical analysis should evaluate the literary text not from the
perspective of the aestheticism of its descriptions and norms, but from the perspective of
syntactic relationships between parts of the poetic image. The poetic image will display
differences in language from one poet to the next. This difference is often considered one
of the main principles of the contemporary theory of poetics: that literature is not just a
collection of simple sentences, but that these sentences have been transformed into signs
in a literary system. Tzvetan Todorov wrote:
"Yet literature is not a "primary" symbolic system (as painting,
for example, can be, or as a language is, in a sense ) but
"secondary": it utilises as raw material an already existing system,
language. This difference between linguistic system and literary
system cannot be uniformly observed in every instance of
literature: it is at its minimum in writing of "lyric" or sapiential
type, in which the sentences of the text are organised directly
among themselves; at its maximum in the text of fiction, in which
the actions and characters evoked form in their turn a
configuration relatively independent of the concrete sentences
which cause us to know it."26
This is not the only aspect of rhetoric that must be considered. As motioned
before, sound also plays a significant role which works within the context of the text.
This context should contain value and relationships between sounds. 1 lence, the subject
of rhetoric can be broken down into four components: world, creativity, literary text, and
recipient. These components work together based on the relationship between them and
the text.
25- Culler, Jonathan, Structuralist Poetics, p. 13. Eighth printing 1993.
26- Todorov, Tzvetan. Introduction to poetics, p. 14. Translation by Richard Howard 1981.
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The concept ofmetaphor could help explain how rhetoric contains linguistic and
value principles. Metaphor is the use of sounds which have known and specific meanings
which, as al-Jurjanl points out in a different context, provide a variety ofmeanings.27 In
simpler terminology, the use ofmetaphoric language associates the specific meaning of
one noun with another. Metaphor (Isti'ara) should most likely be based on linguistic
relationships between parts of the poetic image. This should normally lead to both the
creator of the poetic image and the recipient of the poetic image (i.e., the audience)
forming similar pictures in their imaginations.
An analysis of a verse ( al-A'raf, verse No. 157) from the Holy Qur'an clarifies
this idea: "and follow the light that has been sent down with him ..." the "light" in this
verse means evidence and clarification which God had sent to the prophet Muhammad
(SAAS). Exploring the relationship between "light" and "evidence/clarification" further,
it is apparent that the words do not emanate from the same semantic field since light is
perceptible while clarification is non-perceptible, i.e., one cannot touch or see
"clarification." Finally, it seems clear that the word "light" on its own, without the
syntagmatic relationship with other words, could not provide the specific meaning which
was intended in the Holy verse.
The metaphor in this verse is based on the central point of "the light" and the
verb "to follow," as in," "to be inspired by." Individuals are encouraged to follow, to be
inspired by, Muhammad (SAAS) because of the perceptible evidence of the light which
was divinely sent to him. The beauty of metaphor in this verse arises from the
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relationship between the past tense of the verb "to follow", the direct object, "the light",
and the connection clause "sent down with him." Al-Jurjanl's treatment of this verse
maintains that there is no connection between "the light" and evidence apart from when
the heart has been exposed to the evidence, akin to the eyes being crossed by light. This
similarity, then, according to al- Jurjani, does not produce variety, natural, or a
constituent shap, but it is an intellectual picture.28
Another means of determining the meaning and working of a metaphor is
provided by Imru' al-Qais:
and I said to the night, when it stretched its lazy loins followed by
its fat buttocks, and heaved off its heavy breast.
The rhetorical critics consider metaphor, such as the one used in the verse quoted
above, as a kind of embodiment of poet's accumulation ofmany metaphors, each aiming
to keep its place beside the other. In this way, the author can create the image. Me
creates a stretched backbone for the night with buttocks following the backbone and the
chest. The beauty of metaphor in these lines is that the function of the metaphor,
according to al-Jurjan!7 is to turn an inanimate object into a living object, a speechless
object into a well spoken individual, and a concealed meaning into a revealed meaning.29
al- Jurjanl's view seems to take into account the valuable point in the metaphor.
Therefore, one could say that his analysis is based on linguistic relationships between the
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sounds which produce a harmonisation between backbone and stretches, following and
buttocks, and farness and chest. The relationships between words do not come
arbitrarily, so the poet chose stretching for the backbone to illustrate how long his night
was, since his psychological condition is full of difficult problems. The opposition
between "following buttocks" and "heavy chest" draws a shape of a poetic image, and
therefore, al- Jurjanl stresses how metaphor works between sounds and literary text.
Muhammad Mandur asserted in his book Fi al-Mizan cil-Jadid that the disparity
between literature and other art forms was the subjection of the idea and the
consciousness to the sound. Literature, according to Mandur, is a kind of self expression
through sounds. Sounds act as the vehicle by which the writer or speaker communicates
his meaning, much as the painter who uses colour to express his ideas, or the sculptor
who moulds his ideas in space.30
In this author's view, metaphor is most likely based on a comparison between
linguistic relationships like a simile, but the metaphor is more discerning than a simile. A
metaphor works according to substitution or movement between the diverse semantics of
words. Therefore, the meaning in a metaphor is not presented directly to the audience,
but must be compared with another meaning according to the use of simile between them.
In addition, literary works are founded on two elements: the staicture of
relationships of language signs and the relationship of language signs within this syntactic
structure. Therefore, defining words in isolation does not contribute to an understanding
of the literary work without recognising relationships between sounds as linguistic units
30- L_lAn J\ ill cjaSM -la-ill (joiL-uixVl jl e^>—1 ^jA_Lo A (Jj jj
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based on the sequences of the structure of syntax. This approximates al- Jurjani's view
that the sequences of structure of syntax have a definitive meaning in speech. 31
al-Jurjani, in his theory of construction (al-Nazm), emphasises the relationship
between sounds through their context. The advantage of this theory is that the entire
phrasing leads to the poetic image, and the sounds are reduced to raw material, a vehicle
for meaning. One of the central critical literary rules of al- JurjanI is the collaboration of
sounds and the interaction of linguistic relationships with each other in their contact in
order to convey and create the literary image. This is the underlying concept of an image
with meaning derived from its context.
Structuralism stresses the ability of literature to use language flexibly, in manners
in which language would not normally be used. Literature, therefore, has its own
mechanism to turn normal language into literary image. And it is becoming increasingly
difficult to fully understand the poet without recognising the rules of literature; the poem
should obtain its meaning from a general system of linguistics.
The present author believes that structuralism most likely has an essential role in
the theory of construction (al-Nazm). Construction is not the mere joining of sound, but
contemplation of the meaning of the syntax and its interaction in the context of the
language. The language, in turn, contains many relationships inside the text, couched in
artistic phrasing. Such artistic phrasing should not treat sentences like pearls and string
them together arbitrarily to keep them together. The author must create each element of
the text with much forethought and insight so that the sentences are joined together
perfectly to elicit the full and true meaning and sound of the text.
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Al-Jurjanl's theory of construction contains many principles of structuralism and,
in the main, supports this author's definition of constructions. He wrote that the
construction is not about arranging sounds, but about phraseology of meaning. In
addition, he states that the construction of speech is not merely a combination of letters
placed end to end, but speech must have semantic fields to help words fit into special
shapes. Therefore, the purpose of speech construction is consistency of meaning in
accordance with an intellectual concept.32
Returning to the concept of rhetoric, in conclusion, it can be stated with a fair
amount of confidence that rhetoric is at least a medieval linguistic art which established
some of the basic principles of modern stylistic and structuralist approaches. Rhetoric
theory in contemporary Arab criticism has affected many contemporary Arab
Structuralists. 'Abdallah al-Ghadhdhaml, in his study al-KhatP a wa al-Takflr, extracts
most of his examples from medieval rhetorical criticism. For instance, he states that al-
Qartajannl stressed language as an essence of literary work and creativity which should
be based on proficiency in applying the paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations which is
principles of structuralism.33
al-Ghadhdhaml quotes an example from Abu Hamid al-Ghazali to support his
idea of signifier and signified which, he writes, is based on four themes: a material entity,
an intellectual entity, a verbal entity, and a written entity. These four themes contributed
32
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to the broader explanation of the function of semiology. Al- Ghazall sees the tree, for
instance, as a material entity. Yet, when the tree is nothing more than a picture in the
mind., then it becomes an intellectual entity. When the word "tree" is spoken and heard,
taking on the verbal entity, or written and read, taking on the written entity, then the
intellectual entity also comes to bear because a mental image of a tree is formulated in
the mind. In this case, a signifier requires another signifier and sound produces an
image.34
Terrence Hawkes describes the above idea in terms of contemporary European
linguistic theories.
"In essence, this overriding device of alienation has one main purpose, to shock
us out of the anaesthetic grip our language maintains on our perceptions. As we have
already seen, Saussure points out that native speakers tend to assume a necessary
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image' made by the word 'tree' and the concept of an actual tree. This assumption is the
basis of language's anaesthetic function."35
ShukrI 'Ayyad inMadkhal 'ila 'ilm al-Uslub compares Ibn Khaldun's definition
of style to Chomsky's theory regarding transformational grammar. 'Ayyad considered
Ibn Khaldun's definition as the perfect view of linguistic creation.36 In this sense there
is, in 'Ayyad's opinion, no difference between Ibn Khaldun and Chomsky, according to
whose theory there exist deep structures in the mind of everyone who uses a language,
by observing, which anyone can create an infinite number of sentences that he has not
heard before.37
Kamal abu Deeb stresses the influences of Arab rhetorical criticism on
contemporary Arab criticism in his study Jadaliyyat al-Khafa' wet cil-Tqjalll stating
that many critics do not yet realise the culture and philosophy that is at the root of
medieval rhetoric. Indeed, he feels it is this lack of recognition that is one of the reasons
why Arab linguistic studies have yet to embrace the linguistic studies ofFerdinand de
35- Hawkes, Terence. Structuralism andSemiotics.? .70
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Saussure, whose work was so often anticipated by the work ofmedieval Arab critics,
including the unique criticism of 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani.38
In conclusion, structuralism in Arab contemporary criticism was influenced by
European structuralism, and Arab structuralists still do not seem to have their own
methodology to deal with literary works. Therefore, most literary criticism was
relegated to combinations of theories, while modern critics influenced by medieval Arab
critics also tended to specialise in linguistics and rhetoric.
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Chapter Four
The Phenomena of Structuralism
inModern Arab Criticism
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A structuralistic approach to contemporary literature drives a literary revolution
which leads to the development of new approaches in contemporary literary criticism far
removed from the inherited tradition. This revolution, in the context of Arab literary
criticism, aims to scrutinise medieval apoproaches to literary criticism and reshape them
in a contemporary format: it does not accept the views of impressionists, who seem to
focus on an explanation of words followed by a comment on those explanations. This
chapter will discuss the artistic phenomena in structural criticism and the degree to which
indiviual structuralists use the preccepts of structuralism in their literary analyses. In so
doing, the contributions of both the structuralist and stylistic approach to Arab criticism
in the second half of the twentieth century will be defined. In addition, this chapter will
show how structuralist critics used their art to influence Arab thinking with respect to
their culture, poetry, and the Arab's very being, by way of eliminating ideologies that
were too shallow and fragmented, substituting ideologies that were more complicated,
yet more objective and comprehensive.1
The subject of artistic aspects of structuralism is presently not without
controversy, since these artistic aspects are still in the evaluative stage. Various
perspectives of artistic aspects have been treated in a variety of ways by individual
structuralist critics, even though they would all appear to proceed from the same set of
general ground rules. Abu Deeb's literary works, for example, seem to exhibit four
particular artistic aspects: binary opposition, the poetic, the poem structure and rhyming.
So pervasive are these four points that they may be considered as fundamental to
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analysing Abu Deeb in both his theoretical and his practical works. Having said that, a
link between the aspects ofbinary opposition and the poetic predomiates. This link seems
to have been deliberately created in the internal textual structure, the goal being to
stimulate and excite the reader's appreciation of the language of the text and thus of the
beautiful wording in a poetic context.
According to Abu Deeb there is also a link between the poem's structure and
rhyming, though this is a dialectic one, since the poem's text is a complete unit which
contains the basic components of sound, words, and sentences. The formation of the text
should rely on a certain interplay between these basic components, such that they arrange
the sounds, words, and sentences into a definitive order. As such, the dialectic
relationship leads to a new critical understanding based on two points: the components
of the unit and their semantic relationship, and the semantic structure.
Binary opposition originates in the actual experience of the poem itself as a
principal component of much pre-Islamic poetry. Its function is to assist in the
development of a poem by creating linguistic relationships. Therefore, it is not
unreasonable to expect that binary opposition will govern the structure. Far from being
merely an analytical tool, binary opposition is also a philosophical concept which has
concerned philosophers and intellectuals from Aristotle to Hegel.
Hegel's study of binary opposition was conducted within the framework of the
dialectical triangle of theory, opposition, and final product. The final product is produced
from the dialectic relationship between the theory and opposition. Comparing Hegel with
Claude Levi-Strauss, it is readily noticeable that Levi-Strauss followed Hegel's lead in
adopting his "food triangle" of raw, processed, and rotted. However, Levi-Strauss
departs from Hegel in that there is no dialectic relationship between the three
components. Instead, his view emphasises the binary opposition of raw and fresh food or
raw and processed food which leads in the end, he believes, to opposition between
culture and education. Thus, the function of binary opposition in Levi-Strauss'view is
not concerned with the conflict inherent in opposition, but is concerned with the
establishment of a balance between the diferences of the opposition. In sum, the
distinction between Hegel's and Levi-Strauss' approach is the dialectic conflict of binary
opposition. Therefore, it is possible to transform the concept of the total relation into a
partial, in the view of Strauss, whereas no such transformation can be achieved with
Hegel's.
Levi-Strauss viewed binary opposition as representative of the entire basic
structure of all languages, and considered that the principle of binary opposition and
binary distinction are the same. The interaction between the two types of binary aspects
generated some conceptual misunderstanding.Yet such misunderstandings could be
clarified by the very nature of the point of conflict in each view.
As already noted, the concepts ofbinary opposition and distinction are not new
to the 20th century. Aristotle posited these two concepts and developed a view based on
two elements: proof and negation, or A vs. (-A). So far, binary opposition has been
described in terms of three components. Aristotle's view fits this model in that two of the
three components in the triangle can be interpreted as the "proof' and the third is the
relationship between them. For example, the opposing relationship between high and low
is basd on measurement. However, this does not apply to all variables A and B, such as a
book and a camel, since there is no direct relationship between these two objects.
Therefore, binary opposition is highly specific. In the example of high versus low, both
elements are a result of the human reaction to an individual's sense of the natural
balance of things. Clearly, a book or a camel do not share this special relationship.
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Aristotle also indicated a second type of third component of the three-term
triangle. He expressed the binary opposition in terms of a set of odd and even numbers
which requires the domain of natural numbers as a substratum. The substratum serves as
the third term. However, the binary distinction between odd and not-odd numbers does
not require the domain of natural numbers because the term not-odd includes all types of
numbers which are, of course, not odd numbers, such as fractions, approximation, etc.
The existence of the concept of binary opposition going back at least as far as
Aristotle, if not further, makes it somewhat difficult to conceive of life without binaries.
Raman Selden's insightful words expressed this matter adeptly: "Forms ofbinarism are
present in human thought from the earliest times. Dualism in philosophy and religion
(subject and object, God and man, mind and external world, organic and mechanical,
temporal and eternal, and so on) are the very foundations of entire world-views". A. J.
Greimas expressed similar views, though he chose examples less esoteric, and more
grounded in basic semantic units, such as light and dark, male and female, and horizontal
and vertical.
Binary opposition dominated European criticism and philosophical concept¬
ualization during the 1960's. Did binary opposition similarly dominate Arabic criticism
and philosophical concepts? It has already been noted that binary opposition dates back
to pre-Islamic poetry, and therefore will have held a place in Arabic criticism for some
time. As binary opposition developed in Arabic criticism, it tended to incorporate the
terms antithesis (Tibaq) and comparison (muqabcila). Tibaq is the use of two contrasting
words in juxtaposition, such as first and last, stand and sit, etc. Muqabalct is the use of
2- Selden, Raman, Practising Theory andReading Literature, p.55.
3- Greimas, A.J., Semantique Structurale.
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two words in a specific relationship, as demonstrated in the following lines from Abu
_ c
Tammam's poem. On the Capture ofAmm'uriyya:
The sword is truer than the book
On its edge is the border between seriousness and jocularity
White swords, not black pages
4
In whose text exists doubtful and uncertain clarity.
The antithesis or binary opposition of seriousness and jocularity is fairly
transparent in these lines, where the muqabala contributes to the regularity of rhythm.
The Tibaq of white and black highlights the sword's function as clarity and that of the
literary text as opaque and uncertain.
A different dimension of muqabala is explored in Muhammad al-Hadi al-
Tarabulsi's study of the poet Ahmad ShawqI. al-Tarabuls! examines variety, positioning,
meaning, the function of comparison in general, and how Shawql benefited from his
particular use of binary oppostion. Categorising comparison as linguistic and contextual
comparison, Al-^Tarabulst came to the conclusion that Shawql's use of linguistic
comparison was very limited, and did not contribute in any significant way to the
literature or poetry. However, al-Tarabuls! believed that Shawql's use of contextual
comparison was reasonably sophisticated.
Contextual comparison is based on a distribution of facts. The distribution varies
with the individual poet through the use of two semantically opposed phrases. Shawqi's
description of the queen bee will illustrate this point:
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Ascending in work from work descending.5
Shawql exresses both the meaning of the movement of the bee and the meaning
of difficulty through the opposition of ascending and descending. His ultimate goal is to
combine both meanings into a single unit.6
The discussions among structuralists on binary opposition, in terms of tense,
inspired al-Tarabulsi to advance the concept of tense relations, i.e., that the opposition
need not be made explicit within a single text, but is rather to be sought within a whole
body of poetry. In addition, he felt that by combining the various oppositions in the text
in such a way that there would be an unavoidable comparison between the function and
character of each opposition - the differences between them would be even more distinct.
Even so, the perfect binary opposition cannot escape the tight distribution of the wording
over the course of the poem's line.
Al-~vfarabulsl explained that tight distribution is akin to composing the structures
of both parts of the comparison and stitching them together in a single line, therby
distributing the individual components on either side of the division between the two
hemistichs. He cites a line from Shawql:
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"Innovation with deliberation is safe
7
but headstrong innovation leads to stumbling.
In this excerpt, four words are tightly distributed on either side of the
"seam.'Their identical metre generates the ideal rhythm without compromising the
meaning or semantics. From this example, it is possible to suggest that muqabala
(comparison), tibaq (antithesis), and binary opposition are parallel concepts.
Arabic rhetoric defines four broad categories for the concept of muqabala:
Genitive construction, which is the ratio of two similar numbers, such as twenty is double
ten, or the relative hierarchical position of one to another, as in father to son and master
to slave; contradiction, such as black and white; presence and absence, as in the case of
being blind versus being sighted; and positive and negative; such as 'Ammar is sitting and
'Ammar is not sitting, respectively.
Keeping two terms or meanings opposite on one level leads to the contradiction
in meaning, while on a different level, the meanings can be made to condide more closely.
The following excerpt from ibn al-Rumi demonstrates the principle that positive and
negative comarison can occur without any contradiction in meaning:
They are not heroes who pierce with spears
but they are heroes who are judicious
and they are not heroes in war
g
but they are heroes in peace.
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The comparison is one ofwar and peace, defining what makes a hero.
Mutabaqa means correspondence, or that two contradictory meanings are placed
in congruence with one another. Mutabaqa is derived from the saying in Arabic: this one
is tabaqa with that one, i.e.; the two are equal. Tibaq, as was mentioned earlier, is the
juxtaposition of contrasting ideas, though in truth, the term denotes more than this one
meaning in Arab rhetoric. These various shades of meaning are not of primary concern
here. Instead, a couple of examples will highlight some artistic concepts in structural
thought. Di'bil says:
Do not be amazed, O Salma at a man
9
on whose head grey hair laughs, so that he weeps.
The tibaq in this line is evidenced by the use of the words "laugh" and "weep".
This kind of antithesis is sometimes referred to as pure antithesis. Similary, al-Mutanabbi
exemplifies this idea of pure antithesis:
I visit them when darkness pleads for me
and leave them when morning brightness lures me away.10
Here, "dark" and "bright" complete the tibaq.
We may recall that Arabic medieval critical terms are often used by modern
critics, though with added dimensions to fit their contemporary context. The structuralist
critic Abu Deeb, in his analysis of the n\u 'allaqa of Labld, stresses binary opposition
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which appears to dominate the mu'allaqa from beginning to end. The type of binary
opposition developed when describing the movement of the ruins is used throughout the
structure of the poem, such as dry and wet, still and dynamic. Abu Deeb's approach to
binary opposition allows him to consider near synonyms as binary opposition, such as
thunder-clouds and gentle-showers. Abu Deeb writes that this use ofbinary opposition
"is outside the norm - the components of the binary opposition do not contradict each
other - and as such has a life of its own."11
Abu Deeb's search for binaries was very effective, finding them in less obvious
places, such as this line from the mu 'allaqa ofLabld:
and the great-eyed cows that had lately calved stand over their broods
12
while in the spreading plain the little lambs form their flocks.
Abu-Deeb considers the fact of the wild cattle living with their young as a binary
opposition in the sense of near synonyms, creating a new meaning of its own. Along these
same lines, Abu Deeb sees a binary opposition between two animals whose manners of
giving birth differ, such as the gazelle, whose young are born live, and the ostrich, whose
young are hatched. It is fair to say that binary opposition is an essential element of Abu
Deeb's analysis ofmu 'allaqa of Labld.
In this author's opinion, binary opposition should properly be the contradiction
between two words or sentences in opposition to each other. According to this
A ng 11 .^ LbLaJI <-uil ^j j'n $ \a
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interpretation, Abu Deeb was not using binary opposition, but binary distinction. The
Socratic art of definition employs binary distinction as its method, e.g., the definition of
justice is achieved by distiguishing what is just from what is not. The method of binary
distinction demands a different kind of attention from that of binary opposition. In a
binary opposition, one's attention is equally divided between the two terms. In a binary
distinction, however, it is mainly focused on the positive term. Additionally, the device of
binary distinction is used mainly to focus attention progressively on the object of
definition. The different procedure articulates the scope of a universal concept.
Levi-Strauss discovered his structural universal of binary opposition in his
investigation of totemism and kinship in certain primitive societies - there was no
guarantee that the validity of the same structural universal was not to be limited to the
locus of its discovery. The critics assembled their structural universal for literary analysis
through their investigation of modern European poetry. Once more, there was no
guarantee that these universals would be valid and useful in analysing the poetic structure
of other ages and other cultures.13
AbfT Deeb did succeed in utilizing his literary knowledge to search and follow
binary opposition that was scattered throughout the mu 'allaqa of Labld and in
attempting to link them to the semantic context. Yet, it seems that the efforts spent in
searching for this binary opposition did not explain the final conclusion of the mu 'allaqa.
The general conception of the mu'allaqa shows what the poet himself is suffering,
whether psychologically or socially. An example from the mu 'allaqa:
The abodes are desolate, halting-place and encampment too,
at Mina; deserted lies Ghawl, deserted alike Rijam,
and the torrent-beds of al-Rayyan - naked shows their trace,
13- Seung, T.K. Structuralism artelHermeneutics, p. 159.
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rubbed smooth, like letterings long since scored on a stony slab;
blackended orts that, since the time their inhabitants tarried there,
many years have passed over, months unhallowed and sacrosant.
The star-borne showers of Spring have fed them, the outpouring
of thundercloud, great deluge and gentle following rain,
the cloud that travels by night, the sombre pall ofmorn,
the outspread mantle of eve with muttering antiphon.
Then the branches of aihaqan shot up, and the ostriches
and antelopes brought forth their young on both valley-slopes,
and the great-eyed cows that had lately calved stand over their brood
while in the spreading plain the little lambs form their flocks.
Then the torrents washed the dusty ruins, until they seem
like scrolls ofwriting whose text their pens have revivified,
or the back and forth of a woman tattooing, her indigo
in rings scattered, the tattooing newly revealed above them.14
Halting-place and encampment, unhallowed and sacrosant fill the role of binary
opposition in this passage. A question which arises from this discussion is, does the
binary opposition in the mu 'allaqa play the separate role of interpretation of poetic
lines? In the present author's view, although the rhetorical function of binary opposition
exposes the influence of the text's meaning, it is not able to guide the text semantically.
In other words, the semantic field, which could be derived from the text, already
struggles to explain the poetical journey which had just taken place. The mu 'allaqa
begins with a psychological conflict merited by life's continuity and ends with a
formulation of social mores and human attitudes.
Abu Deeb applied himself and his singular use of binary opposition to a study of
Abu al-Hindi's poem, entitled Wafarata misk. Abu Deeb maintains that the time index of
l4- Arberry, A.J. Vie Seven Odes. P 137-138 (The mu 'allaqa of Labid ).
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the poem is completed by the essential binary opposition of night and day. He also argues
that there is another essential binary opposition present in the notion of classical
beverages and new beverages - the new beverages defined by Abu Deeb as intoxicating
drink - representing the tandem dimensions of risk and intoxication, and restraint and
fear.
The present author believes Abu Deeb has not only invented the classical drink
and new drink, but again strayed across the boundary between binary opposition and
binary distinction. There is nothing essentially new in the existence and consumption of
alcoholic drink. Such behaviour dates to pre-Islamic times, and its continued
consumption is a matter of conflict between the group moral and psychological pressure
and the individual.15 Truly, the classical drink could be better named as milk. Clearly,
alcoholic drink is not the direct opposite ofmilk, since the set of non-alcoholic beverages
will include a wide range of drinks. Therefore, it would be more accurate to describe the
relationship between milk and alcohol as a binary distinction.
The poetry of AbU al-Hindl is often called wine poetry because of its extensive
use of wine as a central theme. This kind of poetry often contains two elements: alcohol
and women in a dialectic relationship. This aspect ofwine poetry is well exemplified in
the mu 'cillciqct of 'Amr ibn Kulthum:-
Ha, girl! Up with your bowl! give us our dawn-draught
and do not spare the wines of El-Andarina,
the brightly sparking, as if saffron were in them
whenever the mulled water is mingled with them,
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that swing the hotly desirous from his passion
when he has tasted them to gentle mellowness;
you see the skinflint miser, when the cup's passed him,
suddenly holds his prized property in derision.
O Umm Amr, you've withheld the beaker from us _
from right to right it should have been running 16
Literary analysis of this kind of poetry should be based on a firm understanding of
the symbolic dimension of similes and metaphors, else the image the poet wishes to
create will lose its value, and the poem will revert to little more than an interesting
exercise in rhyme.
The poetry of Abu al-Hindl revolves around the same two semantic themes as
'Amr in his mu'allaqa: an inclination towards alcohol, and an inclination towards
women. There is an unbalanced relationship between them as the two terms move
abruptly from one line to the next. 'Amr begins with his inclination towards women,
i.e.,"Ha, girl", then changes to alcohol, "Up with your bowl....our dawn-draught".etc.,
then back to women, and then on to alcohol again. Could this erratic pattern point to a
troubled mind? It seems more likely that the poet has deliberately placed stress in specific
areas, using specific articles of simile, such as "like" (al-kaf, ka 'una), to present various
features of alcohol in a perceptive way.
With respect to Abu Deeb's view that the time index was delineated by night and
day as an essential binary opposition, it seems more the case that night and day were
continual. The span of time over which the revellers enjoyed their drink was from one
day to the next. More importantaly, the physical space of time had changed from a
16- Arberry, A. J. The Seven Odes. P 204. Mu 'allctqa of 'Amr
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simple measure to pleasure - pleasure which lasted until songs ofjoy turned to songs of
sorrow with the coming of the day, expressed in the last line of the poem:-
The horn of the sun does not appear until it likes
17
I see a village around me, its boundaries quaking ...
The vanishing of physical time is linked to the vanishing of consciousness brought
on by drink; the poet considers the singing of a slave girl at midday as the tears of lady
who has lost her lover, therefore, he treats as equal singing and weeping at a point in a
vanished time. Thus he is losing his awareness of the tragedy when he goes back to the
world of alcoholic forgetfulness, and he says:-
and a wine that resembled the eye of the rooster before it roosts
18
I drank it without being harmed by it
The poetic image of Abu al-Hindl treats alcohol as a harmless pastime. Abu
Nuwas worked the image slightly differently:-
And I offered a morning draught ofwine (khamr) before the rooster's dawn,
19
and already the beat of the night's rising stars is upon us.
In light of these examples, the case for Abu Deeb's assertion that night and day
were binary opposition is neither effective nor sustainable.
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The Poetic:- The second aspect of Abu Deeb's structuralist conceptualisation is
the poetic. He devoted an entire volume to presenting, explanation, and defending the
condition for its formation. He writes:
The way in which to define the poetic aspect is through the synoptic
structure. The poetic text is, therefore, a relational grid of primary
component of the text. These components could exist on their own
without even being poetic. Only through the flow of the text the
relational networking occurs between the opposed components.
That relation is the sole creator of the poetic aspect and
20
simultaneously acts as an indicator of its existence.
Establishing the poetic in this manner is an attempt to resurrect language as the
creator and not the created. This draws us to the issue of the semantic unit, where speech
can be viewed through two analysis angles: either speech stems from the lexical unit or
speech stems from the analytic unit. If the speaker's words are concerned with the
meaning of their formulation, then such speech falls under the semantic unit's heading.
Abu Deeb believed that the poetic aspect was not a product ofmodern literature;
many attempts to study the poetic aspect preceded his own times. He commented that his
study aimed to present an explanation of the structural analysis of the poetic through its
semiological and structural manifestation, particulary through its relational and synoptic
aspects. In this Abu Deeb acknowledges that he is by no means pioneering this analytical
21
approach. Yet he is determined to define the poetic aspect in new, different ways,
aiming to reach his audience more effectively. He developed the concept of poetic as a
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function of the "gap", which he defined as the area of tension created by the introduction
of the linguistic components or any components related to what Jacobson termed the
"symbolising" system. This system takes place in a context where the relationships
within the system may have two different dimensions. First, natural relationships derived
from criteria and tasks of the mentioned elements and organised in a natural linguistic
structure. Second, these relations may be incompatible and wholly unnatural. It may be a
conflicting relationship within the context just presented of complete compatibility and
22
homogenous relation between its components. In other words, the poetic aspect,
according to this conceptualisation, should have designs on locating a word in an
unexpected context which draws a disproportionate amount of attention from the reader.
Abu Deeb sampled the poetry ofAdonis to elucidate his point. Adonis wrote:-
Because I am walking.
Although a complete sentence, it is a sterile sentence - it does not convey the
mood of the poet. Adding a short descriptive phrase does not always alter the sterility of
the line, as:
Because I am walking, I am tired
This is the expression of a physical ailment, not necessarily invoking an emotional
response. However, Adonis develops his poem to read in full:
22
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Because I am walking,....
Because I am walking, I am tired
Because I am walking
23
My coffin follows me.
The introduction of the word "coffin" into the context of the poetic sentence
leads one to question how "coffin" relates to the preceding sentence - what links the two
sentences? Such questioning is a direct result of the dialectic relation that exists between
"death" and "walking", which is that death only consumes those things which have the
capability ofmovement.
The poetic aspect creates some linguistic excitment with its positioning of a word
in an unexpected context while simultaneously omitting an expected word. Al-Sayyab
illustrates this principle in his poem "Song of the Rain":
I call the Gulf, oh Gulf
Granter of pearls, oyster and death
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Granter of oysters and death. 24
Examining the components of the poem, it seems that there is an action and its
reaction is represented by the "calling" the poet made to the Gulf. The action is the call
to the Gulf, which is the granter of pearls and oysters - life, in a sense - and equally,
death. The echo may be considered the reaction, and though it repeats the message, the
echo conspicuously leaves"pearls" out of the equation. This most likely indicates that
without the pearls, the Gulf is lifeless, though not dead. The "sobbing" echo is pessimism,
sobbing often considered the deepest state of internalised crying. This poem serves to
illustrate another dimension of Abu Deeb's concept of the poetic as an element of the
semiology of literature which does not explain the work as a whole, but attempts to
determine the conventional symbols used to facilitate meanings of realisation.
'Abd al-Salam al-Masaddl looks at the language from the point of view of
stylistics. He maintains that the emphasis on theorising seems to be a deductive and
reflective one. We find researchers and scholars relying on logic in their attempt to
define literary speech. They view literary speech as a creation of a language out of a
language, that is to say, a poetic language which substitutes for the primary language,
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which acquires the artistic aspect of the language at issue. This definition, simply put, is
25the creation of literary speech by transforming an existing language.
It is important to remember that Abu Deeb's expression of the poetic was not
limited to what he called the "gap". He also believed that the poetic aspect formulates
the structure of the relationship between the text and the audience. The poetic of text
acts at the same time as an indicator of the depth of that structure. Roland Barthes
articulated a parallel view that such structure distinguished between the "text of
pleasure" and the "text of bliss". He wrote:
"Text of pleasure: the text that contents, fills, grants euphoria;
the text comes from culture and does not break with it, is linked
to a comfortable practice of reading.
Text of bliss: the text that imposes a state of loss, the text that
discomforts (perhaps to the point of a certain boredom),unsettles
the reader's historical, culture, psychological assumptions, the
consistency of his relation with language. Now the subject who
keeps the two texts in his field and in his hands the reins of
pleasure and bliss is an anachronic subject, for he simultaneously
and contradictorily participates in the profound hedonism of all
culture (which permeates him quietly under cover of an art de
vive shared by the old books) and in the destruction of that
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culture: he enjoys the consistency of his selfhood (that is his
pleasure) and seeks its loss (that is his bliss). He is a subject split
twice over, doubly perverse."26
The poetic strives to achieve an atmospheric tension in the structure of the text.
Such tension revolves around the artistic creativity that exists between the poetic aspect
and the audience, the poetic and mythical, the poetic and rhythmic, and the poetic and
heritage. Still the question remains, how should the definition of the poetic be precisely
defined? If the only definition available is the one that has been presented by Abu Deeb
in his book FT al-Shi 'riyya then how could we confirm such a definition in clear form?
It seems clear from the above analysis that the definition relies solely on the background
of the critic, where a referral analysis could deal with such criteria. It also seems that
such absolute conceptualisation of the poetic is often allusive. It relies, according to al-
Qartajannl on evoking the imagination of the audience and the fact that the audience has
the capacity to receive the complete poetic image, which includes the sound and meaning
27
of the poetic style.
The definition of poetic as either a concept of tension, as per Abu Deeb, or a
concept of pleasure and bliss, as per Barthes, is congruous with the concept of beneficial
metaphor, as put forward by al-Jurjanl. Al- Jurjani maintains that the advantage of
beneficial metaphor lies in its ability to produce rhetoric in terms of noble imagery. Thus,
26
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rhetoric has acquired yet another use, that of conveying meaning with a minimum use of
28
language.
Rhetoric in this context sheds new light on Abu Deeb's questioning of rhythmic
distribution. Specifically, does rhythmic distribution suffice to create the poetic? Abu
Deeb quotes a line from the poet al-Mutanabbi as an answer to his own question:
fA] If generous towards the noble, you will possess him and if
29
generous toward the plebes he will rebel.
The classical answer is that the rhythmic distribution is not sufficient to create the poetic.
[B] If you are generous with the noble, you will possess him
and if you are generous with the unnoble he will rebel.
The classical answer is that the above line is perfect in terms of rhythm.
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The classical view, then, would answer the two questions presented as that the
poetry is the type that acquires classical and familiar rhythm. Abu Deeb does not consider
the sample from al-Mutanabbl as poetry at all, because, in his view, it possess a non-
rhythmic distribution and the two excerpts are synthesizations of ready-made concepts
that could be absorbed by man's experience in the form of a linguistic statement which
bridges the "gap" of tension. However, in adopting this approach to poetry, Abu Deeb
has gone beyond the confines of normal poetic analysis since a non-rhythmic piece
cannot automatically be dismissed as an improper poem. Indeed, there are many
examples of classical poetry which were constructed with non-rhyming verses.
Additionally, poems which reflect wisdom, and may be unrhymed, cannot be excom¬
municated from the realm of poetry since they represent a philosophical statement. Such
statements have been moulded in various artistic fashions that touch the audience in a
special way. A few lines from Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbl shall clarify the matter:
[A] Perhaps the people one day will be seeking for a life God will respond.
[B] If the people one day seek a life God will respond.30
Sample A above begins with the preposition "perhaps" while sample B begins
with a conditional phrase. This small different changes the rhthmic aspect, though both
may still be considerd poems because the rest of the verse keeps the rhythmic balance.
That rhythmic balance creates a highly active rhythm for the poem which forces itself on
the audience, controlling the audience completely.
Summing up the discussion on this point, the poetic aspect is a method that
depends in the educational background of the critic, and the poetic derives from rhetoric
which contains a metaphor and metonymy.
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The Structure of the Text
The structure of the text is considered a fundamental unit for analysis by
structural critics, revealing the dialectical relationship between the structure and content.
If it is the case that content influences the structure, then it seems reasonable to state that
the content, through unique wording, creates the special relationship between itself and
structure. It performs this function by creating rhythm and poetic images, using symbols
of myths and evoking beauty by means ofmetaphorical similes and metonymy. Each of
these instruments is considered a component of the poetic text. The poet is at liberty to
use them to express his instruments and his feelings, is considered a component of the
poetic text and composed in the poem's unique poetic structure.
Arab medieval literary criticism considers the individual line of poetry as the basic
unit of the text. Ibn Rashiq al-Qairawani conceived of the individual line of poetry as a
house. Talent, knowledge, practice and content form the overall structure of the house,
representing the earth, the foundation, the door, and the resident respectively. The
rhythm of the poem serves to strike a balance between the various houses.31 Taken
together, medieval Arab literary critics view each line of poetry as a house ofmeaning,
though this should not be understood to indicate that the interaction between the houses
is any less significant.
Arab modern critics have some very different ideas regarding the structure of the
text generally and the structure of ancient poetry specifically. Many have conceived of
the individual line of poetry as incapable of providing the poet with more freedom to
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express his feelings. Adonis contends that modern Arab literary critics do not completely
accept the configuration of a poem as it is, but they also do not accept the classical
configurations as examples to imitate. He demands that the structure of the text should
be free from any standard form and should remain subject to the resolve of the artist
alone.32 Muhammad al-Nuwayhl concurs. He feels that free verse allows the poet to
express his feelings on many topics which is it difficult to do in classical form.33
Adonis goes on to argue that the ancient Arab poem is constructed with many
repeated independent units—the sentences—with no link in its internal system. The only
link between the lines of the poem is its rhythm. Modern poetry, by contrast, derives its
beauty from the single line in terms of the unit of independent repeated lines and the
rhyme which control repeated unit. He concludes that modern poems are a coherent unit,
various and lively, and the critical analysis of modern poems should be on the whole form
and content.34
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According to Adonis' perception of the poem, it seems that his view is not fully
thought out: he would rather consider the poem on the strength of its overall
performance than the individual lines of poetry, though he concedes that stressing the
individual sentence may be the way forward for modern writers.
This change of thinking may be due in part to the influence of al-Nafri. Adonis
wrote that al-Nafri's style ofwriting has unexpected results, since language as he uses it
does not exist but is an originator. Furthermore, the act ofwriting the poem does not
merely proceed to embrace the ideas which come to mind, but functions as an essential
component of the expression of the ideas, perhaps containing the ideas in its very
structure. The text should, therefore, be open to all ideas at the moment the poem is
created. It seems plausible that the general ideas which influenced Adonis' thoughts were
twofold. First, the process of the writing of language is an originator and not something
already created. Second, that the process ofwriting should be open and the way in which
the poet wishes to expresses himself should form itself immediately.
Adonis' approach has raised many questions. For example, what does it mean to
say that the language should form itself? Similarly, what does it mean to say the
expression should form itself? And finally, how does one define an open form ofwriting?
In the present author's opinion, it seems that Adonis argued in his critical theorising that
the one responsible for discarding the human ego from poetry is not the one speaking or
writing, but the one who is writing and speaking language through the literary text.
Priority is thereby given to the language at the expense of history. The open form of
writing leads to destruction of the organic unity of the text, which Adonis was most
likely aware of in his early critical writing.
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It is worth recalling another view of poetic writing by Muhammad Muftah from
his book Dinamiyyat al-Nass. He suggests his own classification, intent on providing an
accurate definition of literary text. He based this definition on dividing the poem into
noble poetry, which contains many characteristics of poetic text, and normal poetry,
which as one might expect, contains fewer characteristics of poetic text. Some of the
characteristics of noble poetry include the symbolism of sound, the semiology of the
word, the harmony of the world, and the harmony of space. These four elements, in his
opinion, constitute the deepest structure of poetry.
Symbolism of sound. This type ofwriting encompasses such devices as inserting
letters or words into the piece, or using words in different ways by changing the letters
to produce common semantic units. The poem "The train passed" by Mahmud
Darwlsh is one example of the symbolism of sound :
The train passed quickly
passed by me, and I,
like the station, do not know
whether I am welcoming people or wishing them farewell










By another poet who will come and wait.35
The purpose of including this poem is to show the diversity of structure, not to
analyse it, which would mean looking at the whole poem to define the relationships
between these words.
Semiology of the word: contemporary poets have been seemingly influenced by
semiological approaches. This is most evident in their use of names of different figures,
and connotations, mixed with both ancient and modern terminology to produce different
meanings, like a metonymy. Adonis often borrowed literary figures from Arab classical
literature for use in his poetry, such as Abu Nuwas appearing in his own elegiac poetry.
Harmony of world: This element is based on metaphor, but not in a traditional
sense. Muhammad Muftah in fact seems to have felt that traditional metaphor was a
hindrance to the poet's imagination, concerning the poet in time and space. Muftah
believes that modern metaphor frees the poet to employ words in a flexible manner. He
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gives the examples of smelling through the eyes, or hearing by mouth and looking from
the ears. Essentially, Muftah is in favour of transferring the abstract to the perceptible,
the non-living to the living.
Harmony of space: There are two features of this element. A) The length of
the poem and its metre will affect the semantic meaning, and therefore the function of
measuring in the poem is not only to discover the rhythm of the poem, but to explain the
semantic concept which lay behind it. B) The composition of a number ofwords can also
mean that they impart meaning, for example, "I love you" is different from "you are the
one whom I love". The difference here is that the second sentence introduces the element
of specification. Both of these characteristics should constitute equal allocations of the
noble poem, else, the poem will fall under the normal heading.36
At the heart of these components is language. Language, according to modern
approaches to writing poetry, is considered fundamental to art. Moreover, new language
attempts to utilise the many suggestions of words which have occurred throughout
history and attempts to utilise the capacity of poetic image. The modern poet creates a
special world of different shapes and unfamiliar people with the poetic language through
the use of lexical words which exist in different contexts. These lexical words do not
follow the normal harmonisation context, resulting in the severing of the relation
between the sound and meaning in the poet's mind. This, then, often has the effect of
creating ambiguous words.
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Once again, Adonis provides an example of this kind of thinking:
Still shahriyar
Was holding his sword to harvest
Hugging the jar ofwinds and bottle of ashes
Shahrazad had forgotten
To light the secret ways
In the circuit of veins
She had forgotten to light the gaps
between the face of the victim
And the steps ofShahriyar. 37
Adonis here chooses the traditional story ofShahrayar, since it is full of the noble
characteristics of humanity. He stresses these characteristics with an allusion to the
statement of al-Hajaj ibn Yusuf al-Thaqafi. "I see heads that are ripe and ready to be
plucked".
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Although the words used in his poems are lexical, they are not used linguistically
to produce a recognisable meaning. Consider the phrase "to light the way". This is a
common expression with a relatively familiar meaning. However, when Adonis adds the
word "secret" to the middle of the phrase, the expression becomes fairly ambiguous. The
genitive construction of "In the circuit of veins" narrows the shape of veins to a linear
shape and contrasts that with the non-linear shape of "circuit". In addition, the phrase
"the way" seems to require a linear shape in the poetic world no matter its shape in the
real world.
The expression "light the gaps" is similarly common, but the lack of normality in
this sentence comes from the lighting between the face of the victim and the steps of
Shahrayar. This lighting could not happen unless the classical poetic structure had been
deconstructed. Therefore, the poetic text should be considered as a whole structure, and
this structure should contain sound, words, sentences, and harmony. The interaction
between these four components produce the poetic image and rhythm.
Sound should not be forgotten as an important component of the structure of the
text. Many critics often conceive of the sound as an effective vehicle for eliciting a
feeling of beauty in the audience. The poet produces his poem based on the choice of the
sounds, and the harmony between them, to keep the audience feeling what the poet felt
when he created the poem. ShukrI'Ayyad asserts that such an influence could happen
between feelings and perceptible effects of language because impressions of sound have
the capability to influence both speaker and audience alike. However, the capability of
the sound cannot play a role unless put in the context of the linguistic structure.
-116-
'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl writes: "Single words are equal by virtue of their being
single. It is only through context that reference can be given to some words over
others."38
Diction, therefore, has an effect on the structure of the text. The individual word
should have special characteristics, which includes some semantic fields which do not
exist in a linguistic context for normal words. Thus al-Ghadhdhaml maintains that the
poet could introduce a word not to establish it as a new daily word, but to establish new
ideas in the reader's imagination.39
Stated succinctly, in the structure of the text, the sentence acts as the main unit
while the individual word acts as a cornerstone of the sentence.
The literary text consists ofmany sentences to create the final shape of the text.
Thereafter, the sentence is constituted through the interaction of different semantic fields
of the sentence and reformed into syntactic and morphological structures. However,
every word in a specific semantic field or from another semantic field could have a
syntactic response with another semantic field whether it is real or metaphorical. Some
of these responses are acceptable, and the audience should readily understand them,
while others are unacceptable and could lead to confusion amongst the audience.
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The language of contemporary poetry rests on the effects of signifiers in the
structure of text. Poets tend to combine daily language with certain features of European
poetry to create a new concept of contemporary poetry. A question arises from this
practice: Is the poetic language based on normal language? In other words, how much
of the poetic language is based on daily language that people ordinarily speak?
Adonis often establishes different functions of poetic language—such that it will
be distinguishable from normal, everyday language—to create the internal structure of the
poem. As part of his overall approach, Adonis makes every effort to take advantage of
the many sources available to him, such as Jubran Khalll Jubran and his imaginative
lexical work, and pieces from writers involved in French symbolism such as Baudelaire,
Mallam e and St. John Perse. The following poem by Adonis "The Indications" should
illustrate his approach:
I had mixed fires and snow
Neither fires nor snow understand my forests
And I will be obscure and friendly





like a light between the magic and the indication.40
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The poetic stnjcture of this poem, taking the commentary of Adonis as a guide,
could suggest that the language of medieval poetry is based on expression, or superficial
dealing with reality.
Conversely, the modern poet strives to change the expression of language to
creation. Therefore, the modern poet's goal is to express his feeling in new ways and, in
the process, establish changeable and questionable languages.41 Recall that Adonis would
concede that such activity does not lend itself to the production of clear and concise
poetry, unlike medieval poetry with its goal of clearly and succinctly expressing a specific
idea. The modern poet does not produce his poem according to one idea, ideology,
mindset, or logic, but is guided by his own intuition and a degree of spontaneous
revelation.42
It seems that Adonis was probably influenced in this respect by T.S. Eliot. Eliot
wrote:
"we can only say that a poem, in some sense, has its own life; that its
parts form something quite different from a body of neatly ordered
biographical data; that the feeling or emotion, or vision, resulting from
the poem is something different from the feeling or emotion or vision in
the mind of the poet".43
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Following Adonis theoretical statement, important questions arise: what is the
disadvantage of using a specific idea to express feeling? Do the poet's feeling and
imagination force him to interact with his surroundings? If the poet adopts Adonis'
vision of the poet, and does not express his feelings with reference to certain ideas,
subjects, ideology, etc., that he is familiar with, but instead with reference to things
outside his literary experience, what is the source of the poet likely to be? Adonis does
not seem to make a substantial effort to solve the ambiguity created by his own theory,
his theory of creation.
Creation, in this author's view, should be based on ideas; then the poet tries to
formulate those ideas in the context of his feelings. If he does not, the idea remains little
more than a collection of nouns and verbs. Arab traditional and contemporary poetry
does not first invent the idea and then produce a poem to suit. The contemporary poet
must interact with his surrounding circumstances, whether limited to his personal world
or the wider environment of the politics and society in which he is immersed, and then
express his feeling through the poetic text. For example, Imru' al-Qais wrote:
Often I've been offwith the morn, the birds yet asleep in their nests.
My horse short-haired, outstripping the wild game, huge bodied.
Charging, fleet-fleeing, head-foremost, headlong, all together
the match of rugged boulder hurled from on high by the torrent,
a gay bay, sliding the saddle-felt from his back's thwart
just as a smooth pebble slides off the rain cascading.
Fiery he is, for all his leanness, and when his ardour
boils in him, how he roars— a bubbling cauldron isn't in it!
Sweetly he flows, when the mares floundering wearily
kick up the dust where their hooves drag in the trampled track;
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the lightweight lad slips landward from his smooth back,
he flings off the burnous of the hard, heavy rider;44
In this poem, Imru' al-Qais describes a hunting journey in ancient Arabian
society. The description does not attempt to accurately portray physical reality but
creates a poetic image through the use of symbolic language to convey the feeling of the
hunting journey.
Conveying the feelings of an event is not new to poetry. The Romantic poet
Ibrahim Najl describes the feeling of sunrise in a poem entitled The Ruins (al-Adal):
Awakening destroys the night's dreaming
And the night is gone, and night is a friend
And the light is clearly warning
And the morning has appeared like a fire
And the world is as we know it
And lovers have gone away45
The poetic image of the morning appearing like fire transforms the natural
phenomenon of the dawn, typically associated with hope, renewal, and peace, into a
44- Arberry, A.J. The Seven Odes P.64-65
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phenomenon of destruction which takes away his friend and ends life. This kind of poetic
image provides the audience with a unique insight into the working of the poet's mind.
Returning to Adonis, despite the difficulty inherent in his theories of poetry, he
often cites traditional literary figures of Islamic history, for example, al-Husayn the son
of the caliph 'All ibn abl Talib, cousin of the Prophet Muhammad (SAAS). Many Islamic
historians consider al- Husayn a martyr, hence Adonis writes:
When the spears were fixed in al-Husayn's heart
I saw every flower sleep on the shoulder of al-Husayn
I saw every river is walking in the funeral procession of al-Husayn
Today I am whole and complete
My voice is recognised by earthquake, the children and the spring.46
Adonis expresses his experiences by using a traditional figure to embody a
contemporary meaning and, ultimately, a new attitude, different from other poets such as
Amal Dunqul.
Amal Dunqul uses the same traditional figure to disguise his contemporary Arab
society's desperate attitude. He writes:
I have been to Karbala '
The Shaikh told me that al-Husayn
Had died because of a gulp ofwater
If al-Husayn's words ...
And al- Husayn's swords
And al- Husayn's loftiness
fell without the power to save the truth from
the gold of princes
(J,n -ixill (jl^l —«>J j-aJ (_j—II (Jj •> 'j J ^—ill (J,i -.i-dl Cjj . <-»; fjM—lijJ lllj . n
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can the chatter of poets save the truth.47
It seems in this piece that Amal Dunqul uses a specific historical event to support
his political view. The argument of Adonis perhaps reflected his re-reading classical Arab
poetry, particularly Sufi poetry such as that of al-Nafrl, and the theoretical and textual
influences ofEuropean poetry as well as the symbolic poetry ofFrance.
In the present author's opinion, there is no doubt that Adonis' theoretical idea
goes beyond the literary text; one cannot create a text in ambiguous space, nor can one
deny the continuity of language throughout the ages. What distinguishes the poetic
language from other language is the concept and meaning of that language which
represents the spirit of the society in which the poem is written. In addition, it is
important to bear in mind that it is all but impossible for the poetic language to embody
the meanings and concepts the poet wishes without reference to familiar ideas and
ideology.
Moreover, the poet should not construct his poem to convey a standard idea, but
instead should convey a kind of reality that is both real and unreal, that is suggestive of
daydream, a mixture of symbol and truth. Each and all of these components force the
audience to search for and find what lies beyond the text. And all the while the poet is
shaping his poem, the poem fills the poet with a unique energy which drives the poet to
ii jjL ju




create a world dictated by the poem itself. Poetry, in this sense, is like a dream, both
evoking the poet's feelings and expressing his endurance through the poetic language
which controls his emotion. Wolfgang Iser states the case well:
"A literary text must be conceived in such a way that it will
engage the reader's imagination in the task ofworking things out
for himself, for reading is only a pleasure when it is active and
creative. In this process of creativity, the text may either not go
far enough, or may go too far, so we may say that boredom and
overstrain form the boundaries beyond which the reader will
leave the field of play." 48
The poetic creation should, therefore, have a rhythmical base to link the poetic
creation and emotional rhythm of the creator. Hence, Abu Deeb, in his structuralist
approach, endeavoured to represent a structural interpretation to the flexibility of the
rhythmical structure of Arab poetry. He asserts that the development of the principle of
rhythm was based on the notion that poetic rhythm derives from the repetition of certain
feet of a verse' metre. When the metre has changed so many times, it will have changed
the overall rhyming structure. The structure should break with routine and subsequently
impart a new richness to Arabic poetry.49
Abu Deeb in his study of rhythm, sets out to establish some ground rules for
metres of Arabic poetry, such as mutcidarik and mutaqarib. The most important item in
his study for revamping the normal rhythmical structure is the repetition of the unit of the
48- Quoted in Barry, Peter. Issues in Contemporary Critical Theory, P. 105-6.
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feet of the verses' metre [SL] or fa'iliin and inserting the unit which contains the
components' opposite number [LS] in structure of poetic metre. In the case of
mutadarik metre the opposite offa'ilun would be dlun-fa, since both units contains the
same phonemes, fa and 'ilun. And 'Hun-fa is equivalent to fa'ulun. One would then
expect the metre to take the form:
fa'ilun fa'ilun fa'ulun fa'ilun
or fa'ilun fa'ulun fa'ilun fa'ilun
Abu Deeb when developing the rhythm of al-Khalll, emphasised the above
phenomeneon which occurs frequently in modern Arab poetry, particularly in Adonis'
poetry. He suggests three new ideas:
1- Both offa and ilun are considered as rhythmical phoneme.
2- The result of both phonemes produces the rhythmical unit; and
3- The repetition of rhythmical units leads to the production of the
rhythmical formation.
He finishes by stating that he believes that his terminology is more accurate than
al-Khalfl's, which includes such (presumably unnecessary) terms as: cil-Sabctb, al-Watad,
and al-Bahr.
It will be worthwhile briefly representing the outlook of Ibrahim Ants regarding
the mutadarik metre. He contends that the examples ofmutadarik metre are the same as
examples in the works of the prosodists. He does not, however, cite the source of his
examples. Prosodists maintains that the rhythm to either side of the "seam" of the
mutadarik metre is:
fa'ilun fa'ilun fa'ilun fa'ilun
Modern Arab poetry typically dispenses with this metre, though there are some
poets who employ mutadarik, such as al-Husari:-
Oh! night of the lover, when will the morrow come?
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Is the appointed hour nigh?50
Ahmad Shawql uses the same type ofmetre in some of his verses.51 Abu Deeb,
analyses the metres of al-Khalil in their classical and new shape, both based on the
phonemes of fa and 'Hurt, for example:-
Tawfl metre
The classical shape is>
fu'ulun mafa'ilun fa'ulun mafa'ilun
--O-O --0-0-0 --0-O —o-o-o
The new shape is>
7lun fa 'ilun fa 'ilun fa 'ilun fa
—O -O —o - o ~o -o ~o -o
al-Hazaj metre:
The classical shape is:-
mafa'ilun mafa'ilun mafa'ilun
—o-o-o —o-o-o —o-o-o
The new shape is:-
7lun fa fa 'ilun fa fa 'ilun fa fa
—o -o -o —o -o -o —o -o -o
50 ti i -
• L? J O >-*J
j>X-
51
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Putting his theory into practice, Abu-Deeb relates an excerpt from the poem
People in my country, by Salah 'Abd al-Sabur:
People in my country are predatory like Eagles.52
Abu-Deeb analyses the verse in terms of
-o -o ~o ~o -o -o ~o —o — oo
He goes on to assert that changing the rhythm in this manner supersedes al-
Khalll's theory since the new approach assists the audience in discovering the rhythmical
aspects of Arab poetry. Abu Deeb's view seems to be based on demanding a variety of
poetic rhythm while aspiring to avoid the routine classical metre and provide the poet
more freedom to express his feelings.
Arab poets who had immigrated to the United States of America reformed and
modernised the classical metre through the processes of terzarimas, and non-rhyming
verse. Jubran Khalil Jubran represent this new class of poet, He wrote:
The night was calming down, and in the dress of calmness
dreams were hidden.
And the moon had moved, and the moon had eyes
watching the days
Oh! daughter of the field, come let us visit
lovers vineyard
Wishing that we could quench with that juice
the burning of yearning.53
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Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi also uses a half mutadarik metre with a variety of
rhymes like a terza rimas muwctshshcth 54 system. He writes:-
Free verse was adopted as more Arab poets imitated the style of their adopted
homeland. Free verse is based on the repetition ofwords and lines as well as synonyms
grouped uniquely together. As such, free verse spans a wide range of poetry without the
restrictions of standard rules, making itself available to a much wider group of aspiring
poets.
In the present author's opinion, while modernisation is advantageous to the poet,
with its absence of rules and regulations, the classical rhythm, with its set rules, still holds
much value for the individual poet. This brings to light a host of questions. Do al-Khalll's
metres restrict the poet from writing poetry freely but in a manner that confines his ideas
and feelings as well? Does the Andalusian terzarima restrict the poet in a manner to al-
Khalll? Are the poems above by Jubran Khalll Jubran and al- ShabbI obstructing the
poet's freedom of expression? If the answer is no to these questions, then how could one
L4S CAa.ja.j (Jtiil jl (jt ■ «^r-1 j JaLo^l jl ^ <■' it J ll j tjlisl (j j&a jA j ( >M1 (j jA
^ alC (JLAajS/Ij t **\\"i ^a (JlisS/li . ( ULia.1 ,.ri
i %j liJLjll (jj-ill l3J Lij (jl V (jjjJI
Be silent, oh! wound
The mourning time died
The morning finally arose Beyond centuries.55
Be silent, oh worry
the time of madness
55.
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consider that al- Khalil metres make the classical rhythm an obstacle to literary creation,
as per Abu Deeb?
Free verse, it seems to this author, laboured to free itself from the metric system
of al-Khalll, but in the final analysis, it could not; the poet's free verse follows the same
rhythm as that set out by al- Khalll. In "Songs of love " by Salah 'Abd al-Sabur, evidence




Oh! Single singing bird
No sooner landing than flying.56
The poets of free verse quite often falls in disorder of their structure by using
rhythmical prosody inconsistently. The modern poem's rhythm is then reduced to a
grouping of feet in the meter. Mahmud Darwlsh, in his new collection, "Why have you
left the horse alone writes:
The train passed quickly [two different feets]
I was waiting [one and a half feet]
On the platform for a train which had passed [two and a half feet]
And the passengers had gone [two and a half feet]
To their days and I was [one and a half feet]
56.
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Still waiting.57 [one and a half feet]
In this poem, the poet does not comply with a known standard of arranging the
feet, and so his poem is fractured into multiple feet. There is evidence that the
arrangement of feet during many periods of poetry were/are a central feature of the
poem's structure.
Abu Deeb's claims for modernisation are grounded in the same feet throughout,
irrespective of whether he labels his theory the rhythmical core, the rhythmical unit, or
the rhythmical variation. That rhythmical core consists of fa and lilun, and his
rhythmical unit results from the addition of the two fa 'Hun. This is essentially
suggestive of the same ideas of al-Khalil. Abu Deeb's attempt to supersede al-Khalll with
a new rhythmical system was a serious attempt, but in this author's view, failed because
implicit in his system is the requirement of certain poetic feet. Furthermore, the new
poetic metre of Abu Deeb can not be substituted for the classical rhythm for two reasons.
First, Abu Deeb claim seems to invalidate al-Khalil's prosody in Arab culture. Second,
al-Khalll formed his poetic rhythm in the context of the current trends in poetry of his
time, and therefore his verses are unencumbered.
Abu Deeb seems to have oriented himself toward the goal of deconstructing
classical rhythm and pressing ahead with irregular poetry, avoiding free verse because of
57
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the difficulty in controlling the rhythm. Yet his study verifies the richness of classical
poetry by exposing the wide range of rhythmical feet which does not exist in modern free
verse poetry. From Abu Deeb's point of view, one might wish to enquire about the
methodological criticism of poetry, vis-a-vis the rhythming structure of the classic,
modern or free verse style of Arabic poetry. That is to say, should these three styles of
Arabic poetry conform to a standard metre or not?
To answer in the affirmative would be to accept something that is not consistently
true by the measure of any researcher in Arabic or European literature. The methodology
of criticism must be objective and precise. This means subjecting the free verse to a
rhythmic self-diagnostic and a test measured against a large group ofmodern poets from
various cultural environments. Such a methodology should protect the vivid factual and
characteristic features of the poem.
Reiterating the conclusion reached concerning Abu Deeb, his primary aim was to
substitute a new rhythmic scheme for that presented by al-Khalil. This was a serious,
concerted effort and contributed to poetry the notion that new metre could be and should
be utilised by modern Arab poets. What vitiates his work is a disturbing lack of evidence,
despite some partial attempts to demonstrate that his methodological approach was not
very much different from that of al-Khalll. He quoted, for example, a few lines from al-
Mutanabbl in support of his work:
He built it (his kingdom) to a very high standard while spear met
spear
and waves of death chopped around it. 58
Abu Deeb stipulates his feets in the metre in the following form:
—O —O -O - -O -0 -O —0 -O —0
fa'u fa'u tun fa'u fa fa fu'u fa fa'u
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—O —O -O —O -O -O --O -O "O
fa'u fa'u fa fa'u fa fa fa'u fa fa'u
There is perhaps no better way to illustrate Abu Deeb's analysis of al-
Mutanabbi's verse than by furnishing Abu Deeb's own words, which will show his
tendency to unjustifiably place a great burden on the verse, he writes:
"The splendid movement vis-a vis rhythmical modelling and the successive
plunging into stretched upward sonic endings in the first hemistich and
undulating horizontal endings in the second all ascertain an artistic
culmination which seldom had any Arabic poet surpassed. The maturing
tension of the structure in the first hemstitch particularly the musical
exuberant resolution in it flows from the whole descriptive image and within
the inner movement of the artistic creativity.
This proves that al-MutanabbT feels a deep excitement and surmise that the
structure of Salf al-Dawla is stable and unshakeable.
The perfection of the vowels here and the termination of every sequence with
an unvowelled consonant embodies the feeling of stability referred to above,
since the same comes as a result of the alifs which rise up and remain firm
after their first ascent."59
Having thus expounded his structural theory, Abu Deeb then goes on to state that
all metric values rely on values emanating from the long metre. This for Abu Deeb is the
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point of departure from al- Khalll's metric system which Abu Deeb considers fixed. Thus
the occurrence of a different view of the analysing approach does not mean that the
fundamental base is invalid and this is because that the modern poets basically do not
deviate in their poetry from al- Khalil's feet, perhaps the difference takes place in the
metric structure on which they compose the poetry and set up the verse, so that it seems
as if these poets compose their verses in contrast with those of al- KhalTl.
Al- Khalil's metric system consists of a sixteen metre which contains ten feet
subdivided into two groups: 1) pentameters, represented by fa'ulun and fa'ilun; 2)
eight foot heptameters, represented by mustaf 'ilun - mustaf 'ilun -fa 'ilatun - fa
'ilatun - mafa 'ilun - mafa' ulatun - mutafn 'ilun - maf'ulat. These are the feet on
which the free verse is normally based, there being little difference between them except
a) the number of feet in the free verse are eight, hence discarding mustaf 'ilun and fa '
ilun, b) the order of the feet. The order of one system of feet may fall under one, two, or
three metres, depending on the infrastructure of the metre, whereas free verse is often
based on one metre only without restrictions on the number of feet: one verse may
contain one, two, or perhaps even three feet.
A presentation of Adonis' "Invitationfor Death" will best demonstrate the extent
of the application of the system just described.
He descends between the adventures and the rocks
meets with those who are lost
in the pottery of brides, in the whispering of the seas
declares the revival of the roots
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the revival of our wedding parties, ports and singers
declares the revival of the seas.60
Note the continuous metre in this example of free verse poetry which does not
extensively differ from what the poem would be if it were arranged in two lines. Observe
also thatfa'ilu is here called al-qabd thus eliding the fifth consonant fromfa 'Hun while
fa'ulun interchanges withfa'ilum; fa'il. This process equalises the number of vowels
in each of them even though they differ in arrangement. Another useful piece to help
clarify the matter is the following poem by Mahmud Darwlsh, entitled "Identity Card."
Write
I am Arab
and my identity card number is fifty thousand
I have eight children
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and the ninth of them is coming after summer
Are you angry?61
Mahmud Darwish's poem is attributable to the wafir free verse metre.
Objectively if we compare the poem with the wafir free verse metre, the poem's feet are
indeed almost identical, taking the form mufa'alatun mufa'alatunfa 'ulun to either
side of the seam. It becomes clearer that free verse poetry will most likely be based on
some variety of fixed metre even though some of its details differ as a result of the
individual line's requirements.
61
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There can be little question that Arabic criticism, both medieval and modern, does
not deny the author the right of creation and development of artistic aspects on which
future Arabic literature, and particularly Arabic poetry, will be based. Yet it is often
difficult for the poet to completely ignore the foundations of artistic and metric forms.
One of the most compelling is the prosody system which is based on a complete break
with the old system in favour of the new. The concept of finding a radical substitute to
al-Khalll's metric system may prove insurmountable in the end because adopting this
system necessarily implies ignoring the whole medieval poetic legacy, depriving the new
poetry of a vast, rich heritage of intellectual intercourse. Abu Deeb's views are far from
the final word on al-Khalil's metric system, since his views are an appropriate criticism
for only parts of the system. Abu Deeb's vision is, at times, temporal, contradictory, and
identical to the prosaic diversification and modernisation of Arabic poetry and rhetoric.
He does not, therefore, seem to evaluate poetry in its modern aspects but its rhetorical
aspects.
Chapter Five




During the last decade of the twentieth century the movement ofmodern Arabic
literary criticism has witnessed a dialogue the echo of which has not yet died away, about
the methods of appreciating, understanding and analyzing creative work. This dialogue
has been greatly affected by the movement of Western literary criticism during the
sixties. During that period there appeared currents calling for innovation in the fields of
critical analysis such as structuralism, semiology, and deconstaiction. However, this
dialogue has not resolved the theoretical dispute about those issues, and that is because
the method with which the critic has approached his subject, represented in creative
work, is merely a practical exercise of his theoretical understanding of the literary issue
as a creative activity. Also, formative effects including the nature of the critic's culture,
components of his personal taste, his ideological and theoretical persuasion, as well as
the literary ones, are involved in his theoretical understanding.
Structuralism is a fragmented theory. Both its origin and development represent
separate efforts that coincide in the attempt of secularising the textual study of literature.
The previous chapters' have examined the sources of structuralism and its artistic
manifestations in modern Arabic literary criticism. This chapter will focus on an analytical
study of works based on structural criticism. An analytical study has been chosen for it
does not oppose structuralism, but instead attempts, through theory and practice, to
define structuralism's methodological value and its procedural effectiveness. Throughout
the past decade of this century up to the present day many critical works which follow
the structuralist method in critical analysis have been published, the most important of
these being the works of Kamal Abu Deeb, represented in al-rua 'a al-Muqanna 'a,
Jadaliyyat al-Khafa' wa al-TajctllT, Fi al-shi'riyya, and Fial-Binya al-lqa'iyyci IIal-
Shi'r al-'Arabl, the study of'Adnan Haydar, The Mu'allaqa ofImru' al-Qays: Its
structure and meaning 1, and the study of Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych, Structural
See the third and fourth chapter in this study.
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Interpretation of pre-Islamic Poetry andNew Directions, and another study, in Arabic,
under the title of The Arabic poem and the Rite ofPassage and a study by Rita 'Awad
entitled "Binyat al-QasIda al-Jahllyya- aJ-Sura al-Shi 'riyya Ladalmru' al-Qays".
From the titles of these critical works it is evident that all of them contribute to
the stream of analysis of pre-Islamic poetry. This chapter shall focus on analyzing the
works of Abu Deeb in his critical discourses on pre-Tslamic poetry, for he represents the
structuralist tendency in modern Arabic literary criticism. Before attempting this it is
necessary to pose a number of questions which represent the basis of this study, these
are:- Do these critical discourses and their outcomes represent a basis which applies to
all the poems of pre-Islamic poetry? Have these critical discourses succeeded in revealing
their uniqueness while dealing with the texts of pre-Islamic poetry? And lastly, why this
focus on applying structural criticism to pre-Islamic poetry and not other poetry, such as
modern free verse? This study attempts to propose some answers to this group of
questions.
The critical discourses of Abu Deeb are characterized by a penetrating critical
ability and vision which combine the elements of critical analysis. The influence of
Western structural criticism has given a free rein to his intellectual background in
defining his critical direction while carrying out his analysis. Evidence that he attempts
to apply those ready-made methods to pre-lslamic poetry presents itself by way of his
demonstrating his adherence to structuralism:
"It has become the last of three movements in the history ofmodern thought after
which it is impossible to see and to inspect the world in the same manner. With Marx and
the concepts of dialectic and class struggle, in particular, it became impossible to inspect
society in the same way as Marx's predecessors examined it. With modern art, after
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Picasso has painted his chairs - in Roger Garaudy words - it became impossible to see a
chair in the same way as before. And with structuralism and the concepts of
synchronically, binary oppositions and the insistence that the relations between signs, not
the signs themselves, are what convey meaning, it became impossible to examine reality -
man, culture and nature-as it was seen by those who preceded structuralism."2
Other critics, such as 'Adnan Haydar and Susan Stetkevych, have followed the
same method in applying ready-made critical methods to pre-Islamic poetry in their
structural analyses ofLabld and Imru'al-Qays' mu'allaqas.
The updating of the analytical methods does not necessarily mean these new
methods were followed in practice, according to those methods that are foreign to the
nature of the pre-Islamic texts and are forced on them. Instead, the method which
enables the critic to interrogate and characterize the text should arise from the creative
work, the text itself, based on what technical tools are at the disposal of the critic's
creative capabilities.
The method proposed here to carry out the study of works of structural criticism
adopts a direct route in studying pre-Islamic poetry, which is based on an examination of
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the phenomenon of analyzing the "ruins" introduction in the structural critics' analyses of
pre-Islamic poetry and demonstrating its effectiveness in such analysis.
Language, within its ordinary framework, is a communication tool. In a literary
work, it is a source for evoking and moving the finest feelings and emotions. Therefore,
language in the creative process takes on an allusive function which is not connected
with the denotational and logical aspect of language. In order to accomplish this, it is
necessary to have synthetic relations which emerge through the literary image. Thus, if
the image is formulated in a literary and artistic mould, it imparts an aesthetic value to
the creative work, the image having already been assimilated by the artist's talent and
remoulded in the infinite correlations which the language context provides.
At the beginning of his textual discourse on the mu 'allaqa of Labld Abu Deeb
says:-"This method, i.e., (his method), makes use of modern theories of criticism and
structuralism, and in particular, the method of structural analysis of myth as developed
and applied by Claude Levi-Strauss."3
Progressing from this statement Abu Deeb carries out his critical analysis,
focusing on the phenomenon of binary opposition, considering it as an essential
component of pre-Islamic poetry. Therefore, he tries through them to establish a
dialectical relation which arises from the core of the structure of the experience, as
embodied in the poem itself. Thus he provides a list which shows the prevalence of
binary oppositions throughout the poem.
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Abu Deeb goes on to analyse the "key" poem - as he calls it - based on this
declaration of his. This researcher does not see any reason why Abu Deeb calls it the
key-poem, as the mu 'allaqa of Labld is not the only mu 'allaqa in pre-Islamic poetry
which is laden with literary images and complex relations, nor is it crucial to reading and
analysing pre-Islamic poetry. Despite this, Abu Deeb does not give a reason for applying
this term to this mu 'allaqa. He commences his analysis progressing from the binary
opposition basis which he considers to control the movement of the poem in its details
and as a whole, in a changing time framework.
The binary oppositions which Abu Deeb proposes in his analysis of the mu 'allaqa
of Labld do not go, in this author's view, beyond being antithesis and contrast, for
conformity in Arabic rhetoric is achieved, as Hazim al-Qartajannl says:-
"By putting one of the two opposing or different meanings in a
suitable position in relation to the other. Antithesis is divided into
pure and non-pure. A pure antithesis is to unexpectedly oppose a
word with what opposes it in terms ofmeaning. Jarir says:-
"He who provides you with good by his right hand,
keeps evil away from you with his left."4
His saying "provides" and "keeps away", "good" and "evil" are pure antithesis,
and an example of this is the saying by Di'bil:-
"Do not be amazed, O Salma at a man
On whose head grey hair laughs, so that he cries."5
1 \W a






Non-pure antitheses are divided into comparing something with what occupies
the place of its opposite and contrasting something with what is different from it. Where
comparing something with what occupies the place of its opposite is concerned, the
following verse by al-Sharlf al-Radi is an example:-
"I cry while he smiles and darkness is between us,
Until it was lit by his mouth and my tears."6
where "smiles" occupies the place of (laughter) in the contrast.
On the other hand, the contrastive of different things involves comparing
something with what approximates its opposite, thus 'Amr ibn Kulthum says:-
"how we take the banners white into battle
and bring them back crimson, well-saturated
One of the best examples of the intensification of comparison, expressed in the
best possible and most eloquent way, is al-Mutanabbi 's verse:
"I visit them while the dark of night enfolds on me,
8
And I turn away while the white of the morn clings to me."
In this verse the two kinds of antithesis meet: the pure which is between dark
(black) and white, and non-pure which is between "visit" and "turn away".
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Abu Deeb, in his persistent search for binaries, ends up contriving them. One of
the comparisons which he considers as a binary opposite (gazelle/ostrich), in the sixth
verse, is based on his explanation that gazelles multiply by bearing, embryo formation
and birth inside the mother's womb and body, as in the case of humans, while ostriches
multiply by laying eggs and hatching them, outside the mother's body, unlike humans.
In the sixteenth verse>
But what think you still of the Lady Nawar, so far away
bonded with her broken, new cord alike with the old.10
The binary opposition between bond and cord does not show that there is a
binary opposition since bond is a kind of cord. And in the twenty second verse:-
With a lean camel to ride on, that many journeyings
have fined to a bare thinness of spine and shrunken hump 11
he considers that there exists a binary opposition between spine and hump. However, in
this author's opinion there is no binary opposition between them - the spine is a
backbone which extends from the nape of the neck to the rump, or to the bottom of the
back; and the hump is a piece of fat on the camel's back.
In the twenty ninth verse:-
they returned at last determined upon a firm resolve
12
unwavering-and success in a decision is of solid purpose-
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Abu Deeb considers that there is a binary opposition between "determined" and
"success in a decision". Determine means to find out or establish precisely, decide or
settle (iOxford English Reference) and success in a decision has the same meaning.
Therefore, in this author's opinion, a binary opposition could not be established between
the two words.
In the thirtieth verse:
the thorns pricking her hind hoofs, the summer winds
• • 13
swelling and swirling about them in scorching blasts.
he considers there is a binary opposition between "swelling and swirling" and "scorching
blasts". In this author's opinion, the literary meaning of the above line does not give any
indication of a binary opposition since there is no contrast in either the sound between
the two phrases or in their meanings.
Finally, Abu Deeb considers "code" and "ideal" in Labld's saying:
sprung of a stock whose father laid down a code for them,
and every folk has its code of laws and its high ideal. 14
as a binary opposition. But in this author's opinion code means "way" and "an obvious
matter", while ideal means "an example: a model to be followed". Therefore there is no
opposition between the two words.
It is clear from what has preceded that Abu Deeb's possession of a structuralist
intellectual model has led him to try to impose it on the poetic text and establish a
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relation between these words and his interpretation of the text. If, however, this author
re-examined the above excepts, then I would find that the last words in the verses were
joined to what preceded them, "bond and cord", "spine and hump", "determined and
success in a decision", "swelling /swirling and scorching blasts", "code and ideal" the
purpose of this being to complete the literary image and give it a conclusive significance.
By way of demonstrating the effectiveness of a binary opposition I quote below the
following verses from the mu 'ctllaqci of Labld:-
When the assemblies meet together, we never fail
to supply a match for the gravest issue, strong to shoulder it,
a partitoner, bestowing on all the tribe their due,
granting to some their rights, denying the claims of some
for the general good, generous, assisting liberality,
gentlemanly, winning and plundering precious prize,
sprung of a stock whose father laid down a code for them,
and every folk has its code of laws and its high ideal
unsullied is their honor, their deeds are not ineffectual,
for their prudent minds incline not after capricious lust,
They have built for us a house whose roof reaches very high
and to it have mounted alike the elders and young of the tribe.
So be satisfied with what the Sovereign has allotted;
He has divided the qualities among us, knowing them well,
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and when trustworthiness came to be apportioned among a tribe
the Apportioner bestowed on us an exceeding share. 15
The above verses concentrate on one subject, and that is the poet's pride in
himself within his tribe. Having gone through a long journey in his mu 'allaqa through his
struggle with time and for the confirmation of life, he returns to what he considers one of
the fundamentals of his continuing existence and the rebirth of life afresh : resorting to
pride in himself and in his tribe. In order to accomplish that he relied on three essential
elements of pride, which are: justice, hospitality and good lineage. In lines 78, 82, and
84 of the mu 'allaqa, Labid clarifies the pride of his tribe as they always have a qualified
leader to solve any conflict in his society and give a sharp opinion in whatever problems
they have, moreover, their honours are fineness and their deeds are not ineffectual as
they have high standards of trustworthiness. In line 79, he asserts that justice was spread
throughout his society as the sovereign preserves it even if he loses the respect of people.
This justice is based on generosity between members of his tribe. The above elements of
pride do not arise arbitrarily. They are derived from fundamental characteristics of his
tribe which they still believe in. These elements are not single elements that relate to the
individual himself, rather they require a society in which they are practised in order to be
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maintained. The situation here is routine and the poet employs it in his cultural store in
order to draw a picture which encompasses and includes all these essential elements.
The image here appears positive on the surface but its motion is negative because it rises
in one direction towards the ego in a routine rhythm, compared with the above unit and
the unit of ruins at the beginning of the mu 'allaqa which is characterised by a violent
motion towards the confirmation of life. Therefore, through the previous comprehensive
unit ( unit of pride) and what it contains in terms of thoughts of pride in oneself, a binary
opposition between motion and stasis is formed in the semantic meaning between the
two previous units and not through the word construction as Abu Deeb thinks.
The introductions on ruins in pre-Islamic poetry
Pre-Islamic poetry is characterised by a special kind of artistic construction.
Some poems start with the poet stopping by the ruins, describing their details, past and
present, the remains and signs, and what the wind and the rain have done to them. He
describes in the poem stopping and dismounting from his she-camel or camel's back and
asks his friends to pause with him over them. This leads him to describe his she-camel
and his journey on it through the desert.
In view of the fact that the introductions which deal with ruins are an artistic
phenomenon which very frequently accompanies pre-Islamic poetry, the theories about
them are numerous and the critics differ in their interpretation. Mary Catherine Bateson
says:-
"The poem begins with a nasib, a section designed to evoke nostalgia
and sympathy on the part of the listener: this consists of a reminiscence
about a lost beloved which is often tied to a description of the desert
encampment which was the scene of their love and many include a
description of the beloved and of the lovers' separation. From this
position he could go on to state with conviction whatever he pleased.
From the description of his beloved's departure, he often went on to
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describe a journey of his own, by horse or by camel. This second theme
is designed to establish his merit as a man, a member of the desert
community, in addition to his merit as a poet. The third theme is a
description of the hardships undergone by the poet while traveling to
his patron. The third section is the part in which, in a poem with a
purpose- of which zuhayr's is the outstanding example- the poet can
really say what he wishes, having included the earlier parts as a
necessary formality, like the correct form of greeting."16
On the other hand, Susan Stetkevych says:-
"I shall concentrate my effort in the present study on trying to explain
the form of the traditional poem and its surprising dominance over both
poetic imagination and its outcome in the light of the rite of passage as
formulated by the anthropologist Van Gennep. By applying this ritual
model to Arabic poems I hope to prove that the form of the poem is
not a formal control which restricts poetic imagination, rather, it is a
basic pattern which allows the poet to express his personal experience
through a form which has, at the same time, psychological, tribal,
mythological and ritual dimensions".17
Stetkevych also says:
"It is known, and rather obvious, that the traditional Arabic poem is
built on a triple form consisting of erotic, travel and pride/praise, and
all the poetic images are characteristic of each of these parts.
Nevertheless, the significance of this form remains as one of the
16_
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mysteries of Arabic literature and we still ask ourselves: 'Why did this
triple form dominate poetic imagery and imagination and its outcome
from the pre-Islamic period until the beginning of our century?' The
reason for this was not the narrowness of the Arab poets' creative
imagination, as some critics have claimed, rather, the truth is that the
rules and the formal and notional laws of Arabic poetry (or what is
called 'amud al-shi V) were imposed on the poet to the point whereby
anything that violates the concept of the poem - or somehow missed it
out - was not considered poetry." 18
It is clear from the above views that the problems of pre-Islamic structure is still
a subject of discussion and that critics are still trying to apply to it laws which they have
invented. While these laws may be suitable for some other cultures and poetic texts, they
are not as suitable for some. Despite the efforts ofBateson and Stetkevych, it would
appear that they have fallen into a conundrum which needs to be closely examined.
Bateson considers that the ruins are part of the erotic aspect and this seems to be
in error, since the unit of ruins is completely independent. It has its own relations and
images, distinct from the images of erotic poetry. It appears to this researcher that
Bateson was influenced by the traditional view which maintains that the introduction of
ruins leads to erotic poetry, and at the same time, an expression of feelings of love and
distance which the poet suffers when he stops and cries over these ruins and over those
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who dwelt in them. Therefore, and on the basis of the traditional view, Bateson considers
that the introduction of ruins is an official and necessary form, rather similar to the
correct and proper manner of greeting, so that non-observance/non-respect of the
commonly accepted rules ofgreeting is considered as a kind of deviation from commonly
accepted taste.
However, Stetkevych has based her view on a reasoning approach, whereby she
considers that all pre-Islamic poetry is formulated in one triple form, the elements of
which are erotic, travel, and praise, according to formulation and moral rules or what is
known as the principle of poetry ('amud al-shi 'r ). This view aims at laying down a
theoretical foundation on which she builds her method of analysing pre-Islamic poetry,
without regard to the introduction of ruins as an artistic unit, and analyses it in such a
way as to reveal its artistic mechanism.
Critics can become confused. Such confusion takes the form ofgeneralisation in
their analyses of pre-Islamic poetic texts. The generalisation is a result of not
distinguishing between pre-Islamic poetry, in particular, and Arabic poetry generally,
throughout its different periods. In addition, what applies to pre-lslamic poetry does not
also necessarily apply to the poetry of the Umayyad era, or the 'Abbasid era. Pre-
lslamic poetry has its own elements and cultural tradition, in the same way as poetry in
the Umayyad and the 'Abbasid periods has its own cultural tradition. The language used
in pre-lslamic poetry involving the introduction of ruins and its poetic imagery differs
radically from those of the 'Abbasid poetry. This leads us to Abu Nuwas's revolt against
the introduction of ruins, for he resorted to attacking the ruins and stopping by them. An
example of this is:-
"Do not stop by the remains and the ruins
And by a desolation which is like the ragged powder of southern wind
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Join us instead to drink a red vintage in the morn
Which resembles the redness of fire or the smoothness of pearls.19
His attack on the ruins is mixed with a strong sense of bitter irony about the ruins
and those who stop over them:-
" Mad is he who cries over the remains of a dwelling
And bewails worn out ruins in a stony land
When he is asked: 'what is making you cry?', he says: 'a dove
Which cries over a squab with a mournful voice
She reminds me of a homely quarter in a wasteland
And of a wild dove moaning in a stony cavity and a great rock
While I cry over wine because
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This trend has more ancient roots, which go back to pre-lslamic poetry itself, and
to one of its famous mu 'allaqas, that of 'Amr ibn KultHum, which he starts by describing
wine:-
Ha, girl! Up with your bowl ! give us our dawn-draught
and do not spare the wines ofEl-Andarina,
the brightly sparking, as if saffron were in them
whenever the mulled water is mingled with them,
that swing the hotly desirous from his passion
when he has tasted them to gentle mellowness;21
It is clear from the previous samples that the language of poetry and the structure
of the poem differ not only from one period to another but also from one poem to
another, which makes generalisation difficult. Stetkevych's adherence to her method of
the rite of passage in moulding pre-lslamic poetry in the triangle of erotic, travel and
pride/praise. This has led her to explaining this by way of the poets' clinging to the
'amud al-Shi 'r.
The term 'amild al-Shi V did not appear in old Arabic criticim until al-Amidfused
it in his book, al-Muwazana, for the first time. He used the term in three places when
comparing al-Buhturi and Abu Tammam. He states: "The poetry of al-Buhturfls that of
a natural desert Arab, and in accordance with the doctrine of earlier poets, and he never
21
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departed from the familiar 'amud al-Shi V'.22 He also says: "When al- Buhturi was
asked about himself and Abu Tammam he said "He went deeper than me where meaning
is concerned, but my poetry is better constructed than his in 'amud al-Shi >".23 He also
says: "Al- Buhturi's friend said: 'It so happened that al- Buhturi has not departed from
the poetry 'amud and its usual form, despite what we find in his poetry by way of
metaphor, pun and antithesis".24
This term, according to al-Amidi, was not unknown. However, no one mentioned
this allegedly familiar 'amud, under this name, before al-Amidi. This author concludes by
saying that al-Amidi tries to establish his view on poetic writing through analysis,
meanings, and imaginations. 'Abd al-'AzIz al-Jurjanl, and al-Marzuql, expressed their
points of view on this critical issue which has also preoccupied the minds of old critics. I
do not wish to speak at length on this point here, because I have spoken about it in some
detail in previous chapters of this study.25
The structural composition which was prevalent in constructing the pre-Islamic
poem came to an end when the 'Abbasld state was established, and with the change in
the manifestations of Islamic civilisation in that era structural composition did not last
until this century, as Stetkevych states. The cultural change led to a change in the poets'
cultural structures, thus ruins, the she-camel and the trip through the desert ceased to be
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the axis of their textual structure. Palaces, gardens, wine, court boys and women and
wars became, instead, subjects which inspired the poets' imagination and upon which
they built their textual structure. Poetry, especially during the 'AbbasTd period, was rich
with rhetoric and verbal decoration, which had an effect on the poetry of the Ottoman
state later, when rhetoric and metaphor were used beyond excess.
Adonis, in his vision of the pre-Islamic poem, takes a different line with the object
of finding the difference between it and the new poetry movement which is based,
according to Adonis, on principles such as>
"...the artistic point of view; the ancient Arabic poem is a collection of
verses, i.e. a collection of repetitive independent units which have no
internal order, but are connected by the rhyme and based on the metre,
while brevity is their general characteristic".26
He goes on, in his comparison, to say>
"The ancient poem consists of artistry and meanings, while the modern
poem is a distinct experience. The ancient poem is the language of
public taste and grammatical and rhetorical rules, while the new one is
a personal language. The ancient one is based on the clear easy metre
which is imposed on it from outside, while the new poem is based on a
rhythm which springs from within, and therefore is an innovation the
use of which requires good mastery and talent and not just the
application of the metre. There is only one form in all the ancient
A W\ MI A djlj—a*,j l CJL-OJI ACJ Ay A A AJ.1 til A S.'H A \ -^.1 \W "
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poems, while every modern poem has its own form, whether it is
• 27
prosaic or metred, or prosaic and metred at the same time".
Adonis makes a marginal comment on his above mentioned point of view:-
"It is worthwhile noting the exceptions in some ofAbu Nuwas and Ibn
al-Ruml 's poems. In Arab medieval criticism there are some
indications regarding the unity of the poem. Al- JurjanI asserts that the
poem is constructed on "introduction, a dealing with the subject and a
conclusion", while al- Marzuql speaks of: "the meshing together and
the harmony of the composition", but this remains remote from the
modern concept ofunity, for the unity of the modern poem is based on
its linguistic and intuitive structure. Unity was also present in the long
poems in Arabic poetry, but they were a collection of meanings and
views, and there is not a single general idea which directs and
dominates them."28
Adonis progresses, in his above mentioned view of the ancient poem, from a
comparison between the ancient and the new and the revolutionary or modernism
approach with which the Arabic literary movement has become obsessed from the
27 •• •• •«•»«•••» «• » ...... MA_C-1 jSj C- A—A, ajAiIIj t au I Ani t (jIjlaj Ax\ A AjAlll oAj l-aillj "
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1970's until the present day. The following question arises here: is it necessary, in order
to modernise Arabic poetry, to demolish the ancient poetic heritage and to build the new
texts on its ruins? And, what is the justification for modern critics and poets' obsession
with all those old texts which were produced more than fifteen centuries ago?
Arabic society, which was characterised by tribalism, during the pre-Islamic
period, and by statehood in the Islamic period and especially during the Umayyad and the
'AbbasTd periods, is a society which has its own philosophy which produced this heritage
that shapes the Arabic mentality till the present. Had it not been for the concept of the
poem, in its traditional structure, the modern poem, with its new structural form, would
not have been born. Therefore, it was through this intellectual and spiritual continuity
between the new and the old that the Arab civilisation was born, and this is true to the
point that we cannot sever this link and start from nothing.
In his comparison between the ancient and the modern poem, Adonis gives
examples of textual terms which lack procedural definition. He says, for example: " The
old poem is the language of public taste and ofgrammatical and rhetorical rules, while
the new is a personal language and is based on rhythm which springs from the inside."29
His descriptions 'personal language', 'rhythm' and 'intuitive' are floating terms which
could not be represented procedurally, for they are personal impressions which give rise
to laxity of language, thus leading to the abandonment of artistic controls and to
releasing them into an indeterminate space.
The confusion in the critical awareness and knowledge in the modern poetic
experience has led to the confusion of defining its ground. There are still those who
follow any movement that originates outside the circle ofArabic culture, in order to use
it as a model for Arabic poetry, whether it is a poetic or a critical movement, as ifArabic
29
- Adonis. Zaman al-Shi'r. p. 39, 2nd cd. (Beirut, 1978)
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creativity has not produced any convincing work on its own Arabic territory. The result
of this tendency could lead to distorting the poetic experience by emptying it of its
uniqueness and dressing it in a garb which is not of the essence of its artistic structure.
Therefore, this researcher considers that old Arabic poetry is a heritage which possesses
its own artistic uniqueness and tools which came to be one of its features and they can
not be judged according to the claims of modern theorists that the ancient Arabic poem
is a mere collection ofunconnected views and meanings.
Adonis returns, in his book "al-Shi 'riyya al- 'Arabiyya", to give a different view
from his previous one, which is, in this researcher's view, a negation of the first one. He
says:-
"There is no doubt that pre-Islamic poetry, whatever the critical and
evaluative message about it is, is our first poetry and that in it, as such,
the meeting of Arabic expression and life were based, as well as the
meeting of the Arab with himself and with the Other, for it was not a
mere practice of language, but also a practicing of life and existence. In
this poetry, the first Arabic awareness of history and time is
represented, and in it is hidden a great deal of the collective Arabic
sub-conscious. When we read it today it reminds us of our first voice
and we listen to how the sounds of language embrace history and man.
It is the first artistic embodiment of our language with which we say
what we are and open our roads through the darkness of the unknown.
In this, it is not only our first memory, but also the first spring of our
imagination".30
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From Adonis's view we find that a big discrepancy has risen in the structure of
Arabic thought, and has clouded the view of the ancient Arabic poem, as a result of the
distorted reflection of imitating, previously, Western models such as Keats, Coleridge,
Eliot, Neruda, Lorca and others. The essential feature of Arabic culture is concentrated
in its ability to achieve its own essence against the basic variables that exist between
Arabic and the Western cultures, as each of them has its historical character and its path
of knowledge which is subject to language characteristics that are impossible to borrow.
Abu Deeb differs from his predecessors in that he considers the introduction
about ruins to be a strict traditional legacy which the poet is obliged to follow. He goes,
in this respect, as far as misunderstanding Ibn Qutaiba's statement:-
"I have heard that some men of literature say that the composer of
Odes began by mentioning the deserted dwelling places and the relics
and traces of habitation. Then he wept and complained and addressed
the encampment, and begged his companion to make a halt, in order
that he might have occasion to speak of those who had once lived there
and afterwards departed; for the dwellers in tents were different from
or villagers in respect of coming and going, because they moved from
on water-spring to another, seeking pasture and searching out places
where rain had fallen. Then to this linked the erotic prelude and
bewailed the violence of his love and the anguish of separation from his
mistress and the extremity of his passion and desire, so as to win the
hearts of his hearers and divert their eyes toward him and invite their
ears to listen to him, since the song of love touches men's souls to love
dalliance and the society ofwomen, in such wise that we find very few
but are attached thereto by some tie or have some share therein
whether lawful or unpermitted. Now, when the poet had assured
himself of an attentive hearing, he followed up his advantage and set
forth his claim: thus he went on to complain of fatigue and want of
sleep and travelling by night or the noonday heat, and how his camel
had been reduced to leanness. And when .... he knew that he had fully
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justified his hope and expectation of receiving his due meed from the
person to whom the poem was addressed, he entered upon the
panegyric and incited him toward, and kindled his generosity by
exalting him above his peers ,.."31
We note that Ibn Qutaibah does not attribute this view to himself but starts
instead by saying: "I have heard that some men of literature say that..." This clearly
suggests that he has quoted others. He goes on after that to comment on the above
quotation by saying: "The glorious poet is he who follows those styles and distinguishes
between these sections by not allowing any of them to dominate [his] poetry, and
without speaking at length, thus boring the listeners, and without cutting off, while the
souls still thirst for more".32
In his evaluation of Ibn Qutaiba's conception, Abu Deeb agrees with Ibn Qutaiba
and says that the poem is not based on three parts and that Ibn Qutaiba does not state
that the poem contains "an essential subject" preceded by two other "non-essential
subjects".33
It seems clear that the textual analysis of the ancient Arabic poetry shows that the
introduction of ruins and the structural composition of the poem were not arbitrary. At
the same time, the structure was not viewed as a materialisation of an accustomed
tradition the departure from which is considered as departure into the realm of
31- Tranlation by R. Nicholson, Literary History ofthe Arabs, pp. 77-78.
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innovation. This author will examine through his analysis of the introductions of ruins in
pre-Islamic poetry, the contents of these introductions and their structure, in terms of the
intricate elements which serve the object of the text as a whole and its artistic unit.
The introductions of ruins have occupied great areas of the critics' studies and
researches, who have tackled them in static trends, like the ruins themselves, without
attempting to establish a link between them and their creative author's imagination. This
led to their analyses being conventional and devoid of any artistic glow, such as al-
Zawzani's commentary on the seven mu 'allaqas and al-KhatTb al-TabrizI's commentary
on the ten mu 'allaqas. I have not come across, in modern studies, those who tackled
pre-Islamic poetry, especially the introductions of ruins, by employing an artistic critical
method which gives that heritage its due appropriately, other than Kamal Abu Deeb's
study al-Ru'a al-Muqanna'a where he made a sophisticated effort to apply his
structuralist method to pre-Islamic poetry, (although I disagree with his style of dealing
with the subject and with his analysis).
I shall begin this study of the introductions of ruins of the seven mu 'allaqas,
with the mu 'allaqa of Labld, which he opens by saying:-
The abodes are desolate, halting-place and encampment too,
at Mina; deserted lies Ghaul, deserted alike Rijam,
and the torrent-beds of Er-Rayan—naked shows their trace,
rubbed smooth, like letterings long since scored on a stony slab;
blackened orts that, since the time their inhabitants tarried there,
many years have passed over, months unhallowed and sacrosanct.
The star-borne showers of Spring have fed them, the outpouring
of thundercloud, great deluge and gentle following rain,
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the cloud that travels by night, the somber pall ofmorn,
the outspread mantle of eve with muttering antiphon.
Then the branches of aihakan shot up, and the ostriches
and antelopes brought forth their young on both valley-slopes,
and the great-eyed cows that had lately calved stand over their brood
while in the spreading plain the little lambs, form their flocks.
Then the torrents washed the dusty ruins, until they seem
like scrolls ofwriting whose text their pens have revivified,
or the back and forth of a woman tattooing, her indigo
in rings scattered, the tattooing newly revealed above them..
So I stood and questioned that site; yet how should we question rocks
set immovable, whose speech is nothing significant?3'1
We find that the vocabulary which dominates this scene of ruins is characterised
by desolation and obliteration with words such as desolate, naked, ruins, many years
34- Arberry, A. J. The Seven Odes. P. 142
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have passed over, thunderclouds, rock. Simultaneously, the poem is permeated by
references to reconstruction and the beginning of life in phrases such as "the star-born
showers of spring have fed them", "the clouds that travel by night", "the somber pall of
morn", "then the branches ofaihaqan shot up", and the "ostriches and antelopes brought
forth their young", and "the great-eyed cows that had lately calved and stand over their
brood".
Three major elements stand out in this scene representing the natural cycle of life;
these are: barrenness, rain and fertility. They are linked by association, i.e. barrenness
invites rain in order to negate it, and rain leads to fertility, i.e., in order to negate sterility
and barrenness. Thus rain is the common denominator between the elements, and both
elements represent opposites, each of which negates the other. However, they meet
before the beginning, i.e. in the barrenness. Therefore, the following question arises.
What is the poet's purpose in choosing these elements? Is it, as the traditional view
maintains, just an introduction about ruins in order to cry over the beloved? or does it
represent renewal and continuity which in their turn renew the effect of time, as
manifested in the new beginnings, fertility and promise, amid desolation, obliteration and
severance, as AbH Deeb says?35
In fact, this author does not see how it is possible to extricate the poet's psyche,
who lived during that period, with its subsequent load of feelings and their ties with the
environmental and their intellectual background, and to analyse it on the basis ofmodern
critical visions, based on completely different cultural and environmental backgrounds.
At the same time, this author does not see any justification for separating modern poetry
from the ancient. A poem is not just an engineered construction of words. The death of
the author should not mean isolating the text from his feelings and emotions and negating
. "I • . 4 9 \IaU j II . Jl t i-lljj J/
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its rhetorical content. The text should be integrated into his life, and this cannot be done
other than by recalling the poetic image and employing it in a manner that serves the idea
of the text.
I would like to augment this conception by pointing out the indicative relations of
the scene of ruins. This is represented in three themes as follows:
1 a. the dwellings are obliterated
b. the ruins do not respond
2 a. the floods reveal the ruins
b. the floods erode the soil
c. rainfalls
I call this the theme ofwasteland
I call it the theme ofwater
3 a. plant growth
b. peaceful animals I call this the theme of plants
The first theme "wasteland" is characterised by stillness and motionlessness. The
second, "water", is characterised by potency. The third, "plants", is characterised by a
moderate motion which could be described as lushness. The semantic relations of
meaning between the three themes are revealed in the positive relation between the
second and third theme, as it is because of the rainfall that plants grew and animals felt
secure in the place and settled in it. However, the semantic relations between the second
and the first theme is a negative indirect relation, because the ruins, from a time point of
view, existed before the rainfall and the rising floods, thus they were not caused by the
rain. There is also an indirect semantic relation between the first and the third theme
based on the opposition resulting from the second theme, i.e. the rainfall and the rising
floods.
Thus, according to this conception, the meaning of the poem is a complex
relation between expressed events and other symbolisms of objective reality, resulting
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from the entanglement of these themes which relied in their construction on imagined
images. The construction of the images is not homogeneous, from a time point of view,
as the poet's creative moment does not coincide with the time that caused the ruins, nor
did it witness the rainfall or make the land fertile. Each theme has its own time-frame,
different from the other. Therefore, the poetic images in this scene of ruins are imagined
images.
Hazim al-Qartajanni has demonstrated the productiveness and activity of the
imagination in the various arts, including sculpture, painting, music, theater and poetry.
He considers mental imagination as one way of producing fantasy, despite the differences
and distinction which exist between fantasy and imagination. Perhaps he was influenced
by Ibn SIna and his theory that imagination aids understanding and mental conception in
some sciences requiring imagination, such as geometry.
This researcher maintains that mental conception does not lead to imagination,
because imaginative awareness is necessary in the first place in order to conceive
hypotheses and conceptions arising from a specific imagined situation, and this indicates
a contradiction - in Hazim's words, the interchangeability of imagining and mental
conception, as imaginative awareness is the faculty that organises conceptions and
synthesises the unity of the appearance in all its multiplicity and heterogeneity.
Ifwe are to look at the mu 'allaqa of Imru'al-Qais where he says in its introduction
Halt, friends both ! Let us weep, recalling a love and lodging
by the rim of the twisted sands between al-Dakhul and Hawmal
Tuwdih and al-Miqrat, whose trace is not yet effaced
for all the spinning of the south winds and the northern blasts;
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there, all about its yards, and away in the dry hollows
you may see the dung of antelopes spattered like peppercorns.
Upon the morn of separation, the day they loaded to part,
by the tribe's acacias it was like I was splitting a colocynth;
there my companions halted their beasts a while over me
saying 'Don't perish of sorrow; restrain yourself decently !'
Yet the true and only cure ofmy grief is tears outpoured:
what is there left to lean on where the trace is obliterated? 36
We find that the poet begins the poem with an emotional shock as represented in
the imperative "Stop"! (in the dual), which is laden with the feeling of submission and
devotion to those lifeless ruins. The dead man obliges us to stop, when passing by his
grave, to ask for mercy for him and to mention his merits and good points. Imru' al-Qais
stop by the ruins and his cry suggest feelings full ofgrief and loss. This is a spell in which
the poet takes refuge whenever his powers wane. We find evidence of this in another
proem by the same poet, where he says in its introduction:-
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Halt, friends both! Let us weep, recalling a love and kindness
And a ruin whose signs were obliterated a long time ago
Many years came upon them after me and they have become
Like the letters ofPsalms in the scriptures ofmonks.37
He also says in the introduction of another poem:-
O desolate ruin! may you be greeted in the morn
But how is it possible to greet those who lived in forlorn times?
Alas! to the hope of greeting them! other than greeting a happy immortal
Who has few worries and never sleeps over anxieties
These are the dwellings ofSalma in a barren space
Upon which incessantly black clouds copiously rained.38
The poet's insistence on stopping by the ruins and crying over them may seem to
be a confirmation of the traditional view which interprets stopping over the ruins as a
necessary corollary of opening the poems, and subsequently, it does not have an intrinsic
value, as the refrain in poems sung by a choir. However, we discover after some scrutiny
that the ruins are a symbol with which the poet expresses himself, attributing the aiins
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and obliteration to himself. When he cries over the ruins, he cries, in fact, over himself
and stands in front of them as if in front of a mirror that reflects his inner feelings which
have exhausted him. Thus, he carries the history of life within him, focusing the passage
of time in one point in time, i.e. when the dwellings turned into ruins, blackened remains
and desolations. The poet's stop has a symbolic dimension "because he starts with reality
and does not sketch it, rather, he refers it to the self, where material features and their
natural relations collapse and upon their ruins new relations, conditioned by the poet's
subjective visions arise."39 Rita 'Awad refers Imru' al-Qais' stop over the ruins to
symbolic, ritual and mythological dimensions, which are, according to her, an artistic
work stemming from a collective heritage and addressed to the group, and neither a
subjective document nor a reflection of external reality. Poetry is a symbolic art form and
not and imitation of objective reality, nor is it a representation of real phenomena.40 In
her analysis, Rita 'Awad adopts a theory which she burdens with a load greater than its
capacity as she tries to employ her cultural repertory in to show that Imru' al-Qais' stop
over the ruins was a ritual stop. She maintains:-
"the thing that supports the hypothesis that the stop is of a ritualistic
significance is that the poet did not stop just by himself, but he turned
this action into a shared collective act in which others participated. He
suggests, from the very first word in his poem, that he is not relating a
personal event nor is he expressing a personal sorrow, rather, he is
participating in a collective act and being inspired by a cultural legacy.
Also, one of the poet's reasons for choosing (lie dual is that t lie (ofif)
of the dual suggests sublimity and height which is implied by stopping,
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or standing still. This also harmonises with the erect figure, in addition
to realising the number three, by declaring the presence of two of his
companions. As well as indicating the plural in Arabic, the number
three is a regular primary number in human civilisation, especially in
the religions of the Mediterranean region, such as the belief in the
Christian trinity, the resurrection of Jesus Christ three days after his
burial which is related to Jonah's salvation three days after being
swallowed by the whale, in Judaism, and the belief that God had three
daughters: al-Lat, al-'Uzza andManat, in Arabic paganism"/"
Rita 'Awad attributes to the stopping in the mu 'allaqa a symbolic dimension
which is of a ritual religious significance. But the question present itself: does a symbol
have a referential value which the poet turns into a mask by which he expresses himself?
The stop, according to Rita 'Awad, is an action imbued with the feelings of awe and
respect. Therefore, in this author's opinion the reason for the poet's choice of the (alif) of
the dual, when he addressed his two companions, is not because it indicates the loftiness
of an erect figure, as much as it indicates the stilling of the passage of time and the
change of its path, for the function of the imperative tense is that ofwarning and the
carrying out of an action different from the existing routine.
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The purpose of Imru' al-Qais and his companions' stop was to mourn. The crying
which accompanied his stop makes us feel that we are faced here with a symbolic
construction which has its own significance, for the act of crying speaks ofman's
suffering of mental and material pain. Crying is not of the nature ofmen in the Arabic
tradition, rather, it is of the nature of children and women because they cannot withstand
difficulties and pain. A man does not cry until the circle ofmental and bodily anguish is
tightened on him, leading to severe agony and the weakening of his powers. Therefore,
Imru' al-Qais' crying here raises a question: Did Imru' al-Qais and his two companions
actually stop and cry? If the answer is affirmative, then how could this have happened to
someone who is acknowledged by all pre-Islamic society as a knight, whose chivalry is
evidenced by his poems. At the same time, he is the descendant of a noble family of a
high stature. He says:-
Had what I am striving for been a basic life
I would have been happy with little money and would not ask
But I am seeking a noble glory
And noble glory is achievable by those who are like me
For man as long as the last breath of his soul lasts
Cannot reach the edges of grave matters and mirages.42
He refers to the she-camel he rode as she crossed the desert in pursuit of the
noble glory which he aspired to achieve in his poem.
42~ '■u "j f-iS <_5_s—
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On her back there is a young man like whom earth did not bear a rival
Who more than anyone honours promise and is more faithful and patient.1,3
He combined, in this verse, all the good characteristics which are not to be found
in any other person. His cry is that of grief rather than a physiological cry. This
assumption is supported by his statement " Let us weep, recalling a love and a lodging".
It is a purifying cry that releases the charge of sorrow which overwhelmed him when he
recalled the memory of those ruins. This is a different position from that ofRita 'Awad
and Susan Stetkevych. Rita 'Awad considers crying over the ruins as a compensation for
water with held by a sky that refused to irrigate the parched land, this being another form
of the praying for rain.44 Stetkevych also considers crying as a form of sterility because
tears are a salty liquid and, as such, a symbol of sterility.45
When comparing the mu'allaqas of Imru' al-Qais and Labid we find that the
semantic fields of the introduction of ruins, in both mu'allaqas, meet in one point and
differ in another. In order to detail the semantic fields of the mu 'allaqa of Imru' al-Qais
I would like to present the following diagram:
1 a. crying over the ruins
b. ruins- not entirely obliterated
c. features of the ruins
I call this the theme of wasteland
Q—^jl—S La Sju (jj—it id] La—ui AjJLi ■ "■* ill al (Jj
Ijj J ^ Sjlj jl !uxj j jl 4 ila J axi f^ i 1c.
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45- Stetkevych, S. P. Structuralist Interpretations ofPre-Islamic Poetry:
Critique andNew Directions, Vol, 42, No.2 (1983) P. 83-107.
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2 a. recalling memory
b. longing cry I call this the theme of memories
The first theme, wasteland, is characterised by motionlessness, while the second,
memories, is characterised by motion, because longing is a mental and emotional activity
and, as such, is a moving theme. The two themes, here, have a reciprocal positive binary
relation, and at the same time, a similarity appears between the first theme, wasteland, in
the case of Imru' al-Qais, and the first theme wasteland, in the case of Labld. Also an
implicit relation of similarity appears between the two themes of water and plants, in the
case of Labld, and the theme of memories, in the case of Imru' al-Qais. This is
exemplified by Labid's artistic allusions in the theme of plants and the growth of
vegetation which led gazelles and ostriches to visit that grove, thus resulting in
reproduction and augmentation. This, as a whole, refers to the nature of human life
which requires a kind of stability, security and love in order to complete the process of
reproduction, which is, in the case of humans, a rational process rather than a brutal,
instinctive one, as in the case of animals, where the human condition is not necessary.
Behind this process stands an emotional feeling and a longing, missed by the poet, but is
contained in the second theme memories, in the case of Imru'al-Qais.
This researcher considers that the two units about ruins, in the case ofboth Labld
and Imru' al-Qais cases, are characterised by two poetic attributes, these being
motionlessness and longing, where motionlessness is represented, in both cases, by the
silence of the ruins and their steadfast stand through time, without answering questions
but abridging a past life which is subject to the dialectics of survival and extinction.
These ruins have survived with their signs and their timeless personality, but at the same
time, they are nevertheless perishable because they are devoid of the elements of life and
are empty of human life which is instrumental for settlement. The longing represents both
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poets' desire to create a secure and stable life, but this desire takes a different form for
both of them. Labid embodies his longing by the rainfall, growth of vegetation and the
visiting of peaceful animals and their reproduction, as a realisation of a desire which he
feels in himself against the hardship of time which turned everything around him into a
lifeless desolation.
Imru' al-Qais, however, finds the object of his longing in the manifestation of a
loving caring life which he misses at that point in time, through the sorrow which
overwhelmed him and made him ask his friends to prevent him destroying himself. His
friends' advice would not have been forthcoming had it not been for the near destructive
state into which his longing and pining had led him. This longing and pining would not
have ended had it not been for the outpouring of his tears. The poet's choice of the
phrase "then my eyes overflowed with tears" is not arbitrary, because flooding does not
happen without the presence of a great volume ofwater which could not be contained,
or gather in one place, because of its strong flow, thus leading to an overflowing torrent.
Longing and pining have stirred Imru' al-Qais and he embodied them in the overflow of
tears. The fa' »lill fthenj in overflowed] is a particle of conjunction which
implies order and succession, indicating that the overflow of tears was an inevitable
result of strong pining. We also find a similarity between the semantic meaning of Imru'
al-Qais' saying:-
Then my eyes overflowed with tears of passionate yearning
upon my throat, till my tears drenched even my sword's harness.46
and Labid's>
and the torrent-beds of al-Raiyan naked shows their trace,
^U"-' J>4i
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rubbed smooth, like lettering long since scored on a stony slab;47
The overflow of tears which poured out, in the case of Imru' al-Qais, until they
wetted the sheath of his sword, has, thus, erased all the effects of longing and pining,
while the torrent-beds of al-Rayyan have become bare and plantless at that moment in
time, having been previously full of life. This does not agree with what Abu Deeb's view,
i.e. that the unit of ruins is governed here more by death and change, drought and
extinction, than the similar unit in the key-poem is. Thus we find - as Abu Deeb says -
that the manifestation of life, fertility and continuity are more faint in the erotic poem
than in the key-poem.48
Our analysis differs from Rita 'Awads' in that the image of a ruin in the
mu'ctllctqa of Imru' al-Qais involves two images that stand side by side: the image of
external ruins and the image of fertility generated, which arises by human awareness,
thus achieving a psychological balance for man and substantiating his concern with
confirming the victory of life.49
I continue my horizontal method of analysing the introduction of ruins in pre-
Islamic poetry and would like next to consider the mu 'cillaqa o/Tarafa ibn al-'Abd
where he says in its introduction :-
There are traces yet of Khawla in the stony tract ofThahmad
apparent like the tattoo-marks seen on the back of a hand;
^(J A . Z1 \ \ LU ■"j c d /J-11
49
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there my companions halted their beasts a while over me
saying 'Don't perish of sorrow; bear it with fortitude!'
The litters of the Maliki camels that morn in the broad
watercourse at Wadi Dad were like great schooners
from Adauli, or the vessels of Ibn Yamin
their mariners steer now tack by tack, now straight forward;
their prows cleave the streaks of the rippling water
just as a boy playing will scoop the sand into parcels.50
Jarafa ibn al-'Abd did not stop long over the ruins in his introduction, as LabTd
and Imru' al-Qais did. He was satisfied with only a quick concentrated reference
indicating the ruins perpetual survival like a tattoo on the hand. There is, in his fleeting
reference, a semantic meaning which reveals his close association with those ruins and
his closeness to them, in the same way as a tattoo on a hand is so close to man himself.
This always makes remembering the ruins and longing to them a renewable process. It is
a spell to which he turns whenever his memories are stirred - a state of affairs which
made his companions give him advice and prevent him, at the same time, from giving in
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to those memories which could lead to his devastation. We notice that the second verse
is not much different from the fifth verse in the mu 'allaqa of Imru' al-Qais other than by
the last words in the second part of the two verses (j-1—*2 - J ) [ tajammal /
tajallad ]; both words mean patience against time. The invitation to be patient, here, was
brief and direct, following a passing reference to the ruins, as a quick reaction to the
fleeting appearance referred to in the first verse by (apparent £ jl—j ). This is at variance
with the invitation by Imru' al-Qais's companions asking him to be patient in the face of
his tragedy, made after the first four verses in which Imru' al-Qais gave a detailed account
of his suffering. This supports the assumption that Imru' al-Qais's anguish was deep, as
he could not express it other than after creating several sophisticated verses embodying
his artistic vision.
Tarafa's introduction of ruins develops into a description of the trip onMalik!
howdahs in the second part of the introduction. This researcher maintains that travel is an
objective equivalent of ruins represented in the obliterated remains, as travel depends on
the dialectics of the wrecked present and a replenishable future.
Tarafa began his trip in a different fashion from other poets. They usually start by
describing the trip and the traveling animal and they spend a long time describing the she-
camel taking them to the dwellings of the beloved, as Labid did by describing his she-
camel in thirty two verses which begin with the following verse:-
with a lean camel to ride on, that many journeyings
have fined to a bare thinness of spine and shrunken hump 51
^^ * < ■ nj
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and ends with this one:-
Upon such a camel, when dances the shimmering forenoon haze
and the hills draw on their vaporous mantle, the white mirage.
Tarafa, on the other hand, sums up his trip in three verses, by metaphorically
using a ship as a method of travel to the dwellings of the beloved. However, he did not,
as a matter of fact, use a ship as a method of travel, he used a camel instead, attributing it
to the quality and speed of a ship in the sea, in order to create a kind of identification
between the ship and the camel which helped him reach his destination:-
A young gazelle there is in the tribe, dark-lipped, fruit-shaking,
flaunting a double necklace of pearls and topazes. 52
Jarafa's trip starts there where he ended up, by reaching the circle of beauty,
where he embarks on a journey of a different kind - a journey into pure aesthetics, where
he creates another kind of identification between the she-camel and the beauty of the
human female. He commences his journey by saying:-
Ah, but when grief assails me, straightway I ride it off
mounted on my swift, lean-flanked camel, night and day racing
and ends it with the following verse:-






'Would I might ransom you, and be ransomed, from yonder waste!'53
I do not propose to analyse the mu 'allaqa of Tarafa ibn al-'Abd and to elaborate
the poem's foundations. I would like instead to concentrate on throwing some light on
the poetic image in the introduction of ruins and the relations of its semantic meanings.
The image involves the following two themes
1 a. permanence of the niins
b. longing to the ruins __| 1 call this the theme of wasteland
2 a. Ships cut their way through the sea
b. the lost sailor
c. water dividing into two parts
I call it the theme ofwater
The first theme (wasteland) is characterised by motionlessness and repetitiveness
of the rhythm of movement, while the second theme (water) is characterised by violent
motion, presented by the power of the ship's thrust forward and the division of the sea-
water into two parts. This results in a positive binary relation between the two themes
which contributes to the development and growth of the text, from a static condition to
full vigour of motion. This contrasting relation reveals the effectiveness of the symbolic
imagination which springs from the identification of the ship with the camel, because the
geographic environment of pre-Islamic society is somewhat remote from the experience
of sea and ships. Seafaring as a method of travel was not known in a desert society which
depended on horses and camels instead for travel. This researcher considers this image as
53
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an innovation in the content of ruins of the pre-Islamic poem, which the poet drew from
the culture and the depository of knowledge possessed by that society. The image, here,
is an essential realisation of the imagination which exercises its creativity freely, in
isolation from cause and effect. Creative imagination and poetic imagery overlap and
each of them is manifested in the other in a way that allows a periodic exchange of
meaning, in the context of the relation between action and reaction and the connection
between function and attainment. This leads us to considering images as an equivalent of
imagination.
Imagination, here, has a synthetic character the elements of which are camels and
ships. These two elements lead us to the two themes of the semantic relation referred to
above, i.e. the positive contrasting relation between the theme of wasteland and water.
The introduction of ruins seems in the end to be outwith the traditional view of ruins, in
so far as it consists of stopping over the ruins, crying over them then undertaking an
arduous trip to the dwellings of the beloved. Thus the introduction in question enters the
entangled relations that exist between the concentrated poetic images, and this leads to
revealing the introduction's infrastructural contents as represented in the dialectics of
existence and non-existence.
We move on to considering the mu'allaqa of'Antara which begins with this
introduction of aiins:-
Have the poets left a single spot for a patch to be sewn?
Or did you recognise the abode after long meditation?
0 abode of'Abla at al-Jawa', let me hear you speak;
1 give you good morning, abode ofAbla, and greeting to you!
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For there I halted my she-camel, hug-bodied as a castle,
that I might satisfy the hankering of a lingerer;
While 'Abla lodged at al-Jawa', and our folk dwelt
at al-Hazan and al-Samman and al-Mutathallim
All hail to you, ruins of a time long since gone by,
empty and desolate since the day Umm al-Haitham parted.M
The mu 'allciqa of'Antara starts with an essential question which reveals his deep
knowledge of the pre-Islamic poetic heritage. It states a basic truth, namely, that the
poets, hitherto, have exhausted all exalted meanings and did not leave for him a virgin
field from which to draw his textual material. At the same time, he boasts at the
beginning of his poem about his poetic mastery and that, despite his general condition, he
is capable of artistic innovation which amounts to a high degree of excellence.
The context of ruins in the mu'allaqa of 'Antara is different from the same
context in the other mu 'allaqas. His stop over the ruins, here, is not a pathetic stop
permeated with a passive attitude in relation to those desolate dwellings, it is instead a
54
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stop which expresses a positive vision of them. This positive vision is represented in the
following three points:-
First: In the manner of the interjection, in that it is addressed to an interjected noun
which is defined in the possessive case (O abode of 'Abla) jb W)
which specifies the dwelling, i.e. it is 'Abla's house and not any other
dwelling, as is the case in the previous mu 'allaqas.
Secondly: The tenderness of the dialogue when he asks that dwelling to speak out and
the opening of that dialogue with a greeting and a prayer for its safety and
permanence because it is his beloved's house, to which he attributed the
qualities of mellowness and tenderness (Jbjdl pbj ,55
Thirdly: In his standing tall and firm in front of those ruins to inhale the perfume of
memories, is one of the strongest manifestations of similarity between the
poet and those ruins.
For there I halted my she-camel, huge-bodied as a castle,
that I might satisfy the hankering of a lingerer;56
The introduction of the poem rises upwards, from the first verse, in an escalating
line, towards a confirmation of power and sublimity. 'Antara surprises the reader, in the
first verse, by asking a question whose answer confirms a known fact, and by trying to
supersede that fact with his new text, despite the implicit collective consensus on it The
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dialogue starts, amid an atmosphere saturated with a firm knowledge, in a friendly
manner, then the poet moves away from it by talking about his steadfastness and pride in
himself, as evidenced in his saying: "for there I halted my she-camel, huge bodied as a
castle" which suggests that his stop was not by chance; rather, it was meant as such.
This stop is as firm as a palace's magnificence and stable structure. This justifies our
view that the poet identifies himself, here, with the ruins in their eternal permanence and
endurance. His choice of words which indicate power and strength confirms that
identification even more. His family dwells in 'al-Hazan, al-Samman, and al-
Mutathallim', all ofwhich are places with names that suggest the qualities of solidity and
strength. One of the meanings of 'al-Hazan' and 'al-Samman' is that of hard stones
used by ancient Arabs to ignite fire. lal-Mntathalim ' is a place name which indicates
severity and strength. Solid objects do not break easily nor do they bend, instead, they
split, at the very worst, i.e. break at the edges. Thus the semantic relations accelerate, in
the text, from the very beginning of the introduction to the end . This contradicts Abu
Deeb's view stated in the following quotation:-
"The place names abound in the basic photographic focus of the poem,
which I term the focus of the closed/ the open. For example, 'Abla is
mentioned for the second time within the framework of al-Jawd' in
the full sense of the word, indicating openness. However the poet is in
al-Hazan and al-Samman, both of which are connected with
wilderness, sorrow and reticence. Then we have al-Mutathallim which
indicates cracking and splitting. Soon after these implicit indications
are revealed in the next two verses which crystalise time's destructive
action (ruins of a time long since gone by empty and desolate ) and
'Abla's arrival in an inaccessible land, because the people in this land
are my enemy and they are roaring like a lion (its people are in the land
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of the bellowers;) which makes it difficult to reach, even the trip to it
is exhausting."57
Therefore, the unit of ruins runs according to a special language order, based on
assertion and denial, that moves contemporaneously with the poet's psyche and the
evolution of his personality. 'Antara was one of three black Arabs in pre-Islamic society
who were: 'Antara ibn Shaddad, Khufaf ibn Nudba and al-Sulaik ibn Sulaka. The social
situation of 'Antara played a prominent role in the formation of his cultural legacy,
whereby his textual innovations were an expression of the ego and a compensation for
the feeling of inadequacy.
According to the above statement the analysis of the mu'allaqa of 'Antara
should place emphasis on the social circle within which he grew up, for it is the stimulus
for his creative mu 'allaqa. The anxiety and the sharp tension which dominate the poetic
experience, according to Abu Deeb, is nothing but an expression of the ego when faced
with its most difficult psychological moments when confronting social customs prevalent
at that time. However, Abu Deeb strayed away from that essential fact, in his
structuralist method, and he flew high over the horizon of verbal terminology despite the
availability of the poet's psychological traits, such as heroic acts, bravery, engagement in
battle, black skin and hospitality, for his analysis. Abu Deeb says:-
"The greatest anxiety is revealed, in the text, in the poet's position
itself: between blaming, greeting, expectation of a response and an
57
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unparalleled heroism, on the one hand, and absolute weakness in front
of his beloved, on the other. The absolute weakness appears through
the presence of visitors preventing him from visiting her, and from the
presence of other unspecified things which hinder his visit. Also, he
poses an anxious question: " J-ij JJ—d! <_L_S " "how to visit her "
for what comes after (qad ) is nothing but an excuse for the poet not to
engage in heroic experience, which represents, for him, the essence of
his existence and that of the poetic text which he produced."58
It is evident from this that the structuralist method which Abu Deeb applied to
this text is characterised by language shrewdness. He then returns, at the end of his
analysis, to confirm the basic theme of the poem, i.e. the expression of heroic experience
which motivated 'Antara to create his text. It is this that leads him to say that the social
environment, in which the text was produced, has played a great role in analsing the text
and revealing its artistics contents, and it helps our awareness of the poetic image which
dominates the text.
I would like to present another textual experience by Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma's
experience which motivated 'Antara to create his text, which he begins by saying:-
Are there still blackened orts in the stone-waste ofEd-Darraj
and El-Mutathallam, mute witnesses to where Umm Aufa once dwelt?
A lodging where she abode in Er-Raqmatain, that appears
* ij fullj I aJ till I l ja ^U'j hr»Sn (J-iS (jl 1 n "
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like criss-cross tattooing upon the sinews of a wrist-
there the wild cows and white antelopes wander, herd upon herd,
and their young ones spring up out of their several couches,
There it was I stood after twenty livelong years,
hard put to it to recognise the lodging, deeply as I meditated:
blackened stones marking the spot where the cauldron was slung
and a trench like the debris of a cistern still unbreached.
When I recognised the abode, I said to that lodging-place.
'Good morning to you, lodging-place: well may you fare!'59
Zuhayr begins his mu 'allaqa with a sense of mental bewilderment about the
blackened ruins because they do not respond to him. The relation between him and them
is negative, despite their closeness to him, like the tattoo on the arm. They are near and
far. At the same time, the poet is torn by a dialectical relation with them based on his
knowledge and ignorance of them: they are as close to him as a tattoo tightly hugs the
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arm, they are also remote because he could not recognise them other than after some
tedious effort.
We are faced with an introduction of ruins dominated by thorny relations, the
theme ofwhich is knowledge and doubt. I shall point out next the semantic theme of this
introduction of ruins, in order to reveal its constituent features. The unit of ruins, here,
appears preoccupied with a dialogue of the self, based on an essential knowledge which
forms the theme of the text's main body, with the object of affirming the right of, and the
interest in, self-preservation.
The feature of ruins, here, seems to be built on silence, doubt, then knowledge
and dialogue. These foundations are characterised by a meaningful dimension, thus
interlacing with each other and forming a larger artistic unit which leads to knowledge
and certainty, despite the length of time between the historical past and the moment of
producing the text. Doubt is born after the silent dwellings refrained from answering the
poet. This perplexes him and makes him doubt whether they were the dwellings he was
seeking, or have they changed and been turned into other dwellings? His recognition of
them turned doubt into certainty ( hard put to it recognise the lodging ). The introduction
follows this line until the poet confirms his knowledge of the those dwellings, then he
starts his dialogue and prays for their safety.
One may think, after a superficial reading of the text and in accordance with the
traditional analytical view, that the introduction represents a stop over ruins. However,
this researcher considers that this introduction is a major ring, among the text's other
rings, from which another ring branches off, characterised by questioning in
<3__4 jK j-ajj) ( Look well, my friend-do you see any litter-borne ladies
traveling along the high land ). The purpose of this question is to ascertain what is going
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on in the poet's society, by way of struggle, the basis of which is the uncertain
knowledge of the true state of affairs and the manners of settled life. This ring is related
to another ring, namely, that of oath and confirmation of knowledge as represented in
( I—«2a^uflU t \ «"ift a-5j 4 \ ij«j 4 (so I swear, a solemn oath I swear, and you
declared, So thereafter you found yourselves). We notice the gradual rise of knowledge
from the unit of ruins, the unit of the trip then the unit of oath until the poet reveals his
declaration of knowledge which he seeks, in his text. He begins this declaration by
saying:-
Ho, carry this message from me to the Confederates
and Dubyan: 'Have you now sworn every binding oath?'
Do not conceal from Allah whatever is in your breasts
hoping it may be hidden; Allah knows whatever is concealed,
and either it's postponed, and put in a book, and stored away
for the Day ofReckoning, or it's hastened, and punished betimes.
War is nothing else but what you've known and yourselves tasted,
it is not a tale at random, a vague conjecture;
when you stir it up, it's a hateful thing you've stirred up;
ravenous it is, once you whet its appetite; it bursts aflame,
then it grinds you as a millstone grinds on its cushion;
yearly it conceives, birth upon birth, and with twins for issue-
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very ill-omend are the boys it bears you, every one of them
the like of Ahmar of'Ad; then it gives suck, and weans them.
Yes, war yields you a harvest very different from the bushels
and pieces of silver those fields in Iraq yield for the villagers.60
This declaration of knowledge is distinguished by the dominance ofwords which
confirm it. It begins with the opening (Vi) " Ho" in order to emphasize facts which the
poet's society may not know. He follows it with the affirmative^—5Li "Do not
conceal" which endorses word and meaning in bu ^i_Sj "Allah knows
whatever is concealed" and the style of exclusiveness and specification in La V) 4
fliij fi ate "War is nothing else but what you've known and yourselves tasted " and the
conditional style in1Uj *i«tri "when you stir it up, it's a hateful thing
you've stirred up;" and the absolute object in order to point out the kind of fighting and
its ferocity ^j_ll idj_ju4 " then it grinds you as millstone grinds on its cushion" in
addition to his use of fa- "then" which indicates a sequence of events whereby the war
grinds and destroys them thus creating a new pessimistic generation. This represents a
60 Arberry, A. J. The Seven Odes P. 115-6
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very undesirable end result, as it is a product irrigated by blood and therefore could only
produce a blood stained fruit.
The declaration of knowledge does not end by giving an inventory of facts only,
it also goes on to list self-evident facts which were known to the people, as conventions,
and endorsed by civil societies, as a constitution for human values, hence, the last ring of
the text confirms the ring of oath and stabilises the foundations of knowledge which
society has accepted. Thus, Zuhayr says:-
Whoever refuses to yield to the ends of the spear's iron heels
shall surely bow to the sharp tips mounted on their upper shafts.
Whoever keeps his word goes unblamed; he whose heart is set
on the sure path of piety needs not to fear or falter.
Whoever is in terror of the ways Death may come, Death shall yet slay him
though he aspire to mount to heaven on the rungs of a ladder.
Whoever, being in abundance, grudges to give of his abundance
to his own folk, shall be dispensed with and reviled.
Whoever fares to foreign parts, reckons an adversary his friend;
whoever respects not himself is not respected by others
Whoever defends not his water-tank with his goodly weapons
will see it broken; whoever assaults not others is himself assaulted.
Whoever acts not blandishingly in many matters
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shall be ground by sharp molars and trampled by camel's pads.61
This unit is dominated by a grammatical 'engineering' represented by the
conditional article, verb and object. It contains nine conditional sentences in which the
same conditional article 0—»" Whoever" is repeated.
The conditional sentences run in a parallel time sequence, contemporaneous with
producing the text, and are futuristic, at the moment of being received, thus they
represent an accumulation of knowledge originating from the past jju t$j ciiSj )
(i—fijj-Jic. (there it was I stood after twenty livelong years), and extending to the
present moment (the moment of producing the text) and goes on, to rest in the future,
when the moment of creativity ceases to produce, giving rise to the creativity of the
recipient who begins to understand the semantic relations that exist between the units of
the text. At the end of his mu 'allaqa, Zuhayr sums up that with which he began it, in the
introduction:-
I know what is happening to-day, and what passed before that yesterdaybut
as for knowing what to-morrow will bring, there I'm utterly blind.62
61
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This conception makes clear the co-operation between the circles of the text
which divide it, in the final analysis, into two sections whereby the theme of knowledge is
the common denominator between them. These circles are represented by the following
diagram:-
The context of time of the text does not run at the same rate. Every unit has its
own time which is consistent with its indicative meaning. The present tense dominates
the unit of ruins with the exception of t ciJSj "I stood , recognised" whose
notional context refers to the poet's accumulation of knowledge. However, the present
tense of this unit is not meant as such, because the time of producing the text is not
contemporaneous with the historical time of the ruins. Stopping over the ruins and
holding a dialogue with them did not take place at that creative moment, in time, rather it
preceded the time of creating the text. This assumption is supported by the timing of the
unit of the trip where the past tense dominates. This shows the creative activity of the
author's imagination in synthesising these images in such a manner as to make them look
as if they are contemporaneous with the time of producing the text. The unit of oath does
start in the present tense in aJj—a. (JUa "so I swear, by the Holy
House about which circumambulate" and also ends in the present tense as in ^>3 1$ a \ n
"beasts paid in parcels by one tribe to another as indemnity" while the past
dominated the time distance between them being a time of narrating the historical events,
as in ^-ual i L*a-xxuai t 1 4 IjJLJj t The narrative time is distinguished
from the abstract past tense by its strong connections with the sum of narrated events.
Narration in general depends on two basic foundations:-
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First: It contains a story of some sort which includes specific events.
The second: It specifies the style of telling the story. This style is called narration.63
As the unit of oath is one that requires strong affirmation, it was dominated by
the present tense as in < g-3Ui 4 'U<■ 1 ~dA"
J-Ju t Ji—lij i { hit 4 jJaj_S .The present tense here is not restricted to the present
moment in time, it extends instead into the future in order to express the continuity of
action <->Ujl »/i Uj*i */i JL-* "when you stir it up, it's a hateful thing you've stirred
up;" o'—^ " very ill-omened are the boys it bears you J-«j V 1—«
"Yes, war yields you a harvest very different from the bushels".
The time context of the unit of values is divided into two equal parts, and the
conditional sentence represents an effective factor, in both parts. For this reason the
conditional verb is the present tense while the answer is in the future as a necessary
outcome of the conditional verb<-i>_a ) (<^1 jakj 4i1i jrUjl! jlal oa_*j )
( <>">-% V fj-Zj V a-4J ) ( f V .... pAL V
The time context is given at the end of the text:-
I know what is happening to-day, and what passed before that yesterday,
but as for knowing what to-morrow will bring, there I'm utterly blind.
as present and is similar to the beginning of the poem in its momentary presence:-
Are there still blackened orts in the stone-waste ofEd-Darraj
and al-Mutathallim, mute witnesses to where Umm Aufa once dwelt?
*
■ "1 uil *1 £.J L C. (J£ ub -I y lmII
.4—iix* —-J ^—Jtxi 1—4 4 .^ —^4 (jt 1 t—jl
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This similarity between the times of beginning and ending represents a significant
contradiction resulting from knowledge f—ictj "I know" contradicting doubt and the
negative interrogation in ^ y-iji <>>1 as in the first line ofmu 'allaqa. The
beginning and the end of the text clearly indicate the theme of knowledge which
dominates the text, and at the same time, it represents the logic of human civilisation in
acquiring and practicing knowledge. Human civilisation began by posing anxious
questions about events taking place around humanity until it reached, through
experience, the stage of science and knowledge. This supports our view that the scene of
ruins and the scene of precise description of the trip are concentrated symbolic and
imagined pictures which help the creative writer make use of his cultural depository.
Thus, the effectiveness of the time context as one element of the whole textual
structure becomes very clear. It transforms reading a text, from both the traditional
perspective which is based on reading and explaining the words of the text and from the
direct descriptive reading of the purpose of the text, as in the commentary by al-Khatlb
al-TabrizI on the ten mu 'allciqcis and al-Zawzani commentary on the ten mu'allaqas, as
well as other commentaries on pre-Islamic poetry,64 into a perspective which fathoms the
relations of the text and reveals its hidden contents and imparts vitality and dynamism
into it, having stood silent like a ruin.
Despite Abu Deeb's pioneering attempt to study the pre-Isiamic text making use
of modern techniques based on the structuralist method, this researcher considers that
the structuralist method has dominated Abu Deeb's attempt and seized the reins of his
analysis, instead of him adapting it for delineating the texts. Literary analysis has thus
become remote from the concept of literature. Its language has become dependent on
a\ -J*—^ if—a~^
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engineered expressions, terminology and symbols which transform the analysed text into
a philosophical and mathematical treatise, where the reader needs to have a philosophical
talent in order to decipher its symbols. For this reason, Abu Deeb exhausts himself in
creating tools and devices with which he attacks the text in order to prove what he wants
to say. He artificially invents the theory, then he applies the text to it. This causes him to
fall into a great deal of trouble and pretense. We think that, in order to get out of the
circle of traditional analysis and to impart the spirit ofmodernity to the study of texts, it
is necessary that the theory should arise from the body of the text, by the action of the
critic's culture and his new vision of the Arabic literary heritage.
To demonstrate Abu Deeb's method of analysing time in the mu 'allaqa ofZuhayr
I quote the following from one of his work:-
"I shall distinguish in principle between two times, "time of action" and
"time of narration". By the time of action I mean the time in which the
experience happened, or the historical event took place. This is a linear
time which does not have, by its very nature, holes which could put
one event before or after the moment of its occurrence. By the time of
narration I mean the time in which the text is happening; this is the time
of speaking, or spoken time. It is a specified present time which begins
the moment the speaking starts and ends the moment the poet stops.
I shall add to these two times a third one which I shall call "time of the
text". By this I mean the time of engaging in the actual composition of
the text, in time, and it is, in effect, a relation between the time of the
action and the time of the narration. One of its characteristics is that it
is not specified by the actual existence of one text, rather it is formed
on the level of the structure as a whole and could be both linear and
non-linear, in a way that makes it possible to place a subsequent
moment before another one, preceding it historically. Thus, the crucial
significance of distinguishing these three times will become apparent
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shortly. Also, its theoretical competence and capacity of generalisation
in studying not only poetic texts but also prosaic ones will be
demonstrated."65
This is a theoretical introduction created by Abu Deeb at the outset of his study
of Zuhayr's text. As we see, it includes three kinds of time: time of action, time of
narration and time of text. He defines the time of text in a very opaque way whereby it
could have no actual existence in the body of the text. Ifwe follow his analysis we do not
find any analytical reference to the time of text except the mention of the term. Instead,
AbiT Deeb concentrates on the time of action and the time of narration because they are
easy to follow, to describe and it is easy to identify the relation between them and the
structure of the text as a whole. This made him stray away from his path and to enter the
wilderness ofmathematical language equations. Abu Deeb states:-
"The text is born without a tendency to anxiety [!]. I shall give the
starting point in time the symbol (A 1)... for the expression f-i£u
"mute", could not belong to the same time theme apparent in (Al) and
should belong to a moment in time which precedes speaking, this is
(AN), which remains unknown and unidentifiable, for the moment,
other than in its linear relation to (A 1) but it could be identified later.
65 jl Ajj AjS t"u"l (^^11 ^ ■ *»Sl (J-Jclll 'y> j |-j .1.11 J ((J*^ j ^ y jid—ui'
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j1 l (j-«J (J**1*1 H (_£jJl (3*3^ ^ Ax-aSli Jjjuill (j-«3 L«1 l I^jjJ^J (3^^
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However, the interruption in time does not happen on the level of the
narration time which continues, but on the level of the action time, on
the one hand, and on the text time, on the other, on the first level.
(AN) indicates that the event which comes after the speech precedes, in
experience, the event represented in the action of speaking (
On the second level, (AN) indicates that the time of the text is not a
linear time, but a non-linear [lit. splittable] time, as it commences at the
moment of speaking, in the first place, from the sentence (Al),
however, it comes after it by a moment of time which does not actually
supersedes it, rather, it precedes it, thus creating a time formula which
has the following language structure:-
A1 (Ml) +AN(M2)+
However, its time structure is>
AN(M1)+(A1 (M2)+66
The above quotation from Abu Deeb clearly demonstrates how his analysis is
dominated by mathematical terminology and symbols for the sake of proving the thought
with which he is obsessed. This results in the text losing its literary spirit and turns it into
language constructions, closer to logic than to literature. This researcher considers that
the study of the text should be parallel to the text itself and should circulate in its orbit
and reveal the semantic relations that exist between its units, by outlining the features of
poetic images and their effect on the structure of the text as a whole, until the textual
analysis achieves its purpose, i.e. by producing an analytical text which is like a shadow,
in relation to the original text.
. ytaJ . rk\W 4 ■ .1' Mil 4 jjjSj CJ-jJ ^-jl A-ic. (J ojy-a jla OJ
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Conclusion:-
Perhaps this study of the introduction about ruins in pre-Islamic poetry has made
a humble contribution by revealing the function of ruins and their symbolic indications in
the structure of the poem, as a whole, their relations with other units of the text and the
significance of their intertwining in the body of the text. Hence I can say:-
First: Every poetic text has its own artistic mechanisms and constituent elements
which could not be applied in general to other poetic texts. Doing this results
in the artistic experience losing its substance and turns it into a lifeless
construction.
Secondly: The application of modern (ready-made) analytical theories to old poetic
texts, such as the mu 'allaqas, and the casting of the critic's intellectual and
ideological vision on them could produce a theoretical declaration devoid of
real understanding of the nature of the studied text and could turn into an
abstract study remote from the spirit of literature.
Thirdly: It became clear to this researcher - and surprisingly so - that the attempts of
structuralist critics were focused only on the texts of old Arabic poetry. This
confirms the originality of those poetic models and their presence in our
literary conscience, because of their characteristically good composition
which immortalised them through the centuries. At the same time, this proves
that the modern poem has not yet reached the goal of the old one, where the
application of modern theories becomes difficult. We do not wish to
generalise this opinion over all modern poems because there are exceptions
worth stopping at.
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Fourthly: Symbol and imagination in the introductions about ruins represent a basic
element in forming the poet's creative vision, on the one hand, and the
critic's, on the other. We have seen, through our analysis, that stopping by
the ruins was not an actual stop and that there is nothing in the old Arabic
heritage to indicate that. This supports our hypothesis of the creative activity
of the poet's imaginative talent, and how this talent was employed in drawing
the poetic image.
Fifthly: We find, through studying Abil Deeb's analytical method, as applied in his
lengthy study of pre-Islamic poetry, that he bases his theory on the principle
of binary oppositions which he has borrowed from Levi-Strauss' structuralist
analysis ofmyth. Abu Deeb adopted binary oppositions as a basis for textual
analysis which led him to forcibly apply them to the structure of the old
poetic text. He strayed away from his path in his attempt to create them,
although they are built on contrast and antithesis, in their direct sense,e.g., ).
( ol—*Jj cjl—uajfr) ( iJj—( JJL-aj i.m This theory
of analysis empties poetry of its essence and originality, as a structure which
possesses its unique characteristics, poetic images and indicative symbolism.
Therefore, Abu Deeb's analysis failed to reveal the symbolism of the poetic
image, despite a great deal of artistic observation which represents a
pioneering attempt at textual analysis. They stimulated many critical attempts
to reread ancient Arabic poetry with new visions based on interrogating the
text and revealing its artistic indications.
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Conclusion
Structuralism in modern criticism drew the attention ofwriters and critics to an
intellectual movement which aims at establishing an analytical method for literary
creativity different from previous traditional methods, and it is from this that the idea of
this study has progressed. Through it I have attempted to study structuralist analysis in
modern Arabic critisism and to show the extent of its kinship with the old Arabic
heritage or the extent of its discontinuity from it. In the light of this study and the
conclusions at which I have arrived at the end of every chapter I can sum up these
conclusions as follows:-
First:- The questions of sound and meaning and that of the poetic 'amud al-shi V
is one of the old critical phenomena which was analytically tackled by the old critics who
formulated their laws. Also these two phenomena have become the axis of critical studies
in modern times. By using his critical faculty 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani has defined the
place of sense in the literary text. This is exemplified in the process of construction which
is an art, and thus not limited to sounds only, or to meaning only, but is rather embedded
in the composition which basically makes the suitability of a sound in a given place
dependent on its meaning and the meaning of the context in which it is arranged, thus
making it necessary to put it in that place. However, the question of sound and meaning
has attained new concepts and dimensions in contemporary criticism. The modern trends
such as the social, realist, psychological schools and the Dlwan group have approached
this question through the artistic vision of each of them, thus leading to the emergence of
the phenomenon of engagement in literature which gives priority to contents which aim
at serving the causes of human society. Al-'Aqqad strongly calls for changing the content
so as to turn poetry into an expression of the self towards life and existence.
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Secondly:- Modern critics have not arrived at a defined vision of these two
phenomena, as well as not adding anything new to the old efforts. The critics'
contribution to analysing these two phenomena is based on their cultural backgrounds and
their political affiliations which makes it equal, in the end of the day, to the old critic's
vision. Engagement in literature according to socialist realism - by way of example and
not to the exclusion of other schools - does not refer to the attitude of the writer who
creates the poetry, rather it refers in principle to the content of the artistic structure of
the text. Also, some critics representing socialist realism paid special attention to the
content and were scantily concerned with form, while others did not distinguish between
form and content. This supports the conclusion which I reach, that this artistic
phenomenon is characterised by continuity and perpetuation from the old right to the
modern age.
Thirdly:- Arab structuralist critics have derived their structuralist method from
Western structuralism and were influenced by the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss
and Louis Althusser in structuralist Marxism, Jaques Lacan in structuralist
psychoanalysis and Roland Barthes in literary structuralism. However, despite being
influenced by Western structuralists they did not manage to escape from the Arabic
critical heritage which is present in their thinking and analysis. Thus we can say that the
sources of structuralism in the Arab structuralists' analysis turn around two axes: a
Western axis represented by the modern critical school and an Arab axis illustrated by the
structuralists' leaning to the Arabic critical heritage and its presence in their critical
analyses. This conclusion is confirmed by the following statement of AbU Deeb who is
one of the pioneers of structuralist criticism in modern Arabic literature: "Modern Arabic
literature has not yet managed to assimilate this intellectual and philosophical heritage
very well. The linguistic heritage ofFerdinand de Saussure is still completely alien to it,
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despite the fact that its theoretical foundations are part of the Arabic linguistic heritage
as crystalised by the work of an outstanding critic such as 'Abd al-Qahir Al-Jurjanl'67.
Fourthly:- Many artistic phenomena have appeared in the structuralist analysis in
modern Arabic criticism, and these represent artistic axis on which the structuralists have
leaned. These phenomena are binary opposition, the poetic, textual construction and
rhythmic construction.
The present researcher has surveyed these artistic phenomena and having tracked
their source has ended up emphasising that binary opposition is a philosophical concept
which has received the attention of thinkers and philosophers from Plato up to Hegel, in
our present age, and thus it represents an old intellectual extension. The researcher has
proved through his study of the binary opposition phenomenon that it is not a new term
or concept in Arabic rhetoric. Antithesis and juxtaposition are not different from the
binary opposition through which the poet aims at expressing meanings in a precise
manner by way ofmaking their antonyms salient. The researcher has attempted through
this study to demonstrate Abu Deeb's exaggerated use of binary opposition in his
analysis of the mu 'allaqa of Labld and how his obsession with it has led him to create
this binary opposition forcibly.
The second phenomenon is the poetic, and here the researcher is of the view that
in both its interpretation, as tension or as pleasure and satisfaction according to Barthes,
it is equivalent to the concept of beneficial metaphor according to 'Abd al-Qahir Al-
Jurjani. The poetic in its pure sense, according to Abu Deeb, is nothing else than
imagination, for imagination as Hazim al-Qurtajanni sees it is the act of the listener's
realisation of the meaning of the poet's sound through the images, so that an image or
67
- Abu Deeb, Kamal. Jadaliyyat al-Khafa' vva al-TajallT. p. 11. 3rd ed. (Beinit, 1984).
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images are created in his imagination and he is affected by conceiving them mentally -
and by conceptualising them or imagining something else through them - without
reflection, and this leads him to a feeling of relaxation or depression. Therefore, the
researcher is of the opinion that the poetic is an avenue which relies on the cultural
authority of the critic in his understanding and characterisation of the literary text. In
addition, the poetic is an extension which has its historical roots in the discipline of
rhetoric because of its use ofmetaphor and metonymy.
The third phenomenon, textual construction, was much discussed by old and
modern critics. Old criticisms made the poetic verse into the "house of meaning"
emphasising that the meaning should interact with the construction. However, the
modern critics are of the view that the old poetic verse has ceased to be a free domain in
which the creative self, as conditioned by emotional experience, could move freely, and
hence the conceptions of modernism and contemporaneousness have progressed to
define the textual construction and the form of writing. Perhaps Adonis is the best
representative of this trend. The modernist vision of the form ofwriting in general and
the poetic text in particular for which Adonis has called, because he has been influenced
by Nafiff's SufTstyle ofwriting, consists of creating thought and an unexpected world, as
if the language here is not what is created but the creative itself. In addition, the
modernist vision of writing progresses from the space of ambiguity and lack of clarity,
while the expression of a precise idea or a definite situation has no place in true poetry,
as Adonis puts it.
However, the researcher is of the view that this vision cancels the self (the ego)
as it does not constitute the speaker or the author, but rather it is the language itself in
the flow of the text. This cancellation of the ego leads to the privilege of the language.
The researcher also emphasises that creativity must be based on an idea in which the poet
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focuses his feelings and vision, otherwise language could turn into a slab of nouns, verbs
and articles.
As for the phenomenon of rhythmic construction, it is one of the artistic
phenomena which has occupied a big space in the structuralist critics' analysis. Abu Deeb
devoted a lengthy study to it with the object of finding a radical alternative to Al-
KhalTH's rhythm. However, the researcher is of the view that Al-Khalll's metres are well
established although each critic's perspective is different. Difference in visions or
analytical methods does not imply the unsuitability of the original rule, this being so
because modern poets have not essentially abandoned the Khalll taf'ilah. The researcher
continues to raise an important question about this significant issue: why the insistence
on finding a radical alternative to the Khaffl prosody? This insistence leads, in the
researcher's view, to ignoring the old poetic heritage which is based in its construction
on Al- Khalll's metres, on the one hand, and on the other hand to severing the link
between the past and the present and to creating a new flimsy poetic situation lacking in
cultural authority.
Al- Khalll's rhythm emerged from that great creative heritage, such as the
mu'cillaqas, and the poets could then express their experiences and emotions and
whatever was on their mind in order to create immortal poetry which has how become a
target for structuralist analysis. This immense poetic wealth, whether pre-Islamic or
medieval, contains many issues and topics, and those metres have never represented a
fetter that denied the poet the right to move freely within the space of the poem. We ask:
how could it become a fetter limiting the poet's freedom while the later were writing free
verse in modern times?
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Fifthly: from his study of the introduction about ruins, the researcher holds the
view that:-
• Every poetic text enjoys an artistic independence where its elements are concerned
and we cannot combine all poetic texts within a single framework, because to do so
results in the artistic experience losing its content and turns it into a repetitive lifeless
construction.
• The structuralist analysis of pre-Islamic poetry does not spring from the texts
themselves, rather, it represents ready-made visions intended to accord with pre-
Islamic texts, and sometimes these visions were forcibly applied to those texts.
• The introductions about ruins depend in their composition on symbol and
imagination, as there has not been in poetic history a real stopping during which the
poet would have wept over his beloved ones. Stopping by the ruins was not a moral
commitment towards poetic composition, rather like the offering of due greeting as
Bateson maintains. Had this view been correct then all pre-Islamic poems would have
adopted such an artistic framework.
• Abu Deeb's analysis of the introduction about ruins is not the only one capable of
illustrating the meaning of these introductions. Although he makes sound points
sometimes, and departs from the text, at other times, the researcher is of the view
that Abu Deeb's method is an eclectic method that concentrates on certain
dimensions which agree with his direction while keeping away from other dimensions
which lie outwith it. The essential issue here is this: can we make a comprehensive
and exclusive structuralist analysis of a text? To which we reply, comprehensive 'no',
exclusive 'yes', in that the literary critical theory defines what should be considered
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as literary phenomenon and excludes from its framework that which lies outside its
theoretical focus.
The influence of modern European schools on modern Arab critics has made
them present these schools and theories in an unqualified form, without due attention to
the poverty of these trends, thus making them appear as the only ones in their areas. This
is what happened with structuralism in Arabic criticism. Also the critics' faithfulness
towards what they have borrowed from has caused them to not take care to make it
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